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Valency and constructions. Perspectives on combining words. Edited by
Kristian Blensenius.
abstract
This volume contains papers on the theme valency and constructions,
including papers from an international workshop on the same topic held
at the University of Gothenburg. The aim is to cover many aspects of the
broad topic of valency and constructions. Different languages are represented, for example Japanese, Brazilian Portuguese, and Swedish. Different
perspectives on the topic can be identified: lexicographic, constructionist,
event-structure, and frame semantics, to name but a few.
The papers included in this volume have been peer reviewed.
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Introduction
This volume contains papers on the theme valency and constructions,
including papers from an international workshop on the same topic held
at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, 9 April 2019.
The aim of the volume is to cover many aspects of the broad topic of
valency and constructions. The breadth as well as depth can be illustrated
by the coverage of different topics such as constructional shifts related
to sense distinctions in dictionaries (Blensenius & Holmer), relations
between verbs and argument structure constructions (Croft & Kalm),
relations between frame elements, argument structure constructions, and
participant roles in valency descriptions (Herbst), comparative concepts
enriched with semantic frames as a way of establishing construction equivalents in different languages (Lyngfelt et al.), crowdsourcing as a method
in linking two Japanese language resources involving semantic frames and
case frames (Ohara), identification and presentation of collocations in a
Swedish dictionary (Sköldberg), and a comparison and aligning of two
constructions in Brazilian Portuguese with potential equivalents in Swedish (Tavares).
Different languages are represented, for example Japanese, Brazilian
Portuguese, and Swedish. Different perspectives on the topic can be identified: lexicographic, constructionist, event-structure, and frame semantics, to name but a few.
Thanks to Peter Andersson Lilja for his assistance in organizing the
workshop, and Emma Sköldberg for the reading and organization of the
whole volume. I am also grateful for the financial support for the workshop provided by the Meijerberg institute, and I would also like to thank
the Meijerberg institute for publishing this volume in MASO.
The papers included in this volume have been peer reviewed. I thank
the reviewers of the manuscripts for taking the time and effort to review
the manuscripts.
Göteborg, 20 March 2022
Kristian Blensenius
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How do verbal constructional alternations reflect
(sub-)sense distinctions in dictionaries? A case study
of a Swedish monolingual dictionary
Kristian Blensenius & Louise Holmer
In this article, we study verbal constructional alternations in relation to (sub-)sense
distinctions in dictionaries. We compare the lexicographical solutions in The Contemporary Dictionary of the Swedish Academy (SO), a Swedish monolingual dictionary,
with several other dictionaries, as well as with FrameNet. We find that the dictionaries
in question use a multitude of means to signal alternations of different types related
to (sub)sense distinctions.

1. Introduction1
It is well known that words may vary in meaning depending on immediate contextual conditions (e.g., Sinclair 1996; Fillmore & Atkins 2000;
Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004), and this has been particularly useful in
Frame Semantics approaches to lexicography involving FrameNet databases (see section 3.4) as lexicographical tools (e.g., Atkins et al. 2003).
Since a significant purpose of a monolingual dictionary is to provide
definitions of words, an essential part of the lexicographer’s work is to
subdivide senses in cases of polysemy, attending to contextual variation
when necessary.
The subdivision of senses can be done in several ways (see, for example, Geeraerts 2001). One approach that includes the immediate context
is to employ syntagmatic criteria, i.e. combinatorial properties that can be
specified in terms of semantic-syntactic valency patterns based on argument structure characteristics. Svensén (2009:206f.) gives boil as an example of a verb whose meaning may depend on its syntactic valency: it can be
transitive, e.g., somebody boils something, or intransitive, e.g., something
boils. These alternations in transitivity may indicate a sense distinction.
An example where semantic valency is perhaps more prominent is the verb
run, the subject of which can be animate, somebody runs, or inanimate,
the car runs.
1	The authors are very thankful for comments and suggestions for improvement provided by reviewers and other readers regarding earlier versions of this article.
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By studying the sense distinctions that are signaled by specific grammatical codes in the dictionary, it is possible to tease out the way argument structures are assumed to reflect sense distinctions in dictionaries, for
example different transitivity patterns (see, e.g., Montemagni 1994:355f.).
This type of analysis is employed in the present article; see further section
1.2.

1.1. A
 lternations in The Contemporary Dictionary of the
Swedish Academy
The major contemporary monolingual dictionary of Swedish, Svensk
ordbok utgiven av Svenska Akademien (‘The Contemporary Dictionary
of the Swedish Academy’, abbreviated SO) typically distinguishes core
senses (kernel or main senses) of a word by identifying different distinctive semantic features and providing different semantic descriptions, as
is done in many other dictionaries. For example, the verb ‘boil’ mentioned above, koka in Swedish, is assigned two numbered core senses.
The first core sense, koka 1,2 is (in relevant parts) described as “vara i
stark bubbling och snabbt övergå till gasform”, ‘to bubble vigorously
and quickly change into gaseous form’. However, the more relevant part
of the description of the second core sense (for the purpose of the present
study), koka 2, reads “försätta (vätska) i stark bubbling genom upphettning”, ‘cause (liquid) to bubble vigorously through heating’. An obvious difference between koka 1 and koka 2 is that the different senses are
associated with different syntactic and semantic structures: koka 1 means
that something (e.g., water) boils, whereas koka 2 has a causative semantic structure; somebody (e.g., a cook) causes something (e.g., water) to
boil. By using different formulations at the beginning of definitions, such
as försätta … ‘cause’ in the definition of koka 2 (other common causative signals include få att … ‘make’) and combining them with other cues
in the entries (e.g., syntactic-semantic valency patterns), we are given
at least implicit information that there may be a syntagmatic difference
between core senses. In the present case of ‘boil’, we can distinguish an
intransitive core sense with a patient subject, and a transitive core sense
with an agent subject and a patient object (see also Toporowska Gron-

2

Headwords and any related core senses are displayed in bold font.
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ostaj 1996:86 for a discussion of causation as a factor in core-sense distinctions in the lexical database that the precursors of SO and SO itself
are partly based on).
SO does not only distinguish core senses, but also sub-senses, which are
separated from each other graphically by small circles. An interesting feature of these sub-senses is that sub-sense distinction is sometimes formulated
in explicit, typographically distinguished, (sub-sense) comments3 involving
the word (or word segment) konstruktion ‘construction’. For example, the
comment may state that the sub-sense is associated with a konstruktions
växling ‘(constructional) alternation’, a concept that is not described further in SO. Take, for example, the verb lasta ‘load’, which is also used as an
example in the literature describing previous versions of the lexical database that SO is extracted from (Järborg 1989:33f.). The verb is associated
with the core sense of the headword lasta 1, described as “placera last (på
visst transportmedel)”, ‘place cargo (onto certain means of transport)’. The
example provided in the dictionary is lasta ett fartyg ‘load a ship’. The core
sense is also divided into sub-senses, and the important one here is indicated
by the comment “äv. med konstruktionsväxling”, ‘also with alternation’
followed by the description “placera som last (på transportmedel)”, ‘place
as cargo (onto means of transport)’. This suggests that the dictionary user
should figure out the alternation relation by considering the description,
but also by considering the object in the example provided, lasta säckarna
på lastbilarna ‘load the bags onto the trucks’. “Alternations” like this, such
as the metonymical association between the container for contents and the
contents, are seemingly considered alternations in frame-semantic terms
(see section 3.4), involving highlighting of a different semantic role for the
object position (Järborg 1989:33). We will therefore employ a frame-semantic perspective when comparing the alternations with FrameNet in 3.4.
It could be noted that there are several perspectives on metonymical shifts like the ones discussed here. The frame-semantic approach to
metonymy mentioned above, is also employed by Sweep (2010), using
highlighting of parts of conceptual structures of words in central. See for

3	These comments are literally called “transferral explanations” (Sw. transfererings
förklaringar). According to literature describing previous versions of the lexical
database that SO is extracted from, the comments are used for providing semantic
and syntactic information that is supposed to indicate the relation between the core
sense and the sub-sense (Järborg 1989:20, 31).
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example Nunberg (1995) for a discussion on the semantic mechanisms
behind transferred meanings and whether a metonymical sentence like
Billy’s shoes were tied is metonymical because of the predicate, tied, or the
argument, shoes, having transferred meaning.
We limit our study of SO to the distinctions that include ‘construction’ in
the sub-sense comment, which explicitly states that the sub-sense distinction involves some kind of “constructional” shift, or alternation, as primarily found in the sub-senses. The explicit presentation of alternations in
SO prompts us to examine what these (sub)sense distinctions are based on
from a syntagmatic perspective.

1.2. Aim
SO has been undergoing revision since its first edition in 2009. Part of
the revision work has included reworking information categories, including the presentation of syntactic properties and valency for verbs. Since
valence patterns are now provided for core senses and sub-senses, the editors of SO4 have discussed sub-senses with explicitly stated alternations of
different kinds.
In this article, we examine how some types of verbal sub-sense distinctions in SO are linked to constructional alternations, but are not given a
grammatical description, or are introduced in other ways, in SO. We also
compare these types with similar types in several other dictionaries. To our
knowledge, this kind of investigation has not been performed on Swedish
dictionaries previously.
During the course of our analysis, we raise the following questions:
• What types of verbal alternations can be identified in sub-sense divisions
that provide explicit alternation information in SO, i.e. where the word
(or word segment) konstruktion ‘construction’ is found in the part of
the entry that introduces the sub-sense?
• Are the sub-sense distinctions in SO treated similarly to other comprehensive dictionaries for other languages? Do they seem to correspond
with the frame-semantic treatment of different frames (in the “operational” version of Frame Semantics, FrameNet, see section 3.4)?

4

The authors of this article are also editors of SO.
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2. Background: Sense distinctions and alternations in
dictionaries
In this section, we discuss how polysemy structures are treated, with particular focus on how senses are sub-divided or otherwise distinguished
from each other in dictionaries generally and in terms of alternations.

2.1. Sense identification
As mentioned in section 1 above, the different senses of a word in a dictionary entry can be distinguished from each other in a number of ways.
For example, the criteria mentioned by Svensén (2009:206–211) include:
• “real-world knowledge”, which is a more or less extra-linguistic criterion which is based on our experiences (e.g., the fact that page refers to
retainers as well as sheets of paper is known from experience)
• pragmatic criteria, using a word in different subject fields (e.g., base in
geometry vs. in chemistry)
• paradigmatic criteria, replacing a word by e.g. synonym in different
contexts, thereby revealing differences and similarities in meaning (e.g.,
caution vs. synonyms like ‘carefulness’ and ‘warning’)
• semantic criteria, analyzing a word into its semantic components (e.g.,
cup ‘drinking container’ vs. ‘trophy’)
• morphological criteria, where different senses may presuppose a particular morphological form (e.g., finance in the singular ‘management
of money’ vs. in the plural ‘money resources’)
• syntagmatic criteria, i.e. the division of senses that are based on syntactic distribution.
In the present study, we focus on the last category, syntagmatic criteria,
which is related to how senses are correlated to the combinatorial properties of words.

2.1.1. SO and (sub-)sense distinctions
SO was published in print in 2009. The revised edition was published in
May 2021 as an online version, that can be found at the dictionary portal
Svenska.se, and as an app. It is a monolingual general-language dictionary
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including approximately 65,000 headwords. Its main features include
thorough definitions, sub-senses, solid compounds, examples, and derivatives. In the 2009 edition, special consideration was taken to improve
phraseology, especially for verbs, hence strengthening the description of
valency patterns, collocations and idioms. In the revised edition, one aim
has been to improve the syntagmatic descriptions. We as editors have also
implemented a number of digital benefits, including the possibilities of
expanding and collapsing different parts of the entry. In the digital-only
edition of 2021, the editors made more use of hyperlinks in order to highlight semantic relations between different lexemes.
SO has two print predecessors: Svensk ordbok (1986) and National
encyklopedins ordbok (1995–1996). These were, in turn, extracted from
older versions of the same database that was compiled in the project “Lexical database/Swedish dictionary” (LDB) in the 1970s. At the time, there
were no comprehensive monolingual definition dictionaries of Swedish
based on a theoretical foundation (Ralph et al. 1977:5, 17).
Polysemy in SO is principally treated in the same way as it was in its predecessors. Therefore, information about sense division can often be found
in reports from the editors of earlier versions of the lexical database. Poly
semy is indicated by linearly ordered, distinct, core senses (Ralph et al.
1977:30f.; Järborg 1989:8). The establishment of a core sense is based on
several steps, and a semantic-factor analysis is the most central one. The
semantic factors are of different types (although not semantic primitives,
e.g. semantic features like “+Animate” etc.), but they should be exhaustive enough to be used for each core sense and its sub-senses (see Järborg
1989:13–19 for a comprehensive description of semantic factors).
If two or more semantic factors differ between potentially different core
senses, then two core senses are distinguished (Järborg 1989:17). Whilst
this type of analysis is based on factors that exist on different levels of
abstraction, it is not primarily based on semantic primitives such as deep
case (i.e. semantic roles). It is noted that word meaning shifts depending
on syntactic environment, and deep case is claimed to have been of good
use (Järborg 1989:13). However, deep case does not seem to have been the
primary tool in the semantic analysis; it seems that it is used primarily for
describing combinatorial patterns (Ralph et al. 1977:23, 30).
Returning to the SO, we note that each core sense is marked with a
number after the headword (an Arabic numeral in bold), if the lemma
(which, in turn, can be marked with a superscript number before it) is
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not monosemous. The senses are ordered hierarchically with sub-sections
being connected to the core senses (Järborg 1989:7f.). These instantiate the
so-called transferred senses in the earlier descriptions of the database, and
betydelsenyanser ‘nuances of meaning’ in SO, or, as we call them in the
present study, sub-senses. The sub-senses belong to their respective core
senses (obviously), but they are also peripheral and subordinate to the core
senses, often involving figurative or extended use of the word (SO 2009,
p. XV), for example re-focusing transferals such as metonymy (Rydstedt
2012:148). Each sub-sense is introduced by (i) a section mark (○) and (ii)
a short, typographically marked (smaller font size), syntactic or semantic
comment (indicated with parentheses in the English translation), optionally with a definition. Consider, for example, the entry for the verb växa
‘grow’, which has two core senses with related sub-senses (only selected
parts of entries are provided henceforth):
(1) växa
	1 (genom naturlig inre livskraft) öka i storlek ‘(through natural inner
life force) increase in size’
[…]
	Example: trettonåringen växte så det knakade ‘the thirteen-year-old
grew very fast’
		
○ äv. bildligt utvecklas och mogna ‘(also figuratively) develop and
mature’
		Example: hon växte med uppgiften ‘she rose to the circumstances’
	2 förekomma (och fortlöpande öka i storlek) ‘occur (and continuously increase in size)’
Example: i parken växer mycket rosor ‘a lot of roses grow in the park’
		
○ ofta helt utan tanke på växandet ‘(often completely without regard to
growth)’
		Example: amaryllisen växer vild i Peru ‘the amaryllis grows wild
in Peru’

2.2. Alternation
The term alternation is used in different accounts (e.g., Levin 1993) for
describing basic syntactic configurations that are derived, altered, in different ways depending on lexico-semantic properties of words. Grammat-
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ical accounts that view grammar as an inventory of linguistic signs, may
not consider any one particular sign to be more basic than another but
just consider “alternations” as the assignment of different argument structures (see e.g. Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004:99). However, for practical reasons, we adopt the term alternation in the present study as a translation
of the Swedish konstruktionsväxling (Andersson 1992; SAG 1999), since
the notion of “basicness” is not judged to be of importance to our analysis.

2.3. Alternations in SO
In order to find relevant sub-sense alternations in the SO dictionary database, we have searched for the word segment konstruktion* ‘construction’
(‘*’ being our wildcard character) in the sub-sense comment field since we
wished to identify explicit indications of alternations and other types of
potential constructional shifts. All in all, we have found 282 relevant cases
of sub-senses with konstruktion* in the sub-sense comment section.

2.3.1. C
 omments indicating explicit alternation: med
konstruktionsväxling ‘with alternation’
The most common alternation with the term konstruktion* in the sub-sense
comment is the type explicitly marked as having a distinctive constructional alternation feature. This type uses the format “med konstruktionsväxling”, ‘with (constructional) alternation’ (cf. Järborg 1989:33f.). The
descriptor is either accompanied by a short definition (e.g., fira 1 ‘celebrate’ in 2 below) or no definition (e.g., reparera ‘repair’ in 3). In some
cases, the comment may also be preceded by adverbs of frequency such as
“ofta” (“ofta med konstruktionsväxling”, ‘often with alternation’).
(2) fira 1
	Core sense: uppmärksamma (positiv händelse) genom att ordna festlighet ‘mark (positive event) by arranging a festivity’
Example: fira mormors födelsedag ‘celebrate grandma’s birthday’
		
Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling hedra med festlighet ‘(also
with alternation) honor with a festivity’
		Example: fira födelsedagsbarnet ‘celebrate the person who is
having birthday’
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(3) reparera
	Core sense: återställa (skadat eller utslitet föremål) i användbart skick
‘restore (a thing that is damaged or worn out) into working condition’
Example: reparera det trasiga stängslet ‘repair the broken fence’
		Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling ‘(also with alternation)’
		Example: reparera skadorna efter ovädret ‘repair the damages
after the storm’
There are 161 cases of explicitly stated alternation involving active verbs
(participle alternations are excluded for practical reasons), i.e., where the
word konstruktionsväxling is included in the entry in SO 2021. (For the
purpose of comparison, we observe that about 8,000 verbs in total are listed
in the dictionary.) The majority of the explicitly stated alternations, about
90, were judged as being of the type exemplified in (2) and (3), namely
instances of metonymical alternations (cf. Sweep 2012). In this example,
whilst a different semantic role is highlighted, no accompanying syntactic
reconfigurations occurs (see also Toporowska Gronostaj 1996:184 for a
similar example with the verb ‘open’). The highlighting of different participants is normally sufficient motivation for establishing a sub-sense (Järborg
1989:56). However, although different semantic roles are highlighted, the
structures in (2) and (3) are both transitive structures, regardless of whether
the verb’s object refers to (a) grandma’s birthday or (b) grandma herself
in (2), or (a) the broken fence or (b) the damages in (3). This makes these
alternations different from metonymical alternations with clearly syntactic
effects such as conductor-vehicle alternations (Amaral & Cançado 2020),
in which a structure such as conductor drives vehicle somewhere
appears as the intransitive vehicle drives somewhere. This distinction
also separates sub-senses in SO (see the verb ¹köra 1 ‘drive’ in SO 2021),
but without explicitly marking this type of distinction as an ‘alternation’.
Some other explicit alternations are present in SO as well. In contrast to
the metonymical alternations in (2–3) above, most of them are also associated with changes in syntax. The most prominent are the 23 cases of
subject/object-vs.-complement of preposition alternations. This involves
subject and object roles appearing av complements of prepositions, and
vice versa. For example, the complement of the preposition ur ‘from’ (i.e.
sår ‘wound’) appears as subject in the sub-sense in (4), and the book subject of komma ut (‘publish, be published’) is a complement of the preposition med ‘with’ in the sub-sense in (5).
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(4) blöda
Core sense: förlora blod ‘lose blood’
	Example: han blödde ur ett sår i huvudet ‘he bled from a wound in
his head’
		Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling ‘(also with alternation)’
		
Example: såret blödde ymnigt ‘the wound bled heavily’
(5) komma ut 4
Core sense: publiceras ‘be published’
	Example: boken kommer ut i vår ‘the book will be published this
spring’ (lit. the book publishes this spring)
		
Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling (med prep. med) få publicerad ‘(also with alternation) (with the preposition med) get published’
		Example: han kommer ut med en ny bok till hösten ‘he will publish a new book this autumn’ (lit. ‘he comes out with a new book
this autumn’)
Another type is the object-to-complement-of-preposition alternation,
which is evident in tappa ‘draw’:
(6) tappa
Core sense: låta (vätska) rinna ut ‘let (liquid) run out’
Example: tappa blod från patienten ‘draw blood from the patient’
		
Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling tömma ‘(also with alternation) empty’
		Example: tappa patienten på blod ‘drain the patient’s blood’ (lit.
‘drain the patient on blood’)
The six cases of the causative-inchoative alternation evident in, e.g.,
dropptorka ‘drip-dry’ could also be mentioned. A causative-inchoative
alternation involves a transitive, causative structure appearing as an
intransitive, inchoative (or “anticausative”) version, in this case in the
sub-sense in (7):
(7) dropptorka
Core sense: hänga (tvätt) till tork ‘hang (clothing) to dry’
Example: dropptorka nylonskjortan ‘drip-dry the nylon shirt’
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Sub-sense: äv. med konstruktionsväxling ‘(also with alternation)’
		Example: skjortan ska dropptorka ‘the shirt will drip-dry’
The three alternation categories presented above form the largest classes
of explicitly indicated alternations. The other types are of different kinds,
involving a single or a few cases per type. They include one case of locative
alternation (Levin 1993:2), undandra ‘withdraw’ (core example: undan
dra staten pengar, lit. ‘withhold the state money’; sub-sense alternation
example: undandra pengar från staten ‘withhold money from the state’),
and a few impersonal alternations, e.g., lösa sig ‘solve itself’ (core example: de hade inga lämpliga kläder men det löste sig ändå, lit. ‘they had no
proper clothes but it solved itself anyway’; sub-sense alternation example:
problemen löste sig efter hand ‘the problems gradually solved themselves’).
The frequencies of these alternations are provided below in Table 1.
Table 1. Comments explicitly indicating an alternation:
med konstruktionsväxling ‘with alternation’.
Type

Number of verbs

Metonymical alternation

92

Alternation with subject/object-vs.-complement of prepositions

23

Causative-inchoative alternation

6

Other

40

Total ‘with alternation’

161

2.3.2. Comments including konstruktion* ‘construction*’
The most common category with ‘construction’ included in the sub-sense
comment is “i/med opersonlig konstruktion”, ‘in/with impersonal construction’. In this category, the sub-sense is associated with an alternation
involving the expletive subject det ‘it’. As in English, the expletive subject
may occur in clauses describing weather conditions such as ‘rain’. Notwithstanding this fact, in the SO, weather verbs like regna ‘rain’ and snöa
‘snow’ with expletive subjects do not occur as sub-senses (they only appear
as core senses). Verbs that demonstrate an impersonal construction as one
or more sub-senses in SO are not weather verbs per se but are other types
of verb, e.g., those that refer to other atmospheric phenomena. An example is mörkna ‘darken, grow dark’:
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(8) mörkna
Core sense: bli mörkare ‘become darker’
Example: hennes hår har mörknat ‘her hair has grown dark’
		
Sub-sense: äv. med opersonlig konstruktion ‘(also with impersonal construction)’
		Example: det började mörkna tidigare om kvällarna ‘it began to
grow dark earlier in the evenings’
The indication “i konstruktioner med object”, ‘in constructions with
object’ (also: “i konstruktion med object”, ‘in construction with object’)
is the second most common type. Consider the verb bromsa ‘brake’:
(9) bromsa
Core sense: hastigt minska farten ‘rapidly reduce (the) speed’
	Example: han fick en sladd när han bromsade ‘he skidded when he
braked’
		
Sub-sense: äv. i konstruktioner med objekt’ ‘(also in constructions with
object)’
		
Example: bromsa bilen ‘brake the car’
In this example, the intransitive use of the verb, somebody/something
brakes, is distinguished as the core sense, whereas the pattern somebody
brakes something is considered to be a sub-sense.
The third most frequent sub-sense comment is “i absolut konstruktion”,
‘in absolute construction’, which refers to the use of (otherwise) transitive
verbs without an object, for example 3dricka ‘drink’ (10):
(10) 3dricka
Core sense: inta dryck ‘consume beverage’
Example: dricka mjölk ‘drink milk’
		
Sub-sense: i absolut konstruktion ofta spec. missbruka alkohol, supa
‘(in absolute construction often especially) abuse alcohol’
		Example: efter skilsmässan började han dricka ‘after the divorce,
he started drinking’
Other types include a variety of constructions; for example, we found a single
case of “äv. med infinitivkonstruktion, adjektiv e. d.”, ‘also with infinitival
construction, adjective, or similar.’ used in ²låtsas ‘pretend’. This verb takes a
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clausal complement in the core sense and an infinitival complement (or similar) in the sub-sense. Another type is represented by slippa 1 ‘avoid’, with
a single occurrence of “äv. (med annan konstruktion)”, ‘also (with another
construction)’. This seemingly involves the core sense having a noun phrase
object (‘avoid something’) which may alternate to an infinitival complement
and an associated change in meaning (‘avoid having to do something’).
The frequencies of these categories are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Comments including konstruktion* ‘construction’.
Type

#

Impersonal construction

62

Construction with object

26

Absolute construction

14

Other

19

Total including ‘construction’

121

3. Alternations in other monolingual dictionaries
In this section, we compare the SO alternations discussed above with alternations in a number of comprehensive monolingual dictionaries in Danish,
Norwegian and English. We will provide just a brief overview of five of the
example verbs introduced in section 2 that – at least partly – behave similarly in the different languages. We do this to illustrate several strategies
that can be used to distinguish different word senses related to alternations
(with some exceptions; see below). The verbs examined are ‘celebrate’ and
‘bleed’ (both are ‘alternation’ verbs), ‘darken, grow dark’ (‘impersonal
construction’), ‘brake’ (‘construction with object’), and ‘drink’ (‘absolute
construction’).
We investigate two comprehensive dictionaries of the other Mainland
Scandinavian languages: the Danish contemporary dictionary Den Danske
Ordbog, DDO, and the Norwegian dictionary Det Norske Akademis ord
bok, NAOB. We also include The Oxford English Dictionary, OED, and
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary of American English. The frame-semantic
lexicon for English, FrameNet, is also included for reference.
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3.1. The Danish dictionary, DDO
As mentioned previously, SO explicitly states that the verb fira ‘celebrate’
is a ‘with alternation’ verb, depending on the semantic role of the object:
‘celebrate something’ vs. ‘celebrate somebody’. Contrary to SO, DDO
does not present the corresponding verb fejre with an explicit alternation.
Both meanings are instead treated in one and the same core sense without
special sub-senses for the alternation.
Another example with explicitly stated alternation in SO is blöda ‘bleed’,
with the core sense ‘somebody bleeds (from a wound)’ and the alternation sub-sense ‘wound bleeds’. DDO presents the alternations for the corresponding verb bløde in a condensed way, in a single core sense. Thus,
bløde² is described as “afgive eller miste blod fra et bristet blodkar”, ‘give
away or lose blood from a broken bloodvessel’, and the valency information for this verb informs the reader that NOGEN/NOGET bløder (fra
NOGET) ‘somebody/something bleeds (from something)’. In this case, no
(sub-)sense distinction is made, despite the fact that this Danish verb can
take subjects with distinct semantic roles.
DDO differs from SO in its treatment of both noget mørkner ‘something
grows dark’, i.e. with a referential subject and the expletive det mørkner ‘it
grows dark’ in one and the same core sense mørkne 1 ‘darken, grow dark’.
On the other hand, DDO distinguishes between two core senses for bremse
‘brake’ whilst SO only gives one core sense and one sub-sense. The core
sense of bremse³, 1, includes the intransitive ‘somebody brakes’, while the
core sense 2 involves ‘somebody brakes something/somebody’.
The verb drikke² is divided into two core senses in DDO: the first sense
is transitive ‘somebody drinks (something)’, defined as “tilføre kroppen (nødvendig) væske gennem mund og hals”, ‘supply the body (essential) liquid through the mouth and throat’, whereas the second core sense,
“indtage alkoholiske drikke (i store mængder)”, ‘consume alcoholic beverages (in large quantities)’, is primarily intransitive (albeit not exclusively).

3.2. The Norwegian dictionary, NAOB
In the Norwegian NAOB, the verbs under consideration are accompanied
by grammar labels informing the reader about their transitivity, and sense
distinction is made by splitting the description between intransitive and
transitive readings. This promotes the causative alternation into a some-
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what more prominent position, although no detailed notes on such alternations are provided in the dictionary.
The verb feire ‘celebrate’ is dealt with differently when one compares SO
and DDO. In NAOB, there is no explicit (sub-)sense distinction for ‘celebrate something’ vs. ‘celebrate somebody’, but it does look like the core
sense feire 1 primarily refers to ‘celebrate something’, since all examples
are of that type. The ‘celebrate somebody’ can be found in the second core
sense, feire 2, which is described as “hylle” (‘praise’).
NAOB is similar to SO in that it provides a core sense (‘somebody
bleeds’) and a sub-sense (‘wound bleeds’) for blø ‘bleed’, although the
description ‘alternation’ is not used.
The Norwegian verb mørkne ‘darken, grow darker’ is treated in a similar way as in DDO, i.e. in one and the same core sense description. The
core sense mørkne 1 does say “især med formelt subjekt det”, ‘especially
with formal subject det’, but the examples that are provided include both
det mørkner ‘it grows dark’ and ‘something grows dark’, e.g., kvelden
[begynte] at mørkne ‘the evening [started to] grow dark’.
NAOB differs from SO and DDO in that includes both the intransitive
and transitive constructions of bremse ‘brake’ in one core sense, bremse 1.
As for drikke ‘drink’, NAOB is somewhat similar to DDO in that it distinguishes between two core senses for the verb: the transitive drikke 1“helle,
suge i seg (en væske) gjennom munn og hals”, ‘pour, suck in (a liquid)
through mouth and throat’, and the intransitive drikke 3, “misbruke alkohol”, ‘abuse alcohol’.

3.3. T
 he Oxford English Dictionary (OED) and the MerriamWebster Dictionary
In this section, the OED online and the Merriam-Webster online dictionary are examined with regards to how they present the verbs discussed in
sections 3.1–3.2.

3.3.1. OED
The verb celebrate is presented in OED in a way similar to that as in
NAOB: there seems to be two distinct senses: first, the (slightly formal)
‘praise’ core sense celebrate 2, “transitive. To honor or praise publicly
[…]”, primarily (but not only) includes the ‘celebrate somebody’ as well
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as the ‘celebrating something’ meaning. Second, we find, as stated in the
meaning description for the core sense celebrate 3, “transitive. To observe
(a holy day, festival, etc.) […]”. However, this sense includes ‘celebrate
something’.
OED treats the relevant meaning of bleed, bleed 1, as a single core
sense covering both animate and inanimate subjects: ‘To emit, discharge,
or ‘lose’ blood; to drop, or run with, blood. Said of a person or animal, a
part of the body, a wound, etc.’
In English, expletive subjects are rather differently distributed compared
with Swedish and other Mainland Scandinavian languages. They are typically associated with time (e.g., it’s late) and, like in Swedish, distance (e.g.,
it’s far from here to New York) and weather (e.g., it’s raining) (cf. Quirk et
al. 1985:748). However, excluding the type grow dark, we have not found
uses of the verb darken together with expletive subjects in OED.
As for brake, OED distinguishes between a transitive and an intransitive
core sense of brake, v.5. The same strategy is used for drink, where drink,
v.1 exhibits the transitive core sense with the definition in 1.a. “To take
(liquid) into the stomach; to swallow down, imbibe, quaff”. The intransitive sense “To take alcoholic or intoxicating liquor […]” is found as the
core sense 11.

3.3.2. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary
The Merriam-Webster dictionary is in agreement with the OED in large
parts in its treatment of the verbs under consideration. However, it only
recognizes one of the relevant senses of the transitive celebrate in this study,
‘celebrate SOMETHING’, e.g., in “A priest celebrates Mass.”
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary follows the OED regarding its treatment
of bleed, where the single core sense covers ‘to emit or lose blood’.
As in the OED, darken is not used together with an expletive subject in
Merriam-Webster. Furthermore, the verb brake is provided with an intransitive core sense (“to operate or manage a brake”, etc.) and a transitive
core sense (“to slow or stop by or as if by a brake”). The transitive and
intransitive uses of drink is also similar to those reported on in the OED,
since Merriam-Webster’s dictionary distinguishes the transitive core senses
first, among those “swallow […]”, e.g., “drink a glass of water” (drink
1a) and the intransitive drink 2, “to partake of alcoholic beverages”, e.g.,
“has quit drinking”.
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3.4. A comparison with FrameNet frames
We now briefly consider FrameNets in the form of the English FrameNet
(BFN, 2021) a lexical resource for English based on the theory of Frame
Semantics (Fillmore 1982, Fillmore & Baker 2009). In this context, words
(lexical units) are associated with semantic frames, and “[t]ypically, each
sense of a polysemous word belongs to a different semantic frame” (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:23). A Swedish FrameNet (SweFN++, 2021) has been
compiled, which we will make reference to, together with the BFN (see
Dannélls et al. 2021 for information about SweFN++).
A core idea behind Frame Semantics is that understanding the meaning of a word involves understanding the word’s semantic frames. Semantic frames are schematizations of “story fragments” (Ruppenhofer et al.
2016:7) which may involve series of events and participants. For example, the verb (or lexical unit, LU) squat evokes the Posture frame, as do the
verbs sit and stand, and also adjectives like seated. This frame is relatively
simple, since it merely involves an Agent supporting its body in a particular Location. Agent and Location are so-called ‘core semantic elements’ in
the frame, meaning that they are conceptually necessary components of
the frame (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:23). The Posture frame also includes
descriptions of syntactic form-class realizations (for English) that are associated with the frame, for example, NP (the Agent) and in-PP (the Location).
The metalanguage of FrameNet also captures (at least some of) the syntactic valency patterns of verbs, making it a suitable point of comparison
with the other dictionaries.
We have not found the verb celebrate in the FrameNet database. However, the SweFN++ does include fira ‘celebrate’ in the Social_event frame.
This frame covers both celebration of an Occasion, e.g., kompanjonskap
‘companionship’ in “fira vårt kompanjonskap”, ‘celebrate our companionship’, but also the semantic role Honoree, which would correspond to
“fira födelsedagsbarnet”, ‘celebrate the person who is having birthday’ in
the SO. In the case of ‘celebrate’, then, SweFN++ does not seem to make
any (core) sense difference between the semantic roles of the objects.
The verb Sw. blöda/Eng. bleed is not included as a LU in BFN or in
SweFN++, and the same goes for Sw. mörkna/Eng. darken and Sw. bromsa
/Eng. brake. As for Sw. dricka/Eng. drink, the verb evokes the Ingestion
frame in BFN as well as SweFN++, which roughly corresponds with the
verb’s general transitive use in to ‘swallow liquid’.
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3.5. Summing up
Table 3 summarizes the different approaches taken in the dictionaries
examined in this study.
Table 3. O
 verview of the five verbs and how the different dictionaries treat their alter
nations.
‘celebrate’

‘bleed’

‘darken’

‘brake’

‘drink’

SO

Sub-sense,
“alternation”

Sub-sense,
“alternation”

Sub-sense,
“impersonal”

Sub-sense,
“object”

Sub-sense,
“absolute”

DDO

(Only 1 core)

(Only 1 core)

(Only 1 core)

Another core

Another core

NAOB

Another core

Sub-sense

(Only 1 core)

(Only 1 core)

Another core

OED

Another core

(Only 1 core)

(No altern.)

Another core

Another core

Merriam-W.

(No altern.)

(Only 1 core)

(No altern.)

Another core

Another core

BFN/SweFN

(Only 1 core)

–

–

–

(No altern.)

SO usually states “med konstruktionsväxling”, ‘with (constructional)
alternation’ (Sub-sense, “alternation” in the table) in cases where the alternation is not very evident from a syntactic perspective, involving metonymical object shifts (i.e., different semantic object roles are highlighted,
from a frame-semantic perspective). The two cases of “alternation” in SO
are frequently represented as other core senses in dictionaries (Another
core in the table) or embedded without any particular syntagmatic comment in one core sense ((Only 1 core) in the table). The syntactically more
evident constructional shifts (as in ‘brake’) often exhibit core-sense distinctions in the other dictionaries. (No altern.) means that the dictionary only
provides one of the relevant senses under study; that is, it does not provide
alternation between the two relevant senses here.
SO uses a multitude of means to signal alternations of different types
related to (sub)sense distinctions, and the signals are more or less evident.
Notwithstanding this, it is no easy task to identify a unified, systematic
treatment of the selected verbs in the different dictionaries. A verb like ‘celebrate’ is treated differently in the Scandinavian dictionaries, in part seemingly depending on whether a ‘praise’ meaning is distinguished or if other
factors, such as the semantic nature of the object, are taken into consideration. The same complexity can be seen in the case of ‘bleed’.
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4. Discussion
It is not always clear in SO when a sub-sense distinction reflects a syntactically evident alternation. The type of alternation described as konstruk
tionsväxling ‘constructional alternation’ usually reflects semantic shifts,
but it also includes syntactically evident alternations.
When comparing SO with the other dictionaries included in this study,
it is evident that there are several possible ways of describing verbal core
senses and sub-senses in general, as well as their syntactic and semantic
properties manifested in alternations. However, each dictionary’s particular systematic approach may not always be evident. We have identified different ways that alternations reflect sense distinctions, both with respect
to core-sense and sub-sense distinctions. A (sub-)sense distinction in one
dictionary may correspond with no particular sense distinction in another
dictionary. This may, of course, be related to the language that is being
described (as we have seen, some alternations are not equally distributed
across Swedish and English), but it may also be related to a desire to save
space or may reflect the dictionary editor’s view on how far a sub-sense
may depart from the core sense before a new independent core sense is
listed under the dictionary entry (Svensén 2009:212, 232).
Although not all verbs included in the dictionaries are described in BFN
or SweFN++, our comparison with FrameNet suggests that the principle of
“one frame – one (core?) sense” is open for debate. Whatever the results of
such a debate might be, they have to be related to the other lexicographic
principles that determine sense identification.
Note that we have not nearly covered all possible cases of alternation in
this study; for example, we leave for future studies to examine the potentially large number of alternations which may be only hinted at in many
core sense distinctions (cf. koka in 1.1; also see Järborg 1989:61). The
term konstruktionsväxling ‘alternation’ in SO could also be subject to further discussion from a user’s perspective. Considering that most cases of
konstruktionsväxling are not syntactically evident, perhaps another term
should be used, which instead reflects a “semantic-role alternation” in
the metonymic cases. From a theoretical perspective, the term may also
be debatable since it seems to be frame-semantically specific (cf. Nunberg 1995 in 1.1 above for other perspectives). The term used in Atkins
& Rundell (2008:292), “alternations in meaning”, may be a more theory-
neutral term.
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Argument structure constructions, verbs, and the
causal structure of events
William Croft & Pavlína Kalm
One of the most challenging phenomena in syntax and semantics is how events and
their participants are encoded by clauses in languages. In this chapter, we focus
on the relation between verbs and argument structure constructions (ASCs). The
central dimension of the semantics of argument structure constructions is force
dynamic interactions between participants. Following Croft (2012), the interaction is postulated to be a causal chain. Noncausal relations are often construed as
directed. Our analysis goes beyond Croft’s in defining types of change that each
participant undergoes in an event, and elaborating types of force-dynamic interactions. This allows us to analyze event classes such as ‘application’, ‘transfer of possession’ and ‘caused motion’. Verbal semantics is also force-dynamic, but allows
force-dynamic networks that involve cyclicity and possibly branching. Types of participant change and many types of force-dynamic interactions are common to both
ASC causal chains and verbal networks. Some mismatches represent construals of
events, such as construing the Force verb kick as a motion verb in He kicked the
football across the stadium. Others represent metaphorical mappings from ASC
causal chains to verbal networks, such as the use of the physical domain argument
structure construction [Sbj Verb Obj to Obl], as in Linda taped the picture to the
wall, in the social domain of transfer of possession, as in Jerry loaned his skate
board to his brother.

1. Introduction
One of the most challenging phenomena in syntax and semantics is how
events and their participants are encoded by clauses in languages. There is
a long and voluminous literature on the topic, which cannot be reviewed
here (see Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005). Instead, we start from recent
theories on one specific but important aspect of the problem, namely the
relationship between verbs and the argument structure constructions (ASCs) that the verb occurs in, as in (1)–(2):
(1) Jack sprayed paint on the wall.
(2) Jack sprayed the wall with paint.
The issue here is that a single verb may occur in multiple argument structure constructions. Levin (1993) describes pairs of argument structure con-
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structions used with a particular verb as ‘alternations’. However, many
verbs occur in more than two ASCs, including spray:
(3) Water sprayed onto the lawn.
(4) The broken fire hydrant sprayed water all day.
In this chapter, we describe a construal approach to the relationship
between verbs and ASCs.
In the literature on argument structure, events of the types illustrated in
(1)–(2) are categorized into types of events. For example, (1) is an instance
of application, (2) is covering, (3) is directed motion, and (4) is emission.
But what is the relationship between these semantic classes of events, and
the combinations of verb and argument structure construction that express
them? Application, covering, emission and so on are force-dynamic construals of events, which we call force-dynamic image schemas.
A force-dynamic image schema is not specifically a verb meaning or an
ASC meaning. First, as seen in (1)–(4), a verb has a force-dynamic potential to be construed in different ways, that is, as different types of force-dynamic events. Conversely, an ASC constrains but does not determine the
force-dynamic construal of the verb meaning. For example, (5)–(8) are all
instances of the English Transitive ASC, consisting of a Subject phrase and
an Object phrase:
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

She trimmed the tree (with ornaments).
She trimmed the tree (of branches). 		
She boiled the water. 					
The army entered the village. 			

[covering/decoration]
[removal]
[change of state]
[directed motion]

Examples (5)–(6) are compatible with either a covering or removal construal in the Transitive Construction; the third participant for either construal is unexpressed. Examples (7)–(8) are more prototypical bivalent
events. Both use the Transitive ASC, but they express very different types
of events, thanks to the different meaning potentials of boil and enter.
The overall meaning of the clause (verb + argument phrases)—the
force-dynamic type of event—emerges as a result of the combination
of verb meaning potential and argument structure construction constraints. The combination may not fully determine the type of force-dynamic event. Context may be necessary to identify it, as in She trimmed
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the tree. Thus the construal of the event is jointly determined by verb,
ASC, and context.

2. Event structure representation
The event image schemas are force-dynamic, that is, the primary semantic
relationship between participants in events is causal (Croft 1991, 2012).
A number of scholars in the cognitive linguistics tradition have argued for
a representation of causation in terms of transmission of force between
participants in an event (e.g. Talmy 1976, 1988; Langacker 1987/1991;
Croft 1991, 2012). The interactions between participants in a single event
is usually modeled as a directed acyclic nonbranching graph structure,
called a causal chain. Croft (1991, 2012) argues that the realization of
participants in an event in the grammatical roles of subject and object can
be generalized as a transmission of force relationship such that the subject is the initiator and the object is the endpoint of the relationship. This
allows one to capture the generalization in subject and object choice across
very different semantic classes of events and different types of participants:
(9) a. I tossed the ball.
b. The key opened the lock.
c. The chair is supporting the shelf.
When there is a third participant, expressed as an oblique phrase, it may
occur either antecedent or subsequent to the object participant (OBJ) in
the causal chain:
(10) a. Jack loaded the furniture on the truck.
Jack

furniture

truck

SBJ

OBJ

S.OBL

b. Jack loaded the truck with furniture.
Jack

furniture

truck

SBJ

A.OBL

OBJ

The difference between an antecedent and subsequent oblique is consistently expressed by distinct oblique forms in English and other languages;
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for example, in English the antecedent oblique (A.OBL) is coded by with
(or by) as in (10b), and the subsequent oblique (S.OBL) by to, for or spatial prepositions such as on as in (10a). The verb or main predicate profiles
segments of the causal chain (causal interactions between a pair of participants) in such a way that the subject and object participants delimit the
causal chain profiled by the predicate, indicated by solid arrow and lines in
(10a–b). Subsequent obliques, which are causally subsequent to the direct
object in the causal chain, are represented by a dashed line. Thus there is a
simple mapping from grammatical roles to participants in an event if one
represents causation in terms of a causal chain, and verb meaning in terms
of profiling a (possibly proper) subpart of the causal chain. Documentation
of this pattern for a wide variety of semantic classes of events in numerous
languages is found in Croft (1991, 2012).
Relations between participants may involve force, represented by arrows
in (10a–b). A relation between participants may also be non-causal, such
as the spatial figure-ground relation between furniture and truck respectively in (10a–b). A non-causal relation does not involve transmission of
force and is therefore causally symmetric. However, many common noncausal relations such as the spatial figure-ground relation in (10a–b), or
the possessive control relation in She gave the flowers [Possessed] to her
mother [Possessor], are construed as if they were asymmetric. For example, (10a) and (10b) broadly describe the same event, but with figure
expressed as Object in (10a) and Ground expressed as Object in (10b).
Yet the Oblique preposition is subsequent in (10a) and antecedent in (10b).
Croft (1991:198–212) provides extensive cross-linguistic evidence for the
regular construal of spatial figure antecedent to ground and possessed item
antecedent to possessor.
The sentences in (10a–b) are examples of the application image schema.
However, the representations in (10a–b) are not specific to the application image schema. For example, the representation in (10a) could also
be used for the caused-motion event Jack pushed the furniture off the
truck. The basic force-dynamic representation captures very general argument structure patterns, namely the expression of participants as subject,
object and either antecedent or subsequent oblique—the cross-linguistic
evidence supporting this analysis is documented in Croft (1991, 2012).
The basic force-dynamic representation does not capture the distinction between application and caused motion. As such, it does not capture semantic distinctions that are relevant to linguistic analysis as shown
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in the work of Levin & Rappaport Hovav, Goldberg, and others. What
is desired is a force-dynamic analysis that is more specific than the highly
general force-dynamic relation “X acts on Y”, but not so specific that the
analysis applies only to a particular verbal semantic class, and so is better thought of as an analysis of the verb meaning, not of a force-dynamic
image schema. The remainder of this section presents such an analysis.
A schematic representation of the causal chains expressed by a typical
verb is given in (11):
(11) Typical verbal causal chain:
causer

initiator
VOL,
IND

endpoint

ROOT

affectee
AFF

The basic “core” of an event expressed by a verb is called the verbal
root (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005:71). It may be intransitive or transitive; the transitive variant is shown in (11). An event may have an external causer distinct from the initiator of the root event. The force-dynamic
relation between external causer may be volitional (“VOL”) (agent using
mental capacities acting on a physical object) or inducive (“IND”) (agent
acting on another agent via their mental capacities, such as persuasion;
see Croft 1991:166–67, based on Talmy 1976). An event may also have
another participant, an affectee that is affected (“AFF”) experientially by
the event, positively or negatively. These semantic role names are used for
convenience; they are defined by their position relative to a force-dynamic
relation such as VOL or AFF in the causal chain.
The different types of force-dynamic image schema that we wish to
distinguish are basically different types of root events. Root events are
generally left unanalyzed in verbal semantic analyses. A relatively comprehensive list of force-dynamic image schemas is given in (12):
(12)	a. constrain, contact, contact by impact, exertion (e.g., hold, touch,
hit, push)
	b. application, removal, covering/filling, uncovering, combining, separating (e.g., put, remove, cover, fill, attach, separate)
c. directed motion, ballistic motion (e.g., enter, leave, roll, run)
d. change of state (e.g., dry, break, cut)
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e. creation, formation (e.g., create, build, draw)
f. location (e.g., be in a location, border)
g. emission, ingestion (e.g., gush, sparkle, eat, drink)
h. transfer (e.g., give, take)
The image schemas are divided into categories in (12) in the way that they
will be analyzed here; examples of each type will be given below.
The first category, (12a), can be analyzed in terms of the force-dynamic
distinctions introduced in Talmy (1988). Talmy proposes a model of causation involving force applied by an Antagonist and resistance, successful
or not, by an Agonist. In addition, there is an inherent tendency towards
action or rest on the part of both Antagonist and Agonist. In the prototypical case, the Agonist has a tendency towards rest or towards action, and
the Antagonist successfully overcomes the Agonist, that is, the Antagonist
causes the Agonist to undergo a change by a transmission of force. This is
called “billiard ball causation” by Langacker.
The image schemas in (12a) represent different types of nonprototypical force dynamics. In the constrain schema (13a–b), the Agonist has a
tendency towards action, the Antagonist towards rest, and the Antagonist
causes the Agonist to stay at rest:
(13) a. She [Antagonist] held the jewels [Agonist] in her hands.
b. They [Antagonist] restrained the protestors [Agonist].
In contact (14), contact by impact (15) and force exertion (16), the Agonist
has a tendency towards rest, the Antagonist has a tendency towards action,
but the Agonist resists the Antagonist’s force more or less successfully:
(14) He [Antagonist] tapped the windowpane [Agonist].
(15) The car [Antagonist] struck the tree [Agonist].
(16) They [Antagonist] pushed against the door [Agonist]
When the outcome is stasis, the clause can profile either the Antagonist
applying force to the Agonist, as in (16), or the Agonist resisting the Antagonist, which is construed as a constrain event: The door resisted them.
The remaining force-dynamic image schemas in (12b–g) are examples of prototypical billiard-ball causation, where the Antagonist successfully overcomes the Agonist and the Agonist undergoes a change. In other
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words, they all have the same force-dynamic relation between the two participants, the initiator and the endpoint. In order to distinguish them, we
must turn to the types of change that are undergone by the participants
themselves, i.e. the initiator and the endpoint in (10). We start with the
most complex set of image schemas, those in (12b), because the distinctions among them allow us to factor out semantic distinctions that are
verb-specific from the semantic distinction that applies to force-dynamic
image schemas. The schemas in (12b) and examples for each are given in
Table 1.
Table 1. Force-dynamic image schemas.
Application

Removal

She smeared grease on the pipe.

She wiped the dust off the table.

Covering/Filling

Uncovering

He sprayed the wall with paint.

I stripped the trees of bark.

Combining

Separating

I stirred the milk into the soup.

They were sifting rocks out of the soil.

An obvious semantic contrast between the force-dynamic image schemas is
that removal, uncovering and separating are reverses of application, covering and combining. That is, the former reverse the qualitative change
described by the latter—although the reverse process is a rather different
process (Cruse 1986:226). This distinction is primarily a feature of verb
meaning.
If we look at all of the image schemas, we can see that they all describe
two material entities that are in an essentially spatial interaction. The differences among particular verbs and spatial oblique prepositions has to do
largely with the differences in the spatial relation between the material entities. These differences can best be described in terms of the IN-ON continuum described by Bowerman and Pederson (see Bowerman 1996:156–60)
and illustrated with the BowPed picture stimuli (see Levinson et al. 2003;
Croft 2010).
But what all the image schemas have in common is that the process of
change is mereologically incremental when it takes place over an interval
of time. That is, the entity that is moved moves piece by piece or part by
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part over time (the entities are often liquid or granular). This is one type
of incremental theme as described by Dowty (1991). The force-dynamic
image schemas in (12b) all involve a mereological (incremental) theme.
For example, smearing grease on the pipe or spraying the wall with paint
entails that the grease or paint are moved in a mereologically incremental
manner, i.e., part by part. The grease is smeared on the pipe by measurable
increments and the paint is sprayed onto the wall gradually. The different
spatial relations, and direct vs. reverse process, are characteristic of the
verb meaning. The difference between application/removal and covering/
uncovering is that the mereological change is associated with the spatial
figure in the former (grease, dust) and with the spatial ground in the latter
(wall, trees), according to Dowty (1991). Combining and separating represent a more symmetrical relation between the two material entities. We
can thus unify the different types in (12b) as a single force-dynamic image
schema involving mereological change to the relevant participant, which
we will call the mereological theme following Dowty.
Most of the remaining force-dynamic image schemas correspond to different types of incremental themes described by Dowty. (Dowty actually
reduces all of them to variations on a mereological incremental theme, but
if they are kept separate, then the force-dynamic image schemas can all be
distinguished; we will keep them separate for this reason.)
Directed motion (17) or ballistic motion (18) is motion of a whole entity
on a path:
(17) The car screeched around the corner.
(18) She tapped the ball into the pocket.
Dowty describes the moving object as a holistic theme for this reason; the
process is defined by incremental motion of the whole object on the spatial path. We call a participant undergoing this type of change a motion
theme.
Change of state is change in a property of the entity as a whole, such as
size, age, color and so on. If the property is a scalar property, then the process can be incremental over time:
(19) The clothes dried in the sun.
(20) The pond froze solid.
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Dowty did not distinguish this type of incremental change, but Hay, Kennedy & Levin (1999) argue that it is a distinct type of incremental change
from mereological change. We call a participant undergoing this type of
change a property theme.
Dowty distinguishes one other type of theme, which he calls a ‘representation-source theme’, as in (21):
(21) Some student scanned my book!
We believe that this is an instance of a more general phenomenon of processes pertaining to an object’s identity, usually in some sort of creation
process: either creation proper as in (22), formation as in (23) (creation
constructed out of other entities which are construed as a “participant”
in the event), or replication as in (21) above (creation based on the structure of a source):
(22) She baked a cheesecake.
(23) She built a shelter out of dead tree branches.
We call a participant undergoing this type of change a design theme.
All of the themes described above involve some sort of incremental
change that leads to a new state for the theme. There are many events, however, that involve some sort of internal change that is undirected, as in (24)
and (25). For example, in (24a), the verb describes a motion event; however, the motion is not translational. The flag does not change its location
with respect to a ground, such as the fort in (25a). We define the change
that the theme undergoes as internal because the theme undergoes an internal process which is undirected.
(24) a. The flag fluttered.
b. Jerome glowered.
(25) a. The flag fluttered over the fort.
b. Jerome glowered in the corner of the room.
An internal process is often used to express a static location (not motion),
as in (25a–b). Levin calls these “modes of existence”. We will describe
the events in (24a–b) and (25a–b) as instances of the existence force-dy-
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namic image schema. If location is asserted without an internal process as
in (26), we also describe the image schema as an existence schema.
(26) The boxes are in the garage.
However, we will distinguish the theme type depending on whether there
is an internal change happening to the theme or not. If there is an internal
change, we will call the theme an internal theme. If there is no internal
change—that is, no change to the participant whatsoever as a participant
in the event—we will describe the participant as an existence theme.
There is an unusual alternative argument structure construction in English for events of internal change with a location theme that reverses the
expression of figure and ground in location:
(27) a. Bees are swarming in the garden.
b. The garden is swarming with bees.
Dowty (2000, 2001) describes the force-dynamic image schema in (27b)
as dynamic texture: the ground is construed as having a “texture” that is
changing, due of course to the activity of the figure.
Table 2 summarizes the types of change undergone by the participant
that distinguishes force-dynamic image schemas, and Table 3 summarizes
how the different types of event fit into the semantic analysis of force-dynamic image schemas:
TABLE 2. Types of qualitative change to the theme participant in an event.
Type of change Definition

Example

Property

change in a (typically scalar) property of an
entity

The clothes dried/
He dried the clothes

Motion

change in location of a figure relative to a
ground

They ran into the house.

Mereology

change “part by part” of a figure’s location
relative to a ground

We spread sand over the
pavement.

Design

change in the identity of an entity

They build a shelter out of
mud.

Existence

internal change/mode of existence of an
entity, sometimes relative to a ground
(location)

A flag fluttered (over the fort).
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TABLE 3. Force dynamics in the root causal segment.
Theme type

Direct

Property

Change of State (COS)

Path

Motion

Mereology (figure)
(ground)

Reverse

Apply

Remove

Cover

Uncover

Create

Design

Form

Existence

Internal

Location (figure)

Location

(ground)

Dynamic Texture

The analysis of the root causal segment in this section does not include the
force-dynamic image schemas of emission, ingestion or transfer in (12g–
h). Emission and ingestion are more complex events, involving two image
schemas. In emission, the emitter creates the emission, and the emission
moves away from the emitter. In ingestion (primarily eating and drinking),
the ingester moves the ingested entity away from its location (cup, plate,
etc.) towards themselves and then causes a change of state of the ingested
entity (i.e., consumes it). The analysis of ingestion will be discussed in sections 4–5, emission in section 6, and transfer in section 9.

3. Representing constructional semantics
Constructional semantics is represented by causal chains. Causal chains
consist of one or more force-dynamic relations concatenated to each other.
An example of a constructional representation is shown in Figure 1. The
causal chain represents the semantics of an example Pat kicked the foot
ball into the stadium. Pat, a volitionally acting agent, is assigned the label
[VOL], which is used when a volitional entity uses physical force. Pat
exerts force on the football by kicking it and, as a result of the action,
the football, a figure entity, moves with respect to the stadium, a ground
entity. The football is identified as a Motion [MOT] theme in the event
structure. The event describes a path of motion in which the theme moves
holistically along a trajectory. The stadium doesn’t undergo any change
and is therefore an existence theme [EXIST].
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VOL

MOT

EXIST

Pat

Football

Stadium

Force

Path

FIGURE 1. A causal chain representation for Pat kicked the football into the stadium.

Each segment of a causal chain corresponds to a force-dynamic image
schema. A force-dynamic image schema is a semantic ‘primitive’ in that it
describes the smallest part of the causal chain that is expressible by a main
verb in an argument structure construction. For example, in Figure 1 the
segment of the causal chain that describes a force relation between the
Agent and the Theme can be expressed by a Force verb such as hit, as in He
hit the table. The image schema in the second segment of the causal chain
describes a Motion event between a figure and a ground. A Motion image
schema can be expressed by a Motion verb such as fly, as in The football
flew into the stadium.
Constructional causal chains are directed, acyclic, and nonbranching. Evidence shows that events lexicalized by simple verbs are construed
as directed and acyclic, whether the interactions between participants
in the real world may be bidirectional or cyclic (e.g., reciprocal) (Croft
2012:220). As Croft (2012:222) notes, the directed and acyclic construal
follows from the notion of “transmission of force [which] is asymmetric:
one participant applies force to another participant.” The causal chain is
nonbranching: a participant cannot be construed as an initiator of more
than one causal relation at a time.

4. Constructional causal chains and verb meaning
The event structure depicted by constructional causal chain does not provide a comprehensive representation of verb meaning. As we noted in
section 1, a verb may occur in various semantically distinct argument
structure constructions and some construals may be semantically quite
different from the verb meaning. Using constructional semantics to represent the event structure associated with such examples provides a limited
understanding of the event structure as it doesn’t take into account the
contribution of verb meaning. For example, a causal chain for the double object “transfer” argument structure construction with kick (e.g., He
kicked Bob the football) uses social domain relations and the semantics of
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the verb are not represented. The causal chain representation thus misses
important information about how the transfer event happened, i.e., that
the transfer event resulted from a forceful contact between the agent and
the theme. This additional layer of information about the event structure
must be obtained from a verbal semantic representation.
Additionally, a causal chain associated with constructional semantics
may give a simplified description of the event structure. Certain types of
verbs, such as verbs of ingestion, require a more detailed event structure
representation. The relations between participants in ingestion events are
more complicated than what is depicted in the causal chain. For instance,
a constructional causal chain associated with an ingestion example Jill
ate the chicken with chopsticks gives an incomplete representation of the
event structure. As shown in Figure 2, the argument structure construction
describes a change of state event in which the Agent (Jill) eats the Patient
(the chicken). The utensil (the chopsticks) is syntactically realized as an
instrumental with-phrase and is therefore analyzed as an Instrument participant in the causal chain. However, the semantic role of the chopsticks
in the event is different from that of a more prototypical Instrument participant, such as a hammer, in a breaking event (e.g., Tony broke the win
dow with a hammer). Unlike the hammer which breaks the window, the
chopsticks do not eat the chicken. The hammer directly causes the breaking of the window; however, the chopsticks cause the eating of the chicken
only indirectly. The Agent causes the consumption of the chicken, and
the chopsticks are used to facilitate the event by moving the food to the
Agent’s mouth.
Agent

Instrument
Force

Patient
Force

FIGURE 2. A causal chain for Jill ate the chicken with chopsticks.

The distinct semantic roles of the two Instruments are reflected in their
use in argument structure constructions. The hammer can be expressed as
a subject with the verb break in the absence of an agent (e.g., The ham
mer broke the window). However, a utensil cannot be a subject in argument structure constructions with ingestion verbs (*The chopsticks ate the
chicken). The causal chain for the change of state [sbj V obj with-obl]
argument structure construction does not capture this fine-grained seman-
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tic difference between the two Instrument roles. Supplementing constructional causal chains with verbal semantic representations provides a richer
model of event structure.

5. Representing verbal semantics
Our verbal semantic representation uses a network model. Verbal networks
consist of participants, force-dynamic relations between participants, and
participants’ subevents, not unlike causal chains. However, many verbal
networks include richer information about the event structure that is not
necessarily evoked by argument structure constructions. Verbal networks
are directed and non-branching but may be cyclic, as shown in Figure 3.

Path

Source_loc
Agent

Patient
Force

Force

Force

Instrument
FIGURE 3. Ingestion network.

The verbal network evoked by Ingestion verbs in Figure 3 is cyclic: the
Agent uses an Instrument to move the Patient entity into the Agent’s
mouth. This part of the event structure is depicted by a force relation
between the Agent and the Instrument and a force relation between the
Instrument and the Patient.
We use force to describe an asymmetrical causal relation between two
entities in the physical domain. The force relation subsumes events of
manipulation or handling of an instrument, events in which one entity
comes into physical contact with another entity, or other contact by impact
events. It is also used to describe the force-dynamic relation between an
external initiator of an event (e.g., an Agent) and the theme.
The path relation between the Patient and the Agent represents the
motion of the Patient to the Agent’s mouth. When the Patient is moving towards the Agent, it is also moving away from its original location
(Source_loc), such as a dish or a table. The simultaneity of the movement towards the Agent and away from the Source location is represented
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by a box notation around the two participants and a single path relation between them and the Patient. The Agent’s consuming the Patient
is depicted by a force relation between the two participants. The path
relation is non-causal and is therefore represented by a line, rather than
an arrow.
The verbal network represents a richer event structure in which there is
a direct causal relation between the Agent and the Patient. It clearly shows
that the role of the Instrument is to facilitate the ingestion event rather than
directly cause the food’s consumption, as could one incorrectly infer from
the constructional causal chain in Figure 2. As such, a verbal network representation supplies additional information about the event structure represented by constructional causal chains.
The cyclicity of relations in complex networks can lead to a representation that is not easily interpretable. The direction and ordering of causal
relations between participants in such networks is more clearly represented
when the event structure is depicted in a linear fashion, similarly to causal
chains associated with the constructional semantics. We “unthread” complex verbal networks into linear causal chain representations to better
display the sequence of causal relations and to clearly depict the mapping
between constructional and verbal semantics, as discussed in section 7.
The unthreaded version also specifies the subevent labels for each participant based on the causal relation that they are engaged in. As shown
in Figure 4, the unthreaded version of the Ingestion network includes the
Agent and Patient twice since they are involved in more than one relation
in the event.
VOL

INTL

MER EXIST

EXIST

PROP

Agent

Instrument

Patient

Source_loc

Agent

Force

Force

Path

Patient
Force

FIGURE 4. Unthreaded version of the Ingestion network.

The Agent acts volitionally and is therefore labeled Volitional [VOL]. The
subevent label for the Instrument is Internal [INTL] because it undergoes
internal change when it is being manipulated by the Agent. When the
Patient is moved to the Agent’s mouth, it is identified as a Mereological
[MER] participant because the Patient is a mereological theme. As endpoints of the path relation, the Agent and Source location are both identi-
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fied as EXIST. This label signals the presence of a participant that does not
undergo any change on the qualitative dimension in the event structure.
In the last segment of the network, the Patient is labeled Property [PROP]
since it is a property theme; it undergoes change to its physical state. In
our analysis, a theme in an event of destruction is analyzed as a Property
theme: its physical state changes when it ceases to exist.
Verbal networks include participants that are obligatorily evoked by
verbal semantics. To determine network participants, we consult FrameNet’s (Fillmore et al. 2003) and VerbNet’s (Kipper et al. 2007) analysis of
event participants (i.e., Roles in VerbNet and Core Frame Elements in
FrameNet). The labels for event participants in verbal networks are chosen based on the participant’s role in the event structure (not unlike Frame
Elements in FrameNet). The labels are used for convenience; the semantic
roles are defined by the position in the verbal network which is specified
for the type of subevent for each participant and the type of force-dynamic
interactions between participants.
Our representation of verbal semantics may include additional participants, particularly when the presence of a participant in the event structure
introduces cyclicity to the network or when including the participant in a
network helps explain the role of that participant in an argument structure
construction. Beside the obligatorily evoked participants, i.e. an Agent and
a Patient, the Ingestion network also includes an Instrument and a source
location (Source_loc). The Instrument is included in the network because
it shows the distinct role that the Instrument has in ingestion events when
compared to the more prototypical Instrument with other Change of State
verbs.
We also include the Source_loc as a participant in the network because
it helps clarify its role in the event structure when it is expressed as a subsequent oblique (e.g., He ate crumbs off the table). The network representation explains the role of the Source_loc in the event, and why it is possible
to construe eating as a removal event. Removal events describe a motion
relation between a figure and a ground in which the figure’s motion is
mereologically incremental. The verbal event structure clearly shows that
Source_loc is subsequent to the motion event but antecedent to the change
of state event.
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6. Other complex networks
We have identified other complex cyclic networks in the physical and
mental domains. For example, the verbal event structure associated with
vehicular motion verbs (e.g., drive, ride, etc.) includes a complex relation between an agent and a vehicle. The agent and the vehicle are spatially co-located; both participants move with respect to the same ground.
However, the vehicle is also used as an instrument that allows the agent
to travel to a destination. Other complex networks include verbs of Perception and Searching in the mental domain and verbs of Emission in the
physical domain.
With Perception verbs, such as look, watch, or listen, an agent uses an
implement which then allows the agent to view a target (e.g., He watched
the moon with his telescope). The complex network structure results from
the implement enabling the “perceive” relation between the agent and target. The implement is not in a direct causal relation with the target in the
verbal event structure. Similarly to an instrument with Ingestion verbs, the
implement with Perception verbs cannot be construed as an initiator of the
event (e.g. *The binoculars watched the moon). The implement does not
view the target, it only enables the agent to perceive it.
Searching verbs (e.g., look for or hunt) evoke an event structure in which
an agent is engaged in more than one subevent at the same time. The
agent searches in a location while at the same time, the agent also mentally attends to a searched item by looking for it. With some verbs, either
the location or the searched item may be syntactically realized as a direct
object (e.g., I hunted game in the woods/I hunted woods for game). There
is also a spatial relation between the searched item and the location in the
verbal network. Search verbs do not occur in argument structure constructions in which the spatial relation between the searched item and location
is syntactically expressed.1
Emission verbs, such as flash or gush, evoke a network in which an emitting entity produces an emission (e.g., The well gushed oil). The creation
of the emission is represented as a force relation between the emitting

1	Searching may be an example in which the event structure is branching: the agent
appears to be engaged in two force-dynamic relations at the same time. If this turns
out to be the best analysis of searching events, then this verbal network would be
the only verbal network found so far with a branching force-dynamic structure.
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entity and the emission. There is also a path relation between the two participants that represents the motion of the emission participant away from
the emitting entity. This segment of the network tends to be syntactically
expressed as a remove argument structure construction (e.g., Oil gushed
from the well).

7. Mapping causal chains to verbal networks
A comprehensive representation of an event structure associated with verbal semantics in an argument structure construction includes a mapping
between a causal chain and a verbal network. Argument structure constructions may evoke only part of the verbal network; i.e., causal chains
may evoke only a subset of participants and relations represented in the
network. In many cases, there is a considerable overlap in the two types
of representations, i.e., there is a one-to-one mapping between the causal
chain and the network. Commonly, this is the case when the syntactic construal matches the semantics of the verb (e.g., when a Force verb occurs in
a force construal) or when the verbal event structure is not represented by a
complex network. However, the mapping between the two representations
becomes more complicated when the syntactic construal doesn’t match
the semantics of the verb, such as the use of a Force verb in a motion construal (e.g., Pat kicked the football into the stadium), or the causal chain is
mapped into a complex network that contains additional participant relations that are not expressible in argument structure constructions, such as
events with Ingestion verbs.
Figure 5 demonstrates a mapping between the causal chain associated
with the ingestion example Jill ate the chicken with chopsticks and the
unthreaded Ingestion network. Participants in the causal chain are mapped
to participants in the network by their subevent labels and the relations
that they are engaged in. For example, Jill in the causal chain is mapped
to the first occurrence of the Agent in the network because she acts volitionally in the constructional semantics. Chopsticks maps to the Instrument participant because they are both identified as internal themes. The
chicken is linked to the second occurrence of the Patient in the network.
This linking is motivated by the construal of the food as a Property theme
in the causal chain and the role of the food as a Property theme at the end
of the verbal network.
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VOL

INTL

PROP

Jill

Chopsticks

Chicken

Force

Force

VOL

INTL

MER

EXIST

EXIST

PROP

Agent

Instrument

Patient

Source_loc

Agent

Patient

Force

Force

Path

Force

FIGURE 5. Mapping of a change of state causal chain to the Ingestion network.

The sequence of causal relations in the causal chain and in the network
must follow the same order. As a result, the dotted arrows that link participants in the causal chain to the participants in the network are not to cross
each other. For example, when an Ingestion verb occurs in a Remove construal in which the Source_loc is syntactically expressed (He ate crumbs
off the table), the food maps to the first occurrence of the Patient in the
network, as shown in Figure 6. The food is construed as a mereological
theme when the Source_location is part of the causal chain. The constructional semantics focuses on the removal of the food from a location. Consequently, the crumbs in the causal chain maps to the Patient that is labeled
mereological [MER] in the network. Mapping the food to the property
theme in the network would not be semantically compatible with its role
in the event. Additionally, it would violate the rule that causal segments in
both types of representations must follow the same order and would result
in arrows crossing each other.

VOL

MER

EXIST

He

Crumbs

Table

Force

Path

VOL

INTL

MER

EXIST

EXIST

PROP

Agent

Instrument

Patient

Source_loc

Agent

Patient

Force

Force

Path

Force

FIGURE 6. Mapping of a Remove causal chain to the Ingestion network.
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8. Event types and network overlaps
Verbal networks consist of a core segment which corresponds to a particular event type. The core segment determines what type of event the verb
describes on a more schematic level. For instance, the Ingestion network
describes a change of state event type because its core segment consists of
a property theme. In other networks, the core segment may consist of two
participants and the force-dynamic relation between them. For example,
Motion networks share a core segment that consists of two participants:
a figure and a ground. The relation between the participants is defined as
path. Verbal networks are grouped into event types based on their shared
core segments. Networks in event types are closely related, i.e., their event
structures overlap to various extents.
For example, we have posited six different verbal networks that belong
to the Change of State event type: Change of State, Causative Change of
State, Ingestion, Feeding, Absorb, and Hurt networks. In all of these networks, the participant in the core segment is defined as a property theme.
The Change of State network, which consists of verbs such as break or dry,
includes only one participant: a property theme. The Causative Change
of State network (e.g., cut or destroy verbs) describes an event structure
in which an external entity initiates a change of state event. For example,
cutting obligatorily evokes an external initiator who causes the Patient
to undergo a change of state. Ingestion and Feeding networks are similar
in that the Patient participant is consumed in the event; however, in the
Feeding network, the Agent and the Eater are distinct entities. The Absorb
network (e.g., absorb or inhale verbs) is nearly identical to the Ingestion
network with the exception that it does not include an Instrument and the
initiator of the event structure may be inanimate. The Hurt network (e.g.,
hurt or sprain verbs) describes an event in which an Agent hurts themselves. The Patient in the network is the injured body part. The Agent is
also identified as an experiencer in the Hurt event structure (e.g., Tessa
hurt herself).
Participants in overlapping networks are given the same labels, as long
as they have the same roles in their respective event structures. For example, the property theme in Change of State event types is labeled Patient.
When the verbal semantics evokes a human initiator (or in some cases, an
animal initiator), the participant is labeled Agent. In all other cases, the
initiator of the event structure is labeled Physical_entity.
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Figure 7 depicts the overlapping event structure of the Ingestion (a) and
Feeding (b) networks. The force-dynamic relations between participants in
these networks are identical. The difference between them lies in the identity of the Agent. In the Ingestion network, the Agent is the Eater, hence
there is not a separate Eater participant with Ingestion verbs. With Feeding verbs, the Agent and the Eater are represented as two distinct participants in the network.
Source_loc
Agent

Source_loc
Eater

Path
Force

Force

Patient

Path
Force

Force

Instrument

Patient
Force

Agent

a) Ingestion network

Force

Instrument

b) Feeding network

FIGURE 7. Ingestion and Feeding networks.

9. Representing construals
A two-tier representation of event structure provides a more comprehensive representation of verbal semantics for examples in which a verb is used
in different construals. For example, in Pat kicked the football into the sta
dium, the Force verb kick occurs in a caused motion argument structure construction. A constructional representation distinguishes this construal from
the prototypical force argument structure construction by identifying the
football as a Motion theme. However, it does not reveal that the verb itself
describes a force event, rather than a motion event. This additional layer of
information about the event structure comes from the verbal representation.
As demonstrated in Figure 8, the first segment of the causative motion
argument structure construction Pat kicked the football into the stadium
describes a force event in which the initiator Pat makes forceful contact
with the football. The result of the force event is the motion of the theme
towards a destination. Kick is compatible with the motion construal
because the core segment in the network matches the first segment of the
causal chain. In both representations, there is a force relation between
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two entities. Pat maps to the Physical_entity in the Force network. The
subevent of the Physical_entity in the network is unspecified to accommodate different types of initiators, including entities that are not volitional.
The football maps to the Theme participant in the network. The subevent
of the Theme participant in the network is also unspecified. The endpoint
of Force may or may not undergo a change in the event. Considering that
this information is determined either syntactically or contextually, we do
not define the subevent of the Theme in the verbal network.
VOL

MOT

EXIST

Pat

Football

Stadium

Force

Physical_entity

Path

Theme
Force

FIGURE 8. An event structure representation for a Force verb in a Motion construal.

10. Representing metaphorical construals
The metaphorical use of argument structure constructions with verbs in
different domains is quite common in English and cross-linguistically. For
example, English possession verbs such as give, take, supply, or rob use
physical domain argument structure constructions associated with application verbs (28), remove verbs (29), cover verbs (30), or uncover verbs (31):
(28) a. Linda taped the picture to the wall.
b. Jerry loaned his skateboard to his brother.
(29) a. Doug removed the smudges from the table.
b. He stole money from me.
(30) a. Leslie covered the bed with blankets.
b. The Russians supplied Syrians with firearms.
(31) a. Doug cleared the table of dishes.
b. She robbed him of his wallet.
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Communication verbs such as tell or call also use the application (32a) and
cover (32b) argument structure constructions:
(32) a. I told a bedtime story to his son.
b. She called me with the information.
The event structure representation for events in which an argument structure construction is used metaphorically with a verb from a different
domain (a constructional metaphor) contains more information
compared to the representation in Figure 8. The event structure of constructional metaphors requires a mapping between the source domain, in
which the semantics of the argument structure originates, and the target
domain, to which the argument structure is extended. In the above examples, the source domain is the physical domain and the target domain is
the social possession domain.
Figure 9 shows the semantic motivations for metaphorical mappings
observed with possession verbs. The mappings show the source and target domain verbal networks, the correspondences between them, and the
constructional causal chains that are metaphorically extended to the target domain.
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(a) Metaphorical Constrain Mapping
Source domain causal chain
(Linda picked up a picture.)
VOL

Linda

Phys_Entity

FRC

FRC

Target domain causal chain
(Linda obtained a picture.)
VOL

Picture

Linda

=

FRC

MER
Theme

Agent

PTH
Constrain network

Picture

PERF MER
Possession
CTRL

Dynamic Possession network

(b) Metaphorical Place Mapping
Source domain causal chain
(Linda taped a picture to the wall.)

VOL

Linda

+MER

FRC

Physical Entity

Picture

EXIST

PTH

FRC

MER
Theme

Wall

PTH

Target domain causal chain
(Linda gave a picture to Martha.)

=

MER
Ground

VOL

+MER

Linda

FRC

Agent

PERF

Picture

PTH

MER
Possession

CTRL

Causative Mereological network

EXIST

Martha

CTRL

MER
Possessor

Transfer of Possession network

FIGURE 9. Metaphorical Mapping Representations.

The mapping between the verbal networks in the source and target
domains shows a set of semantic correspondences that motivate the metaphorical extension of the argument structure construction. For example,
in Figure 9, the theme in both verbal networks is identified as mereological [MER]. A structural overlap between the physical and social domain
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networks does not immediately yield a metaphorical analysis but it shows
that verbs in distinct domains share semantic features in their representations. Common semantic features frequently motivate the use of constructional metaphors.
A metaphorical mapping of the Constrain causal chain onto the Dynamic
Possession network is shown in Figure 9a. The Constrain metaphor is frequently used to describe events with Possession verbs which prototypically occur in the transitive argument structure construction. As shown in
Figure 9a, the participants in the Constrain network and the Possession
network undergo the same type of internal change. The correspondences
between the two semantic domains are sufficient to motivate a metaphorical mapping in which the transitive Constrain argument structure construction is extended to Possession verbs.
Figure 9b demonstrates that the Application and Transfer verbal networks also share semantic features in their representations. The participants undergo the same type of internal change over the course of these
semantically distinct events. Both networks consist of an initiator which is
external to the non-causal relation between participants.
As shown in Figures 9a and 9b, social domain force-dynamic relations
are metaphorically construed as physical relations. In particular, the social
perform (“PERF”) relation maps to the source domain physical force
(“FRC”) relation and the social control (“CTRL”) relation maps onto
the physical path (“PTH”) relation. The mapping between force-dynamic
relations across domains in metaphorical construals is not random: the
causal and non-causal relations in the target domain map to the causal
and non-causal relations in the source domain, respectively. Additional
motivations for linking relations across domains may exist. For example,
the control relation is frequently associated with a physical co-location
relation between the Possession and the Possessor, which further motivates
the metaphorical mapping to physical path.
The mapping between the source and target domain causal chains and
networks provides a structured representation of the event structure and
the semantic motivations that lead to constructional metaphors.

11. Conclusion
The relationship between verb meaning and argument structure construction meaning is complex, and is mediated by force-dynamic image sche-
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mas. Force-dynamic image schemas are distinguished by the interactions
between participants, their force-dynamic types, and the type of qualitative change (if any) each participant undergoes in the course of the event.
The causal chain is primarily associated with an argument structure construction, although an argument structure form (e.g. [sbj V obj with
obl]) may be associated with more than one causal chain. Verb meanings
involve, among other features, a network of force-dynamic interactions.
Combining a verb with an argument structure construction involves mapping the construction’s causal chain onto a path in the verbal semantic
network. This combination process may involve construal or a metaphorical mapping.
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Frame elements, argument roles and word meaning
– three sides of the same coin?
Thomas Herbst
This article deals with the relationship of frame elements, the argument roles of
argument structure constructions, and the participant roles used in valency descriptions. It is argued that FrameNet descriptions rely heavily on verb meanings because
separate senses tend to be identified for each use in a verb in a different frame. This
is a rather result-oriented perspective. In contrast, an approach that combines argument structure constructions with low-level valency constructions is more dynamic
in that it explains how meaning emerges from construing participants as arguments
and by combining the meanings of argument structure constructions and the verbs
in them.

1. Words, constructions and frames as “sources” of meaning
As we – the linguists of this world – know, there often is more than one
way of analyzing the same phenomenon. Take, for example, a simple and
straightforward sentence such as (1):1
(1) She puts her soiled breakfast things in the sink. BNC ANY 650
A traditional lexicographer might provide you with a “definition” of
each word and possibly argue that together they make up the meaning
of the whole sentence or that sentence meaning lies outside the scope
of lexicography. A valency theoretician or dependency grammarian is
likely to point at the central role of the verb and attribute semantic roles
such as putter, thing put or goal to its arguments. FrameNetters,
on the other hand, would argue that an important portion of the meaning of utterances comes from the frames that are evoked by particular
words or combinations of words, in this case a Placing-frame with the

1	Examples marked BNC or COCA are taken from the British National Corpus, and
the Corpus of Contemporary American English, respectively.
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core frame elements Agent (or Causer), Goal and Theme.2 And the
constructionist theory of argument structure constructions would claim
that the syntactic patterns in which the words are used are in themselves
meaningful. None of these positions is incompatible with the others,
whereas yet others (such as that of generativist approaches) quite clearly
would be. In this chapter, I would like to take a closer look at these
approaches and discuss the contribution these different “sources” of
meaning could sensibly be expected to make towards the overall meaning of an expression.

2. What the different approaches do
2.1. Evidence for frame-semantic knowledge
The conviction underlying frame semantics and similar approaches
is that we need to recur on what structuralists called “extralinguistic”
knowledge and that a distinction between this type of knowledge and
so-called linguistic knowledge is not particularly helpful if we are aiming at explaining how language users produce or understand meaningful
utterances (Langacker 1987:154, 2008:37–43; Boas 2013). It is two basic
ideas that make frame semantics particularly attractive in the context of
syntactic analysis, one concerns the use of the definite article, the other
relational opposites:
(i) The use of the definite article in a sentence such as (2) can be explained
quite simply by saying that the word lighthouse activates a frame connected to sea and that since waves and cliffs are also part of that frame
they become given entities in this context, which in turn explains the use
of the definite article the:
(2)	My husband and I … decided to spend the night at Haceta Head
Lighthouse Keeper’s House. We could hear the waves beating against
the cliff below. COCA 2017 FIC

2	As is the FrameNet convention, Frame elements are indicated by the use of a capital letter. Role labels in small caps refer to the participant roles of verbs, role labels
given entirely in capitals to argument roles.
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(ii) The second key element of frame semantics is often illustrated by reference to the commercial transaction frame, which comprises such frame
elements as Buyer, Goods, Seller, Price etc. The point is that while all
these frame elements are latently present in language users’ minds, speakers can foreground some of them by choosing different perspectives on one
and the same action, as in (3a–c):3
(3) a.
b.
c.

She sold them a Mondrian grid painting for € 200,000.
They paid € 200,000 for a Mondrian grid painting.
They bought a Mondrian grid painting from her.

2.2. The valency perspective
Frame semantics originates from Fillmore’s (1968) model of case grammar, which, however, is more verb-centred. Historically, the development
of case grammar, originally intended as a modification of the Aspectsmodel (Chomsky 1965), is paralleled by the development in Europe of
valency theory (Helbig & Schenkel 1973), which arose out of Tesnière’s
(1959 [2015]) dependency model (Herbst 2020). Both case grammar and
valency theory attribute a central role to the verb, the difference being that
case grammar goes from semantics to form, whereas valency theory starts
with the identification and categorization of the complements of a verb and
then provides a description of their semantic properties.
Two insights of valency research are particularly relevant in the present context:
(i) Valency slots can be expressed by different types of complement and in
different patterns, as shown by examples such as
(4) a.
b.

She sold them her Mondrian painting for € 2,000,000.
She sold her Mondrian to the Museum of Modern Art.

(ii) Valency is an item-specific or item-related property of lexical units, i.e.
the valency patterns in which they are used are not predictable from their
meaning (Boas 2011; Herbst 1983, 2011a, 2014a, b; Faulhaber 2011a, b):

3

Compare also Langacker’s (2008) discussion of profiling.
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(5) a.	Clinton explained the situation to CNN’s Anderson Cooper …
COCA16M

b.

?? Clinton explained him the situation.

(6) a.	On Tuesday, President Trump told reporters that North Korean
threats would be “met with fire and fury like the world has never
seen.” COCA17N
b. ?? President Trump told to reporters …
Although valency theory as such does not present a cognitive approach, its
findings can easily be translated into a constructionist model by positing
item-specific valency constructions (Herbst 2014b).

2.3. Argument structure constructions
Goldberg’s (1995, 2006) theory of argument structure constructions opens
up yet another perspective. While valency theory (and case grammar)
attribute semantic roles to the complements of particular lexical units,
Goldberg (1995, 2006) posits the existence of abstract argument structure
constructions, which are clusters of arguments (described in terms of argument roles and their syntactic realizations) and an unspecified verb. Apart
from the fact that traditional valency theory does not make any specific
claims about mental representation, Goldberg’s approach is superior to the
valency account in the following two respects:
(i) Since argument structure constructions are form-meaning pairings, syntactic patterns as such are seen as meaningful, which means that
(ii) the theory offers an account of a certain type of linguistic creativity.
At the same time, it has to be said that in previous versions of the theory
(Goldberg 1995, 2006), there clearly is a danger of overgeneralization,
which can be resolved by a Valency Realisation Principle that prioritizes established valency constructions over newly created uses (Herbst
2014a), or by saying that “creativity is curtailed if a familiar formulation
has already been witnessed expressing that same type of message” (Goldberg 2019:79).
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3. The interaction of different sources of meaning
3.1. Construal
A key element of the 2006-model of argument structure constructions is
the notion of construal (Langacker 2008:55–89)4, which accounts for the
interaction of item-specific knowledge and knowledge connected with the
more abstract construction: in example (7a), the sender of the verb is construed as an AGENT, the item sent as the THEME (or, in different terminology, ÆFFECTED), and the sendee as RECIPIENT. This is even more
relevant in cases where there is a choice between different constructions,
because in (7b) the respective participant roles are construed as CAUSER,
THEME/ÆFFECTED and GOAL:
(7) a.	She [sender as AGENT] sent them [sendee as RECIPIENT] an
e-mail [thing sent as THEME/ÆFFECTED].
b.	She [sender as CAUSER] sent an e-mail [thing sent as THEME/
ÆFFECTED] to her research assistants [sendee as GOAL].
The idea of construal maintains the semantic properties of the valency slots
(from a valency perspective) as well as those of the argument slots (from a
constructionist perspective).

3.2. Blending of constructions
Constructs such as sentences usually consist of several constructions (Goldberg 2006). If we imagine the process of combining them in terms of blending,
this results in a blend of constructional meaning or of the roles of slots shared
by constructions (Herbst & Hoffmann 2018). Take, for example, the merging of, on the one hand, the monotransitive construction and the intransitive
construction with a verb such as close, with the active or passive construction
on the other. If we associate the prototypical subject of active clause constructions with a maximum of AGENTIVITY and that of passive constructions
with ÆFFECTEDNESS, we can account for the differences between sentences such as (8 a–c) in the following way (Herbst & Schüller 2008).5
4
See also Croft (2012).
5	Role labels in capitalized italics refer to clause type constructions such as active and
passive.
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(8) a.	See you in Spain, “he said as she stepped onto the elevator. The
doors [ÆFFECTED-argument + AGENTIVITY-subject] closed,
squeezing him out of sight.” COCA16F
b. Then he closed the doors. [ÆFFECTED] COCA 2016 FIC
c.	A cabinet door [ÆFFECTED-argument + AFFECTEDNESS-subject] was closed harder than usual. COCA 2015 FIC

3.3 Combining meanings
One key aspect of Goldberg’s (1995, 2006) model is that not all uses of
a particular verb need to be attributed to that verb’s valency. Goldberg
(2006) argues, for example, that the activity of baking does not entail a
potential recipient and that therefore, in a sentence such as (9), the BENEFICIARY-argument comes from the construction and not the verb:6
(9) He baked her a cake.
Sentence (9) thus combines the ‘transfer’-meaning of the ditransitive construction with that of bake. The logic of this argument becomes even more
intriguing in the case of “creative” uses such as the following:
(10) a. Pat sneezed the foam off the cappuccino. Goldberg 2006
b.	Schmeck dich prickelnd. (“Taste yourself fizzy.”) Em Eukal lozenge
advert 2017

Since the model allows us to arrive at the resultative meaning of these
sentences, there is no need to postulate “implausible verb senses” such as
‘cause something to move somewhere by sneezing’ (Goldberg 2006). The
schmeck dich prickelnd example is even more remote from the usual use
of the verb since the direct object of the word schmecken usually refers to
the substance that causes the taste, whereas dich in (10b) refers to the per-

6	Whether or not indirect objects of this kind should be seen as a valency complement
of a verb or not has been discussed widely in German valency theory under the heading of free dative (see Eisenberg 1999:286–293). In this account, the ditransitive is
not part of a valency description of the verb bake. Arguably, we could also analyze
the her in example (9) as an adjunct and thus attribute it the same status as for her
in He baked a cake for her.
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son experiencing the taste. This is a drastic example of to what extent we
are guided by our experience of the world and plausibility assumptions in
our interpretation of utterances.

3.4. Sources of meaning in a constructionist account
So far, we have identified three different sources from which the meaning of
a construct can be worked out in a valency-based constructionist account:
(i) meaning associated with the constructions (including words and morphemes),
(ii) meaning arising from the construal of participant roles as argument
roles,
(iii) meaning arising from the combination of constructions.

4. FrameNet as a descriptive enterprise
4.1. FrameNet: its present status
In this section I would like to look at FrameNet from a lexicographic and
constructographic point of view.7 FrameNet is a very impressive enterprise, in fact, one of the most ambitious attempts at a description of the
English language ever undertaken. A key element of the whole project is
its computational application, a dimension which will not be considered
here, however. Although already in 2007, there were “700 frames recognized in the FN database” (Fillmore 2007:133), it is still appropriate to
describe FrameNet as work in progress in the sense that as yet there is no
final, “finished” version of it. Since it is perfectly obvious that any lexicographic or constructicographic work will have shortcomings in detail;
I will try to only address issues that are relevant to the theoretical discussion.8 This will involve Commercial-transaction, drizzle and fly.9
7
8
9

See also the discussion of frame semantics by Croft (2012:367–374).
For the conception of a FrameNet constructicon see Boas, Lyngfelt & Torrent (2019).
Note that the discussion here will focus on English. For FrameNet projects on other
languages see e.g. Boas (2005, 2009), Boas, Dux & Ziem (2016), Burchardt et al.
(2009), Ziem, Flick & Sandkühler (2019) for German, Petruck (2009) for Hebrew,
Ohara (2009) for Japanese, Torrent et al. (2018) for Brazilian Portuguese, or Borin
et al. (2010) for Swedish.
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4.2. Commercial transaction
4.2.1. The original idea of commercial transaction
Core ideas of frame semantics were outlined by Fillmore (1977), where
he talks about “meanings being relativized to scenes” (Fillmore 1977:16)
and goes on to say:
One of the individuals in the commercial event – the buyer – hands over
some money and takes the goods; the other – the seller – surrenders the
goods and takes the money. A complete description of the commercial
event would identify the buyer, the seller, the money, and the goods. A prototypic commercial event involves all of these things, but any single clause
that we construct in talking about such an event requires us to choose one
particular perspective on the event. In the usage that I suggest, any verb
identifying any particular aspect of the commercial event will constrain
us to bring one or more of the entities in the event into perspective, the
manifestation of this choice for English being the selection of grammatical
functions corresponding to the notions of underlying subject and direct
object. For example, if I wish to take the perspective of the seller and the
goods, I will use the verb “sell”. Should I wish to the perspective of the
buyer and the money, I will use the verb “spend”. … And so on.

This description of the frames approach permits one to think of the encoding process for an utterance as involving a number of choices. These choices
include deciding
- how to refer to persons or things, which affects the choice of words,
- which aspects of a particular situation should be expressed, which, again,
affects the choice of words (e.g. in the sense described by Fillmore in the
passage quoted above), and
- which perspective to take, which affects not only the choice of words, but
also decisions concerning thematic structure such as active and passive.

4.2.2. Commercial transaction in FrameNet
4.2.2.1. The frames in FrameNet
In the present version of FrameNet, Commercial_transaction is a subframe of a Commerce_scenario and embedded in the following network:
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has subframes -->
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transaction
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Exchangers)
Exchangers
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Seller (excl.
Exchangers)
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Commerce_buy
Buyer
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purchaser
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agreement
…

FIGURE 1. Commercial transaction in FrameNet indicating subframes and perspective
(listing core frame elements and all lexical units provided).
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4.2.2.2. Core and non-core
From a cognitive point of view, it seems at least debatable whether this
splitting up of a frame doesn’t run counter to the original idea. Also, it is
difficult to see what is to be gained from it. Is it cognitively more plausible
to say that the decision speakers have to take is which of the perspectivized
frames to make use of rather than to decide on the frame elements of the
Commercial_transaction frame they wish to express verbally? These
questions will be taken up in section 5.
One interesting difference between Commerce_buy and Commerce_
sell concerns the classification of the “opposite” frame elements as core
or non-core: Seller is given as a non-core frame element in Commerce_
buy, whereas Buyer is a core element in Commerce_sell, although they
behave in very similar ways syntactically:
(11) a.	We bought the house from Kris’ parents [Seller non-core].
COCA 2014 SPOK

b.	Helen had sold the house to a couple with a motorboat [Buyer
core]. COCA 2017 FIC
Semantically, taking up Fillmore’s (2007:133) definition of core and peripheral frame elements, there is no compelling reason why Buyer in (11b)
should be “necessary to the central meaning of the frame”, but Seller
in (11a) should “provide” an aspect “of the setting which can modify any
frame of the relevant type”.
Let us explore this point a little further. Goods is classified as a core
frame element in both frames, although it does not have to be expressed
syntactically, as in (12):
(12) a.	Puppy brokers are wholesalers who buy from breeders ... COCA
2017 MAG

b.

We sell to hotels and restaurants, mostly. COCA 2017 FIC

One could – and FrameNet surely would – account for such cases as definite null instantiation (Fillmore 2007; Boas 2017). The term null-instantiation suggests the existence of something (in an underlying structure?)
which is realized by nothing (zero? null?). This contradicts the idea of a
what-you-see-is-what-you-get approach to syntax as postulated by Gold-
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berg (2006) (Boas 2017). For this reason I much prefer terms such as contextually optional complement as used in valency theory (Herbst 2014b;
Herbst & Schüller 2008) or contextually optional argument slot, because
they have no such implications. In a constructionist model, this could be
captured by saying that an argument of a construction need not be realized syntactically if its referent is retrievable from the linguistic context.
And that is precisely what definite null instantiation is. We know that buying from someone or selling something to someone involves the something
being bought/sold, the Goods – what these Goods are is clear from the
context in sentences such as (12). In (13), however, no referent can be identified from the context – so these quite clearly are not cases of contextual
optionality (or null instantiation).
(13) a.
b.

Besides, I had already bought a ticket. COCA 2017 FIC
We’ve already sold our house. COCA 2014 NEWS

If, like in my view of valency constructions, referential identifiability is a
criterion for a frame element to be considered core in FrameNet, then there
is no justification for seeing the Buyer as a core frame element in the Commerce_sell frame.

4.2.2.3. Lexical coverage
What is surprising is that the verb get is not listed in the Commerce_buy
frame, although it seems quite central to it, just think of uses such as
(14)		

You’ll be able to get it for 189 euros ($200). COCA 2017 MAG

Get is listed in a Getting frame, which is inherited by Commerce_buy,
but where cases such as (14) are nor listed in terms of frame elements or
valence patterns. If the purpose of the FrameNet enterprise is to bring
together different expressions that may serve very similar communicative
purposes, then other expressions that combine with the frame elements
Goods and Price should also be included.
(15)		“How much is the birdcage?” I asked Mr. Henry, the owner of
Dj Vu. “You can have it for 75.” “Dollars?… COCA 2009 FIC
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Since, as pointed out above, the present version of FrameNet is still work in
progress, this may not be relevant to the theoretical points being discussed
here, but a mere illustration of the scope of the undertaking.

4.3. Drizzling
Let us turn to another example and consider the sentences under (16):
(16) a.	It had been drizzling off and on throughout the preceding afternoon and evening … COCA 2016F
b.	Drizzle the dressing over the salad and slightly on the plate
around it.COCA2017N
c. … then lightly drizzle the pears with chocolate.COCA2007M
What all of these uses of the verb drizzle have in common is that they
describe a process of a surface being affected by a liquid or solid substance which comes in very small drops or objects. We could thus make
out a case for seeing drizzle as a monosemous lexical item. Secondly, they
represent three different argument structure constructions that account
for the meaning differences between the utterances: (a) intransitive, (b)
caused-motion, and (c) causative + with-construction (in the spirit of Goldberg 2006:41). If we look at the frames evoked by the three sentences,
however, there seems to be a relatively clear division between (i) a weather-
frame and (ii) a cooking frame.
However, FrameNet’s Cooking_creation frame does not contain the
verb drizzle.10 True, it may not be the verb drizzle that evokes the Cooking
frame, but rather words like dressing, salad or pears, but doesn’t that apply
equally to make or prepare in the following sentences, given in FrameNet
as examples for these verbs within the Cooking_creation frame:
(17) a.
b.

I’m just trying to make a banana cake. FrameNet
He will prepare food for us when he comes down … FrameNet

The verb drizzle is listed under three frames in FrameNet:

10

 he following verbs are listed in FrameNet under Cooking_Creation: bake, con
T
coct, cook, cook up, fix, fry, grill, make, prepare, put together, roast and whip up.
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TABLE 1. F
 rames containing drizzle verb in FrameNet (null instantiations and inher
itance relations not indicated).
Frame

Core frame elements

Sense given for drizzle Example

Placing
(subframe of
Cause_motion)

Agent
Cause (excl. Agent)
Goal
Theme

FN: pour (liquid) in a
thin stream

Drizzle a little vinaigrette
dressing over the salad.

Filling

Agent (excl. Cause)
Cause
Goal
Theme

FN: to apply a
substance to (a
surface) in a thin
stream.

Sprinkle with Golden
Granulated Sugar and
drizzle with remaining
butter.

Precipitation
(subframe of
Weather)

Place
Precipitation
Time

COD: rain lightly

It was still drizzling when I
pulled up Maggie’s terraced
house.

Although (16b) and (16c) provide nice examples of the phenomenon of
perspectivization, it seems that the assignment of the uses of drizzle in (16)
is based to a large extent on the meaning carried by the respective argument
structure constructions and there is absolutely no need to distinguish two
different senses, let alone three.
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4.4. Flying
Let us now look at a different case, flying. FrameNet has five frames in
which the verb fly appears:
TABLE 2. F
 rames containing fly verb in FrameNet (null instantiations and inheritance
relations not indicated). Italics show that a frame element is common to all
five frames, bold type indicates frame elements that are not.
Frame
Self-motion

Core frame elements

Sense given for fly

Area
Direction (excl. Area)
Goal (excl. Area)
Path (excl. Area)
Self-mover
Source (excl. Area)

COD: (of a winged
The bird looked up and
creature or aircraft)
flew away.
move through the air
under control

Motion

Area
Direction (excl. Area)
Distance (excl. Area)
Goal (excl. Area)
Path (excl. Area)
Source (excl. Area)
Theme

COD: move or
be hurled quickly
through the air

He says there were
bullets flying over the
fence.

Bringing

Agent
Area
Carrier
Goal (excl. Area)
Path (excl. Area)
Source (excl. Area)
Theme

FN: transport by air

They even found an
executive jet to fly me
back.

Ride_vehicle Area
Goal (excl. Area)
Path (excl. Area)
Source (excl. Area)
Theme
Vehicle
Operate_
Area
vehicle
Driver
(subframe of
Goal (excl. Area)
Operate_
Path (excl. Area)
vehicle
Source (excl. Area)
_scenario)
Vehicle

FN: travel by means
of an aircraft

Can he just get on a
plane and fly to Paris?

COD: control the
flight of (an aircraft)

Which plane do they
fly?
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This analysis is problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, on a slightly
pedantic note, the notion of “winged creature” provided in the definition
for fly in the Self_motion frame seems to be based on human experience, but is, of course, challenged as soon as we talk about imaginary
worlds such as those of Mary Poppins or Harry Potter.11
(18) a.	It’s much like what Travers says about Mary Poppins just flying
in through the window. COCA 2014 SPOK
b.	And then Harry saw him. Voldemort was flying like smoke on
the wind, without broomstick or thestral to hold him. Rowling,
2007:24

If we agree with Sinclair (2004:15) that “the previous text has exactly the
same status as any other piece of shared knowledge”, then there are no
restrictions on the subjects of the verb fly other than those related to our
experience of the world around us and of texts we have created or read.
Even the distinction between Motion and Self_motion is not always as
straightforward as one might think: Is riding on a broomstick Motion or
Self_Motion, and, if aircrafts fall under Self_Motion, why (and up
to which point of AI development) don’t missiles?
(19) a.	Bees fly as far as 3 miles from the hive for nectar and pollen ...
COCA 2011 NEWS [winged creature]
b.	In one day a typical Boeing 737 flies about 4,300 miles. COCA
2015 MAG [aircraft]
c.	Can a Scud C fly 500 kilometers? FrameNet Motion [Theme in
Motion frame]
In the light of recent theories of how word meanings are learnt (Ambridge &
Lieven 2011; Goldberg 2019), we can assume that adult speakers of English
will associate slightly different kinds of situation and maybe different kinds
of flying with the three examples under (19), but will be perfectly happy

11	Note the following remark by Sinclair (2004:15): “… the hypothesis that I am putting forward is that the text at any particular time carries with it everything that a
competent reader needs in order to understand the current state of the text. It encapsulates what has gone before in a single act of reference, so that the previous text
has exactly the same status as any other piece of shared knowledge.”
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with the use of the verb fly in each of these contexts. Similarly, their experience of past uses of fly will lead them to expect that in contexts such as (20a)
and––despite the fact that predictions about the person referred to are notoriously unreliable––even (20b), the subject of fly does not refer to the pilot
of the plane, whereas that of (20c), given the context, quite clearly does:
(20) a.	If you’re flying to the conference, you may want to rent a car once
you’ve landed. COCA 16M
b.	As the president was flying to Las Vegas, tensions inside his
administration erupted back in Washington. COCA17N
c.	Cat Wells emerged from the pilot’s seat, wearing an unplugged
radio headset draped like a fur around her exquisite neck. She
was certainly different from the other pilots who flew to Anegada, usually eager pups hoping to work their way up the ladder
to a job with a commercial airline. COCA17F
Following the line of argument taken by Götz-Votteler (2007) and Herbst
(2014a), I would like to argue that although the actions performed by the
referents of the subject arguments are clearly different, this does not automatically mean that we have to postulate different senses and in particular different frames in such cases, as done in FrameNet. Again, the idea of
construal in the sense of Goldberg (2006) seems to offer a more attractive
solution, mostly because it makes explicit that in a sentence such as (21a),
the passengers are passengers as well as AGENTs, whereas in (21b) they
are passengers as well as ÆFFECTED (or THEMEs):
(21) a.	
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson flies to Asia tomorrow …
COCA17S

b.	If GSK flew doctors to Palm Springs for a conference, you flew
them to Paris. COCA06M
Another disadvantage of distinguishing between an Operate_Vehicle
and a Ride_Vehicle frame is that sentences such as (22b) can serve quite
naturally as a sequel to (22a), although pilot is not part of the frame activated by (22a).
(22) a.
b.

We were flying to New York last week.
Suddenly the pilot made an announcement.
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FrameNet can account for that by saying that Ride_vehicle and Operate_vehicle are perspectivizations of a Use_vehicle frame, with
a “Perspective on”-relation holding between them (Fillmore & Baker
2010:330). The Use_vehicle frame is not indicated in the list of frames
for the verb fly (which, however, is a constructicographic problem and not
of any theoretical relevance.) What is of theoretical interest, however, is
whether (22a) evokes the Ride_Vehicle frame or the Use_Vehicle
frame, or, phrased slightly differently, whether the perspectivization that
frames allow speakers to verbalize should be seen as an on-the-fly process
or as the choice of a particular subframe.

4.5. Non-core frame elements
Finally, it ought to be mentioned that the status of non-core frame elements (see 4.2.2.2) is somewhat unclear with respect to their cognitive
and descriptive relevance. The distinction between core and non-core is
similar to that between actants and circonstants in Tesnière’s theory,12
on which it is based, and to that between complements and adjuncts in
valency theory, and, like these, it is not 100 per cent watertight. The crucial difference between FN descriptions and valency descriptions in this
respect is, however, that adjuncts are not part of a valency description
in the latter, whereas peripheral frame elements are part of the valency
patterns provided by FrameNet. This leads to a rather large number of
valence patterns in FrameNet as well as to inconsistencies in FrameNet
descriptions: for example, a non-core frame element Purpose is listed
in the Operate_vehicle frame as in (23a) but does not appear in the
valence patterns of fly in that frame although sentences like (23b–d) are
not at all unusual:
(23) a. I bike to work to save money. FrameNet
b.	… if there aren’t enough passengers, they would have ground
crew and/or staff fly in order to meet the requirements. COCA 2007
NEWS

c. She flew the plane to a big airport to get the engine repaired.
d.	… Tom had borrowed his ultrasonic cycloplane and attempted

12

See Fillmore (2007:133).
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to fly it to New Jersey for the Monsters of Rock show at the
Meadowlands. COCA 2001 FIC
If, as Boas & Dux (2017:4) say, non-core frame elements “provide additional information”, they are very much like the adjuncts in valency theory
(Herbst & Schüller 2008), Purpose and Time, which occurs as a noncore frame element in frames such as Ride_vehicle or Supply, being
rather typical cases in point. It is difficult to see in what way the non-core
frame elements contribute to the description of the frame when, for example, Circumstances and Explanation are non-core frame elements
in the Supply frame, but only Circumstances occurs in the valence
patterns of the verb supply. Similarly, the Ride_vehicle frame contains a non-core frame element Depictive and gives (24) as an example, but does not list any valency patterns for fly in this frame containing
Depictive:
(24)		

We flew to New Orleans naked. FrameNet: Ride_vehicle

The Operate_vehicle frame shows similar inconsistencies, where
Depictive is also non-core and listed in the valence patterns of drive
but not those of fly.
(25) a. I was flying blind. FrameNet: Operate_vehicle
b.	Murray drove the car, still unpainted, through the store front.
FrameNet: Operate_vehicle: drive
c. They drove home in silence. FrameNet: Operate_vehicle: drive
The criticism to be made here is that one may suspect that the overall aim
of the description was to provide each sentence constituent with a frame
element label, which is why constituents that, like (24)–(25), arise from
the combinations of different constructions, and constituents that would
be analyzed more appropriately as adjuncts, are given the status of noncore frame elements.13 This does not apply to all non-core frame elements,
however. The inclusion of Distance under Operate_vehicle seems
perfectly appropriate:

13	The Depictive of (24) and (25) could thus be seen as being part of a separate
construction.
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(26) The bikers rode hundreds of miles.FrameNet: Operate_vehicle
The category of non-core frame elements thus does not seem to be very
clearly defined and appears to be rather hotch-potchy. In many cases, it
seems to distort the characterization of a frame rather than to contribute
to it.

4.6. FrameNet and word meaning
4.6.1. Interim summary
What the discussion of Commercial_transaction, drizzle and fly has
shown is that FrameNet takes a rather different approach towards establishing word senses and construal from a model combing valency constructions and argument structure constructions along the lines of what
has been said in 3.4. The notion of construal does not play a major role in
FrameNet and there is no attempt to exploit the meaningfulness of syntactic constructions in such a way as to reduce the number of senses of words.
Quite the contrary: Fillmore (2007:141) makes it perfectly clear that “FrameNet is more closely aligned to the splitters than the lumpers.” Which
takes us to the issue of word meaning.

4.6.2. Word meaning
The FrameNet view of the relationship between word senses and frames
has been described in the following way by Fillmore & Baker (2010:317–
318):
… each lexical unit, the pairing of a word with one of its meanings
(Cruse 1986), evokes a frame and profiles some aspect or component
of that frame. The pairing of a word with its background frame means
that when we understand a word, we must simultaneously recognize the
relevance of the background information within which that word plays
an interpretive role (Fillmore 2003).

No doubt, there is a certain logic in saying that each sense of a word evokes
a particular frame – however, how do we know how many senses a word
has and what these senses “are”? Isn’t the identification of the senses of a
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word by linguists or lexicographers very often an example of the “imposed
on” rather than the “discovered in” contrast (Langacker 2008:13)?
Let us look at two definitions provided by FrameNet for the verb meet:
TABLE 3. Meet in two frames of FrameNet.
Come_together

Configuration. (excl.
Party 2)
Individuals (excl.
Party 1)
Party 1 (excl.
Configuration)
Party 2 (excl.
Individuals)

Make_acquaintance Individual 1
Requires Individual 2
(excl. Individuals)
Individual 2
(excl. Individuals)

FN: to come into
the company of,
come together
with, possibly
unintentionally

… ask each
committee or team
that meets regularly
to …
President Sali
Berisha met with
Jacques Delors …

COD: make the
acquaintance of
for the first time

My wife and I met in
college working in
the theatre …

What is (relatively) obvious is that there are two situations which can be
described by the verb meet and that are being perceived as being different
in character by many speakers of English. Whether or not this is a sufficient
reason for regarding the word meet as polysemous is a different matter. In
a sentence such as (27a) and, to a lesser extent perhaps, also in (27b), it is
unclear whether it was a Come_together or a Make_acquaintance
meeting, whereas (27c) and (27d) are unambiguous.
(27) a. I met her in Newcastle in 2015.
b.	I met the President of the British Cognitive Linguistics Association at a conference in Newcastle.
c.	I first met the President of the British Cognitive Linguistics Association at a conference in Edmonton.
d.	I met the President of the British Cognitive Linguistics Association again at a conference in Erlangen.
Ambiguity arising from polysemy is not an unusual phenomenon, of
course. However, there is a difference between this example and cases
such as bank ‘river bank’ and bank ‘financial institution’, because the two
“senses” of meet are by no means as clearly distinguished – in fact, sense
2 entails sense 1. Would we really want to say (a) that we are dealing with
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two “senses” of meet here or is it more appropriate to say (b) that the verb
meet evokes two different frames? Or is there no difference between saying
(a) or (b)? One argument in favor of postulating two different senses is presented by paraphrases such as get to know (or, if one considers cross-linguistic evidence relevant at all, words such as kennenlernen in German or
phrases such as kennis te maken in Dutch), which can be used for one of
these situations but not the other. However, we could also argue that the
verb meet just means ‘the coming together of two or more people’ and that
the fact that they get to know each other when this happens for the first
time is a kind of pragmatic inference.
Furthermore, where does splitting stop? The “possibly unintentionally”
of the Concise Oxford Dictionary is a sufficient reason for other dictionaries such as the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary online14 to make
distinctions such as the following:
by chance
1 	… to be in the same place as somebody by chance and talk to
them ...
by arrangement
2 	… to come together formally in order to discuss something ...
3

… to come together socially after you have arranged it …

4 	... meet somebody/something to go to a place and wait there for
a particular person to arrive …

It would be hard to see any other option, given the choice between “by
chance” and “by arrangement”.
The morale of this discussion is quite simply that, from the point of
view of linguistic modelling, we have to make decisions about the division of labor in the models we are developing or favoring. In a self-contained descriptive work such as a dictionary or a constructicon, it does not
really matter very much where a particular piece of information is given, as
long as it is given at all. Nevertheless, we should be clear about one thing:
14

Accessed January 2019.
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dictionary definitions do not necessarily aim to describe the meanings of
words. What they do is to explain which words or phrases we can apply
to particular types of things or situations. Thus, definitions in dictionaries
that are not related to FrameNet may well be phrased in such a way that
they describe a frame capturing situations in which the word can be used
rather than the or a meaning of the lemma.
Take the following definitions to be found in FrameNet:
1.	come to know (a fact), either via sensory experience or via communication (FN)
2.	acquire knowledge of or skill in (something) through study or by
being taught (FN)
3. commit to memory (COD)
4. become aware of by information or from observation (COD)
Again, the problem is one of overdifferentiation: It would seem that all
types of learning involve “committing to memory” something that a person didn’t know before and, quite obviously, there are different ways of
achieving this. While it may make sense to distinguish between different
types of situation in which learning can take place, it does not necessarily
follow that we are dealing with different senses of learn here.
The point, thus, is quite simply this: Many dictionary definitions explain
the meanings of words by describing situations to which the words can be
applied. Establishing three senses for meet to cover uses such as those as
illustrated by (23) above serves no other purpose than to describe three
prototypical situations. In this sense, one can say (good) dictionary definitions inform about frame semantic knowledge.
This raises the question of whether traditional definitions (which draw
upon frame semantic knowledge) are what is required in a reference work
like FrameNet, where descriptions of the meanings of lexical units are presented together with the situational contexts anyway. Of course, redundancy doesn’t do any harm. This is certainly true with respect to FrameNet
as a reference work, less so, however, in terms of FrameNet as an exploration in modelling cognitive aspects of language, which is what I will turn
to in the next section.
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5. Constructions and frames from a cognitive perspective
5.1. D
 ifferences between FrameNet and a constructionist
approach
Looking at the different types of approaches, we find, not surprisingly, that
they are trying to deal with very much the same types or levels of information, and, again not really surprisingly, in slightly different ways. In order
to focus the discussion a little bit, I will distinguish in this section between
the FrameNet approach (FN) on the one hand and a model focusing on
argument structure constructions (CA). CA will be used to refer to a constructionist approach that combines the framework of Goldberg’s (1995,
2006) original account of argument structure constructions with elements
of valency theory (Herbst 2014b; Goldberg & Herbst 2021) and is in line
with Goldberg’s (2019) Explain me this-model.
What is remarkable here is that on the surface there are hardly any differences between the two approaches:
– Both CA and FN recognize constructions as the basic building blocks of
language (Fillmore, Kay & O’Connor 1988; Fillmore 2014; Goldberg
1995, 2006, 2019), but the descriptions provided by FrameNet as such
do not give any explicit information about constructions – that is done in
a separate component of the project, the FrameNet constructicon (Boas
& Dux 2017).
– Both CA and FN assume that lexical units evoke frames, but CA does not
draw upon frames systematically. 15
– Both CA and FA make use of (semantic) roles which they describe as
being different from the original Fillmorean (1968) case roles, but the
function they attribute to these roles are rather different.16
Table 4 summarizes these differences:

15 For a similar point see also Boas & Dux (2017:1–2).
16	Cf. Petruck (1996:2): “Note that these frame elements have been designated in
terms of situational roles; this contrasts with the notion of semantic roles as articulated in case grammar.” Cf. Goldberg (2006:39).
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TABLE 4. Differences between FrameNet (FA) and a constructionist approach (CA).
CA

FN

Words have meaning (lexical units).

+

+

One sense of a lexical unit is restricted to one frame or construction.

–

+

Lexical units evoke frames.

+

+

Item-specific semantic roles (participant roles)

+

–

Construction-specific argument roles

+

–

Frame-specific frame elements

–

+

If we were to take the terms participant role and frame element to refer to
the same concept, there would be no substantial difference between the two
approaches – apart from the fact that FrameNetters seem to prefer splitting
over lumping. In fact, in practice, all participant roles will be identifiable
as frame elements, and (most or all) core frame elements will correspond
to participants of some verb. Nevertheless, I would like to argue that the
two terms represent different concepts, or, in words more appropriate to
the context of discussion, that they evoke different background frames.17

5.2. Frames
5.2.1. What belongs to a frame?
In order to appreciate these differences, it is necessary to look more closely
at definitions of frame. In their outline of the development of the theory,
Boas & Dux (2017:4) refer to the following passage by Fillmore & Atkins
(1992:76–77), which, however, like the passage from Fillmore (1977)
quoted above, is more of an explanation than a definition:18
17

18

I take it that when Boas & Dux (2017:4) describe frame elements as the “participants/
roles by which semantic frames are defined”, they have a wider concept of participant that is not explicitly related to a verb’s valency. Cf. Fillmore (2007:130): “The
word frame is used in this context to refer to a schematic representation of speakers’
knowledge of the situations or states of affair that underlie the meanings of lexical
items. The named components of a frame, called frame elements (FEs), stand for the
participants, props, phases, and parts of the kinds of situations named by the frame.”
For an outline of the history of frame semantics see Ziem (2008), Boas & Dux
(2017). See also Brown & Yule (1983:236–256). Compare also Fillmore (1985),
where he traces frame theory back to the writings of John Stuart Mill and discusses
its relationship with structuralist word field theory.
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A word’s meaning can be understood only with reference to a structured
background of experience, beliefs, or practices, constituting a kind of
conceptual prerequisite for understanding the meaning. Speakers can be
said to know the meaning of the word only by first understanding the
background frames that motivate the concept that the word encodes.

Petruck (1996:1) provides a more comprehensive definition:19
A ‘frame’ is any system of concepts related in such a way that to understand any one concept it is necessary to understand the entire system;
introducing any one concept results in all of them becoming available.

How plausible it is to claim that in order to understand a word or concept it is necessary to fully understand the frame it evokes, depends on
what is meant by “one concept” and “all of them”.20 The idea of having to know the whole frame in order to understand the meaning of the
words evoking the frame is certainly plausible in the case of such famous
examples as bachelor or hypotenuse. But does this apply to all the words
of a language? Do we need a frame in order to understand the meaning
of kill? If one takes “A Killer or Cause causes the death of the Victim”,
the definition of the Killing frame in FrameNet, to be the description
of a frame and not just as a description of a sense of the verb kill, then
undoubtedly yes. When we take further verbs listed in the frame such as
dispatch, eliminate, liquidate, murder or slaughter, or nouns such as mur
der, holocaust, it is pretty obvious that ‘causing the death of’ is part of
their meaning, but that the knowledge that speakers have of these words
goes far beyond that: some of this knowledge can probably be seen as
part of word meaning in a traditional sense (i.e. murder is intentional),
some concerns the type and amount of victims, some of this knowledge
is related to cultural experience and particular cultural events. In structuralist accounts of word meaning these types of knowledge would have

19

20

Cf. also Ziem (2008:97): „Frames sind typisierte und strukturierte Segmente kol
lektiven Wissens, die sich induktiv und/oder abduktiv aus der Schnittmenge ähnlicher Einzelerfahrungen ergeben.“ (“Frames are typified and structured segments
of collective knowledge that emerge inductively or abductively from the overlap of
similar experience events.” TH)
Presumably, this excludes non-core frame elements.
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been described in terms of connotative meaning, collocative meaning etc.
(Leech 1981:12–23).
In my view, there is at least no need to subsume all these lexical units
under a Killing frame, because knowing one of them neither presupposes knowing them all nor does it evoke all of them, to take up the key
aspects of frames described by Petruck (1996). Presumably, this is not
what the definition quoted above refers to. If, however, we take the frame
elements to be the “system” evoked by particular lexical unit, then frames
such as the Vehicle frame are highly problematic. FrameNet defines it
as follows:
The frame concerns the vehicles that human beings use for the purpose
of transportation.

Remarkably, the frame has only one core frame element – vehicle. The
lexical units provided in FrameNet are:
aircraft, airplane, ambulance, automobile, bicycle, bike, bird, boat,
buggy, bus, cab, canoe, car, carriage, cart, chopper, coach, convertible,
ferry, helicopter, helo, kayak, limousine, liner, lorry, minivan, pick-up,
plane, schooner, scooter, sedan, ship, submarine, tank car, tank, taxi,
toboggan, train, tram, tricycle, truck, van, vehicle, vessel, warplane,
yacht.

Since all of these are means of transport, they form a classical word field.21
Although in frame semantics, as Petruck (1996:6) points out, “a word
is defined in relation to its background frame, not in relation to other
words”, it remains arguable whether we need the frame concept to explain
traditional semantic relations such as hyponymy. I will come back to this
point in section 6.

5.2.2. Frame semantics as a theory of understanding
Fillmore (1985) and Petruck (1996) are very explicit about frame semantics being a theory of understanding, although, of course, Fillmore’s out21	For differences between the word field approach and frame semantics see Fillmore
(1985).
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line of the commercial transaction quoted above describes what happens
in speech production.22 Bearing in mind Petruck’s claim that “introducing any one concept results in all of them becoming available” (Petruck
1996:1) look at the following passage, taken from a novel:
(28)		He wanted more than anything to make love to her in front of the
fireplace tonight. He wanted to buy sweet rolls and strawberries
in the morning and dip them in whipped cream that they’d lick
off each other’s lips. COCA 2017 FIC
Would anyone really want to claim that the use of buy in this example,
where it could be replaced by get without changing the meaning of the sentence, evokes a Seller and a Price? In defense of FrameNet one could
take sentences such as these as a justification for establishing a separate
Commerce_buy frame, in which only Buyer and Goods are core frame
elements. Other examples, however, suggest that Seller and Money
(both given as non-core frame elements) are activated by a simple transitive use of buy as well:23
(29) a.	Level was captivated by one of Modigliani’s large caryatids in
watercolour and wanted to buy it. But it was Picasso who fixed
the price, knowing that Modigliani would undersell himself. BNC
ANF 258-259

b.

I want to buy them but he refuses to sell. BNC ALX 276

In a way, one could argue that this is exactly what the distinction between
core and non-core frame elements is about, but this is not how it has been
characterized (Boas & Dux 2017:4; Fillmore 2014:126). What is more
important, though, is that (28) and (29) suggest that context is a crucial
22	Cf. Fillmore (1985:231): “The goal of U-semantics … is to uncover the nature of
the relationship between linguistic texts and the interpreter’s full understanding of
the texts in their contexts.”
23	Cf. Ziem (2008:98): „Ein aktivierter Frame wirkt sprach- und handlungsregulierend, insofern er Erwartungen bezüglich der zu ihm passenden Informationen weckt,
genauer bezüglich potentieller Wissenselemente der aufgerufenen Leerstellen” “An
activated frame has a regulating effect on linguistic and non-linguistic behavior in
that it raises expectations with respect to information compatible with it, especially
with respect to elements of knowledge associated with activated slots.” TH)
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factor in evoking particular frame elements and that we should think about
the activation of frames and frame elements more in terms of a gradient
than in terms of a yes-or-no phenomenon.

5.3. Sentence production
The role of (at least some kind of) frame semantic knowledge in the sense of
“knowledge network linking the multiple domains associated with a given
linguistic form” (Taylor 1989:87) in understanding is probably undisputable, even if it may not be as well-structured and orderly as suggested by the
presentation in FrameNet. When it comes to language production, however, it seems intuitively correct to say that frame semantic knowledge does
not necessarily form the starting point of the message. Figure 2 provides an
overview of some of the relevant factors in the process:
– Conceptualization has been characterized by Langacker (2008:43) as
“being dynamic, interactive, imagistic (as opposed to propositional), and
imaginative (involving metaphor, blending, fictivity, and mental space
construction)”.
– Verbalization involves creating a linguistic meaning (which “consists of
both conceptual content and a particular way of construing that content
(Langacker 2008:43)) and finding and possibly combining constructions
to express that meaning.
– The choice of particular linguistic units is strongly influenced by the context – both the linguistic context and the context of situation.
– The constructions chosen evoke frames.
Conceptualization, verbalization and frame evocation should not necessarily be taken as separate processes going on in the speaker’s mind in a
certain order and they should definitely not be taken as independent processes.
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Idea

Conceptualization
of idea

in terms of
words and other constructions

Choice of verb and
participant roles

Activation of frame(s)
and frame elements

V
FE1
FE2
FE3
FE4
FE5
etc.

Construal of
participant roles as
argument roles and
choice of ASC

Valency cx
V
P1
P2
P3

V
A1
A2
A3

Choosing
constructions
indicating
prominence
active/passive cx
word order
cleft-cx
pseudo-cleft cx
accent
etc.

Choosing
constructions
indicating
communicative
function
declarative’statement’ cx
interrogative’question’ cx
etc.

Choosing
constructions
expressing
speaker’s attitude
intonation
modal verb cxs
modal particle cxs
etc.

Choosing
constructions relating
situation to
time of speaking
present/past tense
perfective/nonperfective aspect
etc.

FIGURE 2. Frames and constructions in a model of sentence production.
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If we consider the role of frames, valency constructions and argument
structure constructions in the light of this model, it would seem that it is
not necessary for a speaker to access abstract frame knowledge because
they already have knowledge of the concrete situation they wish to verbalize. All of the choices for verbalization indicated in blue in Figure 2
represent the type of knowledge that is part of a speaker’s constructicon
(Goldberg 2019:36; Herbst 2018).
So far, we know very little about this constructicon. What we do know
is that constructions can be learnt (Tomasello 2003; Casenhiser & Goldberg 2005; Dąbrowska & Lieven 2005, etc.) and stored in the brain, but
we still know very little about how they combine (or are combined) and
about how they are accessed in the brain.
Theoretically, one could imagine a number of more or less simultaneous
brain processes selecting the appropriate constructions for the expression
of the intended meaning. It is highly unlikely, however, that this is what is
going on – at least that this is all that is going on when we formulate utterances. There are two not entirely unrelated reasons for this:
– We know that actual language use cannot be explained solely in terms
of an “open choice”, but that it is highly idiomatic (Sinclair 1991, 2004;
Dąbrowska 2014a, b; Herbst 2011b, 2015; Cowie & Mackin 1975;
Hausmann 1985).
– We also know that there is a strong tendency in speakers to use a familiar expression if there is one (Goldberg 2019).
Dąbrowska (2014a:627) applies these insights to language production:
… the idea that sentence production in adults, as in children, depends
largely on retrieval of preconstructed chunks is perhaps not as outlandish as one might at first think.

This entails a view of the mental constructicon that allows for an enormous storage capacity of the brain, which apparently exists (Bybee 2010;
Dąbrowska 2014a:626). Goldberg (2019:56) argues in favor of lossy
memory representations of constructions:
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Speakers do not necessarily retain each recognizable lexically specified
construction in a fully specified form. ... To capture this flexibility, a
lossy representation is useful. In particular, we can represent the lexically specified construction schematically as follows: arousev{Xarouser,
suspicionarousee}. This representation is simply intended to capture the
fact that the specific noun, suspicion, is the “arousee” of arouse. It does
not specify the number of the noun or tense of the verb (as indicated by
the use of capital letters). The representation allows the construction to
be related to other uses of arouse that occur with nouns other than suspicion, as they, too, involve an explicit or implicit “arouser” argument
and an “arousee” argument.

This is very much in line with the approach of ColloCxG, which describes
valency constructions, i.e. argument structure constructions in which the
verb is specified in terms of the most frequent fillers of the slots of the construction (Herbst 2018; www.constructicon.de):
arouse monotransitive construction with
Someone or something causes a feeling or reaction in a person or group.
The feeling is often negative.
AROUSER as
AROUSEE as EFFECTED
arouse
CAUSER
SUBJ: NP
DOBJ: NP

PERSON
ACTION
PLAN
FACT
OPINION

suspicion interest
curiosity suspicions

feelings emotions anger concern
people desire emotion fear
opposition passion sympathy
enthusiasm hostility passions envy men
sense sentiments support women compassion
alarm fears resentment etc.
> 10% > 5% > 2.5% > 1%

FIGURE 3. R
 epresentation of the monotransitive arouse valency construction. The
direct object slot (DOBJ) shows the most frequent collocates of arouse in
this construction based on COCA 2020 with an indication of their fre
quency; since there are no significant lexical collocates for the subject slot
(SUBJ), only abstract labels are provided there.24

24

Based on COCA searches “arouse|arouses|arousing _nn*” and “arouse|arouses|
arousing * _nn*” (total 982 hits) with prepositions, conjunctions etc. removed (964
hits).
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Note that this low-level type of argument structure construction takes
account of the construal of participant roles of the verb as argument roles
of the construction.
In a way, such an approach to sentence production also corresponds to
common sense. Take a sentence such as (30), for example:
(30) Would you like some coffee? BNC APM 2422
There are 10 instances of this in the 100 million word BNC, which means
that 18-year-old native speakers will probably have heard it in precisely
this form about 40 times, which might be argument in favor of storage
already.25 However, considering that they will have experienced some cof
fee more than 700 times and Would you like more than 3,000 times (186
and 869 hits in the BNC), then it is more than likely that would you like
or would you like some is stored as a unit and that producing an utterance
like (30) is not more than putting two ready-made chunks together.
Under this view, the mental constructicon that speakers have is a flexible network of stored constructions. Planning an utterance thus involves,
to a certain extent at least, a search for the best match for the meaning to
be expressed within the constructicon. If this results in one fitting match,
the speaker will take it, if the search produces several good candidates, the
speaker will choose one of them, as pointed out by Goldberg (2019:26):26
There is a functional advantage to assigning each label a distinct meaning-in-context, even if the meanings differ only in terms of register (buy
vs. purchase), dialect (pop vs. soda), connotation (stingy vs. thrifty),
background frame (land vs. ground), or distribution (sofa bed vs. therapist’s couch). The fact that distinctions exist allows speakers to more
quickly access the best match for their intended message-in-context
when they speak. If two words were truly interchangeable, speakers
would be forced to make a totally random decision each time either
word was used. This would violate the efficiency aspect of the cence
me approach without contributing to expressiveness ...

25

This also explains the use of fragments as utterances such as Like some coffee? BNC
ANY 1861 See also Herbst (2018).

26

See also Goldberg’s (2019:85–86) discussion of Bayses’s Rule.
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This is probably very simple in cases such as thank you, thanks, ta or good
bye, bye, see you. If a speaker wants to express the idea of transferring X
to Y, the situation is slightly more complex because some words allow, for
example, both a ditransitive and a PP(to)-construction (such as give and
tell), whereas others (such as explain, say) do not. In some cases, the difference between the meanings of the two constructions may be more relevant than in others: in (31), for example, the prepositional construction
implies that the message is of a kind that the recipient might not particularly appreciate:
(31) a.
b.

He won’t tell you anything. BNC GW3 938
Try telling that to your lawyer. BNC HWP 1640

As soon as – but also: only when – speakers cannot find an established
way of expressing an intended meaning in their constructicon, they will
be more creative and exploit the schematicity of constructions and produce sentences of the cappuccino-sneezing type (see 10 above) (Goldberg
2019:9–10)27. Note that the desire to be original or to produce an eye- or
ear-catching slogan in advertising has to be seen as part of the intended
meaning of the utterance.

5.4. Implications of this view of the constructicon
Such a view of a rich and dynamic constructicon that is constantly subject to change on the basis of new linguistic input (Bybee 2010) and that
is exploited in a very conservative way by speakers (Goldberg 2019), has
a number of very interesting implications. For one, it may offer a psycholinguistically sound account of how language determines thought: If we
assume that speakers do not follow a rule + words approach in speech production but draw heavily upon stored material, this means that they do not
start from scratch when producing an utterance. If speakers are aiming to
be efficient (which is part of Goldberg’s cence me principles), they may
well be happy with solutions they can put together quickly on the basis of
stored material, in other words, they will conform to ways of describing
processes or situations in ways that others have used before them. Such a
27	See also Herbst (2009) for a discussion of linguistic humor on the basis of examples
such as pigwards.
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view of language production can be exploited to throw some light on “classic” issues of linguistic debate such as the the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis or
George Orwell’s Newspeak.28
One further implication of this emphasis on storage concerns issues of
linguistic methodology. The point I wish to make is this: Speakers may
sometimes be forced to say more than they intend. If we analyze the ditransitive construction as expressing ‘transfer plus something else’ (T + X) and
the PP(to)-construction as expressing the meaning of ‘transfer plus something else that is not X’ (T + Y), speakers may be forced to express X or
Y if there is no alternative just expressing T. The conclusion to be drawn
from this observation is that we must be careful not to interpret every use
of a construction by a speaker as evidence or counter-evidence for a particular semantic analysis of the construction because not every use of a construction is completely identical with the intended meaning of the speaker.

6. How many sides of the same coin?
To summarize: According to the constructionist view outlined above,
which is largely based on Goldberg (2019) and Bybee (2010), speakers
create utterances
- by making use of operations such as construal and constructional blending (as outlined in Figure 2) and
- relying to a large extent on more or less prefabricated chunks.
There is a seeming contradiction between the view that speakers create utterances by making use of construal and construction blending as
described in Figure 2 and the idea that we rely to a large extent on more
or less prefabricated chunks, but this is quite a common phenomenon of
human behaviour. The analogy may not fit 100 per cent, but when you
bake a cake or prepare a meal, make some tea etc., you are likely to make
use of prefabricated things such as cake mix, salad dressing, or a tea bag,
although you’d be perfectly able to mix together your own dough or dressings or to put the appropriate amount of tea leaves into a tea pot. Connoisseurs could argue that there may be a difference in quality, and so
28	For discussions of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis see e.g. Trudgill (1974:24–27), Hudson (1980:103–105).
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presumably would poets or novelists, but that is precisely the point. For
most intents and purposes, prefabricated chunks will serve our communicative purposes and increase efficiency in terms of Goldberg’s (2019)
cence me principles.
As pointed out above, this efficiency can only be achieved because of the
enormous storage capacity of the human brain. Speakers of German seem
to be able to remember that the routine process of cleaning one’s teeth is
referred to as Zähne putzen, and although it is carried out by means of a
Zahnbürste, the combination Zähne bürsten is comparatively unusual and
foregrounds the actual brushing process to a much higher degree. In the
same way, we remember that if a verb such as fly in English or fliegen in
German is used in the caused-motion construction, the process described is
that of a pilot operating an airplane (that may carry passengers or goods)
to a certain place. What we do not know is whether we should treat this
just a kind of referential (or denotative) link between a verb in a particular construction or as a separate sense of fly, which is different from the fly
used to describe the process of someone travelling somewhere by plane or
not. In my view, this is not much different from Cruse’s (1986:53) car-example (32), where one would also not argue in favor of two different lexical representations of the word car:
(32) a.
b.

The car needs servicing.
The car needs washing.

Possibly one could argue that the FrameNet policy of establishing a separate lexical unit per frame represents a more product-oriented view,
describing entrenched constructions. The more construction-oriented
approach which entails construal and allows for much wider meanings
– or, to use the term employed by Hanks (2000), meaning potential29 –
may then be more appropriate to describe how, historically, the meanings
of constructions have come about and how speakers can produce novel
expressions. Although there is considerable evidence indicating that the
brain makes use of general knowledge structures when processing language (Citron & Goldberg 2014), our understanding of how the brain
processes and stores language is not advanced enough to take a stance on

29

See also Croft & Cruse (2004) and Langacker (2008).
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whether either (or both) of these accounts are cognitively plausible – not
yet, at least.
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Comparative concepts as a resource for multilingual
constructicography
Benjamin Lyngfelt, Tiago Timponi Torrent, Ely Edison da
Silva Matos & Linnéa Bäckström
There are now so-called constructiCons in development for several different languages. Hence, there are also possibilities for multilingual application of these linguistic resources. Due to the complexity of comparing grammatical constructions in
different languages, an approach of trying to establish direct construction equivalents
in different languages is not practically feasible on a large scale. Instead, constructions
may be connected in terms of shared properties, preferably defined in a language-
neutral way. To this end, we propose a linking system based on comparative concepts
(CCs) of the sort employed in language typology, enriched with semantic frames.
Through this set of CCs, (partial) correspondences may be established between constructions in terms of (combinations of) semantic, functional and morphosyntactic
similarities.

1. Introduction1
In recent years, an increasing interest in grammatical constructions has
been spreading from linguistic research to applied language description.
This can be seen both in modern developments in lexicography (e.g.,
Berg-Olsen 2013; Blensenius 2019; and references therein) and by the
emergence of descriptive resources called constructiCons.2 In this context, a constructiCon is an online repository of construction descriptions, a “dictionary of grammatical constructions”, so to speak. The first
pilot constructiCon was initiated for English by Charles Fillmore and
associates (Fillmore 2008; Fillmore, Lee-Goldman & Rhomieux 2012;

1	
The collaboration presented in this chapter was supported by CAPES grants
99999.009910/2014-00 and 88887.168828/2018-00 and by STINT grant BR20145860. Thanks to Kristian Blensenius, Emma Sköldberg and an anonymous reviewer
for valuable feedback on an earlier version of this paper. Special thanks to Bill Croft,
for being who he is.
2	The capital C inside constructiCon serves to avoid confusion with the visually similar word construction. Another notation used for the same purpose is the hyphenated form construct-i-con (e.g., Goldberg 2013; Hilpert 2019).
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Lee-Goldman & Petruck 2018), and has since been followed by constructiCon projects for Brazilian Portuguese, German, Japanese, Russian, and Swedish (see, e.g., the chapters in Lyngfelt et al. 2018b; cf. also
Herbst 2019).
Although these constructiCons are primarily developed as monolingual resources, steps have also been taken towards multilingual connections and applications (Bäckström, Lyngfelt & Sköldberg 2014; Laviola
2015; Lyngfelt et al. 2018c; Matos, in prep.; see also Boas & Ziem 2018;
Boas, Lyngfelt & Torrent 2019; Tavares, this volume). This goal is a
challenge, since more or less corresponding construction entries in different languages may differ on virtually any dimension: linguistic properties regarding both form and function, editorial issues of granularity
and representation, differences in coverage between different resources,
etc.
In this chapter, we will propose a basic system for connecting constructions in different languages through so-called comparative con
cepts, as employed in language typology (cf., e.g., Haspelmath 2010,
2019; Croft 2016, to appear). In this regard, we will use the set of
comparative concepts presented in Croft (to appear) as well as Frame
Net frames (FrameNet, www; Fillmore & Baker 2010; Ruppenhofer
et al. 2016). The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we introduce the notions of construction and constructiCon, and the emerging
practice of constructicography. In section 3, we address the problems
with direct pairwise comparison between constructions in different languages, based on previous experience from comparing construction
entries in English, Swedish and Brazilian Portuguese. Comparative concepts and FrameNet frames are presented in section 4. Finally, in section
5, we outline a model for using comparative concepts to connect constructions across languages.
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2. Constructions, constructiCons and constructicography
One of the fundamental assumptions in Construction Grammar (CxG)
and related theories is that a human language is essentially a network
of learned symbolic units called constructions (e.g., Fillmore 1988; Langacker 1990; Diessel 2019). On this view, constructions are defined as conventional pairings of form and meaning/function (e.g., Goldberg 2013:17),
ranging from particular words and idioms to highly schematic or even discourse-level patterns, as illustrated by the following English examples:3
– 	words (lexical constructions): shoe, sing, over, incremental, thus
–	idioms: pull_someone’s_leg, let_someone_off_the_
hook
–	partially schematic structures: the_X-er_the_Y-er, X_by_X,
V_one’s_way_ADVL, What’s_X_doing_Y?
– word formation: N-N-compound, ADJ-ness
– 	argument structure: ditransitive, object_with_infinitive
– phrasal and clausal syntax: noun_phrase, relative_clause
–	
TAM (tense-aspect-modality): be_present-participle,
conjunctive
– discourse patterns: recipe, football_chant.
This wide range of constructions goes well beyond the notion of ‘construction’ usually employed in lexicography: “The syntactical connection between verbs and their objects or complements, adjectives and their
extensions, prepositions and objects, etc.” (Oxford English Dictionary,
www). On the latter conception, ‘constructions’ are essentially valence
patterns. While valence patterns are certainly constructions from a CxG
point of view as well, they only constitute a small subset of all the constructions recognized and studied from a CxG approach.
3	For ease of exposition, this list consists of English examples of constructions. As
most of them have more or less close counterparts in other languages, it should be
noted that they are not presumed to be identical across languages. Thus, the English
object_with_infinitive construction is distinct from its closest corresponding constructions in, e.g., Swedish or Brazilian Portuguese, although the similar names of
course reflect (partially) similar properties. Also note that construction names are
written in an italic typewriter font, following the Berkeley tradition.
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The constructions listed above include, e.g., partially schematic constructions, such as the English What’s_X_doing_Y? and its equivalents
in Swedish (Vad_gör_X_Y?) and Brazilian Portuguese (O_que_X_
está_fazendo_Y?), and fully schematic ones, such as the ditransitive in all three languages. These constructions are exemplified in (1) and
(2), respectively.
(1)
a. What’s this fly doing in my soup?
b. Vad
gör
den
här
what
do.PRES
the
here
c. O
que essa
mosca está
the what that.2P fly
be.PRES
(2)
a. I can e-mail you my address.
b. Jag kan mejla
dig
I
can
email.INF you.OBJ
c. Eu posso te
mandar
I
can
you.OBJ
send.INF

min
my
meu
my

flugan
fly.DEF
fazendo
do.GER

i
in
na
in

min
my
minha
my

soppa?
soup
sopa?
soup

adress.
address
endereço por e-mail.
address by email

In the set of examples in (1), we have semi-schematic constructions conveying indirect speech acts. All of them have a pragmatic function of
implying that the speaker thinks the event alluded to in the questions is
unacceptable: in this case, the existence of a fly in their soup. Following
Kay & Fillmore (1999), none of them could be felicitously interpreted
as an ordinary information-seeking question: In other words, an answer
such as »I believe it’s the backstroke«, and their equivalents in Swedish
and Brazilian Portuguese, would be taken as offensive or, at least, as a
joke, depending on how the interaction imagined here is to be framed, in
Goffmanian (1974) terms. The constructions in (1) are semi-schematic in
the sense that they are partially variable and partially fixed. They are vari
able regarding the state of affairs of which they express disapproval, and
fixed in that they are conventionally associated with particular verbs (do,
göra, and fazer, respectively), in English and Portuguese also restricted
to a progressive form of this verb paired with a copula. Hence, the English version of this construction is called the What’s_X_doing_Y? construction.
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The examples in (2) are all instances of ditransitive constructions,
argument structure constructions containing three noun phrase arguments
and expressing an overall meaning of transfer: an Agent acts to transfer a
Theme to a Recipient (see Goldberg 1995 for a detailed analysis of the English version of this construction, and Kay 2005 for an alternative account).
In the particular cases in (2), this structure may very well follow from the
lexical valence of email.v, mejla.v and enviar.v, which are all verbs of transfer (via metaphoric extension, cf. Reddy 1979). However, the ditransitive construction can also occur with verbs that do not typically convey
a transfer meaning, as in (3).
(3)
a. I can bake you some cookies.
b. Eu posso te
assar
uns
I
can
you.OBJ bake.INF some

biscoitos.
cookies

Note that the verbs bake.v and assar.v are not typical communication/
transfer verbs. Even so, English and Brazilian Portuguese do allow these
– and other types of verbs as well – to fill the verb slot in this construction. According to CxG, this is because even abstract constructions are
meaningful and thus the ditransitive construction may contribute
a transfer meaning that does not follow from the meaning of the verb
(cf. Goldberg 1995). Also note that such combinatorial possibilities vary
across languages: although there is a Swedish ditransitive construction, as
shown in (2b), it is more restricted than its counterparts in English and Brazilian Portuguese and does less readily extend to non-transfer verbs. Thus,
the most natural Swedish counterpart to the examples in (3) would not be
a ditransitive sentence (although this would be at least marginally acceptable) but rather a construction with an object and a prepositional phrase:
Jag kan baka några kakor till dig (‘I can bake some cookies for you’).
At this point, we can propose some correlations between lexical items
and (grammatical) constructions. Both types of structure (i) are form-meaning/function pairings, (ii) can present idiomatic uses, (iii) can contribute
to the organization of sentences, and (iv) can incur in partial equivalence
relations with structures in other languages. Such correlations are the reason why constructionist approaches to language reject a strict division
between grammar and lexicon, and regard them as two poles in a continuum. Hence, in a way analogous to how the repository of words in a
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language is characterized by lexicology as the lexicon, a constructiCon is
characterized in Construction Grammar as “a repertory of constructions,
plus a set of principles which govern the nesting and superimposition of
constructions into or upon one another” (Fillmore 1988:37).
Also analogously to how lexicography descriptively approaches the lexicon of a language to create products such as dictionaries and thesauri,
constructicography, which, according to Lyngfelt (2018:11), “may be
characterized as a combination of construction grammar (CxG) and lexicography”, descriptively approaches lexicogrammar to create constructi
Cons. Thus, the term constructiCon displays the same kind of polysemy
as the related terms grammar and lexicon: on the one hand a theoretical
conception of a cognitive linguistic system, on the other hand a corresponding descriptive resource. Unlike lexicons, which constitute a millennial tradition in lexicography, constructiCons – and constructicography
– were born in the digital age, and, therefore, are still in their early stages
of development. They have also from the very onset been designed as digital language resources (e.g., Boas 2017).
Currently, there are constructiCons being developed for several languages, including English, Swedish, Brazilian Portuguese, German, Japanese and Russian (see Fillmore, Lee-Goldman & Rhomieux 2012; Perek &
Patten 2019 plus the chapters in Lyngfelt et al. 2018b). According to Boas,
Lyngfelt & Torrent (2019), constructiCons are not only computational
resources informed by the different theories housed under the term Construction Grammar: constructicography also plays a role in informing such
theories back, as is also the case for lexicography in relation to lexicology.
Given the existence of constructiCons for several languages, there is an
obvious potential for development towards multilingual constructicogra
phy, comparing and connecting constructions in different languages for
various applied purposes. Nonetheless, while establishing correspondences and – to the extent possible – equivalence between lexical items is
already challenging, expanding this kind of analysis to more diverse and
complex linguistic structures brings additional complexity to the task. We
turn to this issue in the next section.
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3. Comparing construction entries in English, Swedish, and
Brazilian Portuguese
Connecting constructions across languages is a complex matter,
involving all the intricacies of multilingual lexicography (cf. Adamska-Sałaciak 2010:387), and then some. Whereas multilingual lexicography is mostly concerned with establishing functional equivalents
among lexical units of roughly the same morphosyntactic category,
or at least the same linguistic level, constructions may differ on basically any dimension. Some languages employ a question particle to
express what others mark by word order and/or prosody, case suffixes in one language correspond to adpositions or word order restrictions in another, etc. This multidimensional aspect of the mapping
also makes issues of granularity and categorization more complex.
Furthermore, the emerging constructiCons still have limited and only
partially overlapping coverage.
As a first step towards multilingual constructiCon development, the full
set of construction entries in the Berkeley English ConstructiCon (EngCcn)
were compared to Swedish (Bäckström, Lyngfelt & Sköldberg 2014) and
Brazilian Portuguese (Laviola 2015), respectively. Building on these bilingual comparisons, a trilingual investigation was carried out, harmonizing
and integrating the results of the previous studies (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c).
In all three studies, English was consistently the source language, which
means that the comparisons were essentially unidirectional and thus inevitably somewhat biased towards English.
To handle the multidimensional character of construction comparison,
one must distinguish between functional equivalence, on the one hand,
and formal similarity, on the other. In addition, we adopted the more neutral notion of constructional correspondence, as a basic approximation
of when a construction in the target language may be said to correspond
to a given source construction. In a very practical sense, correspondence
means “linkability”, i.e., it applies to cases when the relation between a
target and a source construction is close enough for them to be linked in
a multilingual constructiCon (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c:267, 288). Thus, constructional correspondence is based on both functional equivalence and
formal similarity, primarily the former, taking into account that they are
both gradual properties. For any given correspondence pair, the function
of the target construction may be more or less functionally equivalent to
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that of the corresponding source construction, and their respective forms
may be more or less similar.4
The outcome of these comparisons was encouraging for the enterprise of
aligning constructiCons across languages, but less so regarding the overall
methodology of direct, pairwise comparisons between constructions. We
will start with the good news: for all but a few of the construction entries
in EngCcn, corresponding constructions could be identified in both Swedish and Brazilian Portuguese.5 In most cases the matches also displayed a
high degree of functional equivalence, in the sense that the closest target
construction covers the full functional range of the source construction,
i.e. from a unidirectional perspective (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c).
However, what holds in one direction does not necessarily hold equally
well in the other. For example, the closest Swedish correspondent of the
English let_alone construction (as in They don’t eat shrimp, let alone
squid) is för_att_inte_tala_om (lit. for to not speak of), for which
the best English match would rather be not to mention (Bäckström, Lyngfelt & Sköldberg 2014), an expression that is not (yet?) covered in EngCcn.
To handle such directionality mismatches, or even to assess the extent of
the problem, one would have to conduct a comprehensive comparison in
the opposite direction, reversing the roles of source language and target
language.
A problem with more far-reaching consequences concerns subject-auxiliary inversion: the quite restricted set of inversion constructions in English
4	A fourth dimension concerns issues of granularity and inheritance, such as whether
certain differences are particular to the constructions compared or follow from
more general patterns. For example, there are general differences between the three
languages regarding gender and definiteness marking, that may be accounted for by
a relatively small set of general noun phrase constructions, although the differences
apply to every construction that includes a noun phrase. Hence, it is not a trivial
question which constructional properties to take into account for the comparison,
especially since not all such issues are as straight-forward as that of definiteness
marking. We will not expand on this problem here, but see Lyngfelt et al. (2018c)
for more extensive discussion.
5	The few exceptions include the set of English subject-auxiliary inversion constructions, for which there is no corresponding structure in Portuguese,
although some of the functions in question are covered by other constructions.
Another example is the progressive be+participle construction, which has no
general counterpart in Swedish (but cf. Blensenius 2015 on other progressive constructions in Swedish).
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(such as questions and so-called negative inversion, e.g., Never would I do
that), is more than well covered by the more general inversion phenomenon in Swedish, where subject-verb inversion occurs in any main clause
not initiated by the subject, and not only with auxiliaries. In this case, the
directionality problem goes beyond the fact that functional equivalence
obviously does not hold in the opposite direction. When looked at from
the Swedish perspective, inversion would hardly even be considered a construction, not in the sense of a formal pattern associated with a restricted
set of functions.6 Rather, it is a consequence of word order restrictions
on very general clausal constructions.7 Thus, the comparison is not only
biased towards the source construction, it is also biased towards the organization of the source contructiCon (cf. Lyngfelt et al. 2018c:269ff.).
In addition to the language bias, pairwise comparison of constructions
is problematic due to its complexity. While identifying potentially corresponding target constructions to a given source construction is often a
fairly straight-forward matter, conducting a careful comparison to discern
not only similarities but also differences between the source and target constructions is a quite complex process (cf. Lyngfelt et al. 2018c). This is all
the more the case since a similar comparison would then have to be conducted in the opposite direction as well. Hence, to perform pairwise comparisons on a larger scale would be time-consuming to the point of being
unfeasible, even involving only two languages. To compare all construction entries for constructiCons of several languages, in every direction, is
clearly not a realistic option. Consequently, for multilingual constructicography to be feasible, some sort of language-neutral base of comparison is required.

6	The construction status of subject auxiliary inversion is not entirely uncontroversial in English either, and it has been discussed in relation to the more general question of whether there can be constructions without meaning. It has, however, been
proposed as a construction, or set of constructions, by Fillmore (1999), Goldberg
& Del Giudice (2005), Goldberg (2006), and Fillmore, Lee-Goldman & Rhomieux
(2012), and it is included in EngCcn.
7	In Swedish main clause declaratives and content questions, the finite verb occurs
in second place (so-called V2), with the subject sometimes preceding it, sometimes
following it. “Inversion” also occurs in polarity questions and subject-containing
imperatives, where the finite verb is clause-initial (V1). See, e.g., Teleman et al.
(1999, vol IV:675); Holmes & Hinchliffe (2003:460f.)
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4. Comparative Concepts
Instead of comparing various constructions in different languages directly,
we propose to relate them in terms of shared properties. To be useful in
this regard, such properties must be defined in a cross-linguistically applicable way. We therefore turn to comparative concepts (CCs) of the sort
employed in language typology (e.g., Haspelmath 2010, 2019; Croft 2016,
to appear). CCs are theoretical constructs8 designed by language typologists specifically for the purpose of comparing linguistic structures across
languages. Hence, they should be well suited for multilingual constructicography.
CCs consist of linguistically relevant properties such as ‘appositive’,
‘bivalent’, ‘causative’, ‘deictic’, ‘reflexive’, etc. They include semantic
and functional notions such as ‘animate’, ‘stative’ and ‘topic’, as well as
form-function combinations such as ‘pronoun’, ‘cleft’ and ‘relative clause’
– without the distinctive features characterizing, e.g., Portuguese pronouns
or Swedish relative clauses. In order to be cross-linguistically applicable,
they are defined in language-neutral terms, abstracting away from language-particular characteristics of associated constructions in different
languages.
It should be noted that CCs as such are different in kind from language
universals. Although both kinds of constructs are designed to apply across
languages, they differ in two crucial respects: their purpose and their theoretical claims. Language universals, as the name implies, are bold proposals of elements common to all languages, in one way or the other.9 If not
instantiated in all languages, they are assumed to be at least universally
available, as a set to select from or as a basic set to elaborate on. While theoretical conceptions of linguistic universals vary greatly, the constructs are
generally ascribed some sort of basic psychological status, innate or otherwise. CCs, on the other hand, are employed specifically for comparison
8	Not to be confused with the CxG notion of construct as ‘concrete instance of a construction’ (e.g., Fillmore & Kay 1993). Haspelmath (2010:666) emphasizes that
“comparative concepts are typologists’ constructs, not part of the structure of languages”, to avoid any presumption about alleged psychological status of the CCs.
9	This pertains to universals in the sense of ‘universal categories’. Most universals
acknowledged in language typology, however, are rather relational. Typically, they
concern implicational relations, such as “if a language has feature X, it also has feature Y”.
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between languages. For that purpose they require no presumption of psychological reality in the minds of language users; the crucial requirement
is relevance for the linguistic phenomena to be compared.
Nonetheless, it is certainly conceivable that notions that are used as
CCs may also correspond to universals of some sort, although that is not
the criterion they have to meet in order to serve their purpose as CCs. On
this matter, Haspelmath (2010, 2016) and Croft (2016, to appear) seem to
take different positions, while both advocating the use of CCs. Haspelmath
explicitly rejects the idea of universal categories: “grammatical categories
are not cross-linguistic entities (either universally available or universally
instantiated)” (2010:664). Croft, on the other hand, points to the universal character of CCs as a key feature distinguishing them from language-
particular categories:
Language-specific categories appear to be radically different from
comparative concepts because the former are defined distributionally
whereas the latter are defined in universal functional and formal terms.
(Croft 2016:377)

This difference, however, is mainly one of focus. Haspelmath and Croft
clearly agree that categories are language specific (or even construction
specific; cf. Croft 2001) and, hence, that each language is best described
on its own terms (following, e.g., Boas 1911). They also agree that CCs are
to be universally applicable and that this requires them to be independent
from language-particular categories and criteria. Although Haspelmath
refrains from making assumptions beyond CCs as tools for language comparison, whereas Croft is more oriented towards theory development,
their view of CCs as comparative tools appears to be similar in all relevant respects.

4.1. The comparative concepts in Croft (to appear)
In applying CCs to multilingual constructicography, we will adopt the set
of CCs presented in Croft (to appear). Croft has compiled a comprehensive
list of CCs used in language typology, as an appendix to his forthcoming
textbook on morphosyntax from a typological perspective. Fortunately
from our point of view, these CCs are defined and organized in terms of
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constructions.10 The basic structure of a construction in Croft’s model is
illustrated in figure 1:
construction

function

information
packaging

form

semantic
content

morphosyntax

FIGURE 1. The basic structure of a construction (Croft, to appear).

Following standard practice in constructionist approaches, constructions
are pairings of form and function. Particular to Croft’s model is that the
function part is treated as a combination of semantic content and information packaging. The rationale behind this distinction is that the same
kind of content may be packaged differently to serve different communicative functions. Consider, for instance, how ‘sharp’ is packaged in referring, modifying and predicating expressions (the example from Croft, to
appear):
(4) a. sharpness (reference)
b. the sharp thorns (modification)
c. The thorns are sharp (predication)
In all three examples in (4), sharp expresses the same semantic content
[‘sharp’], but the way this content is packaged differs between the functions. Note that the information packaging, in this case the difference

10	This may appear somewhat surprising, given Croft’s earlier statement (2001:283)
that “constructions as cross-linguistically valid configurations of morphosyntactic
properties do not exist”. It should therefore be noted that the distinction between
comparative concepts and language-particular categories is still maintained. They
are both referred to as constructions, since both are defined as form-function combinations, but they are nevertheless treated as different kinds of linguistic entities.
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between reference, modification and predication, is essentially an aspect of
the function side of the construction(s). The form side concerns the morphosyntactic realization of these functions, which is known to differ across
languages, as illustrated in (5):
(5) a. the
det.def
b. de
det.def.pl
c. os
det.def.pl.m

sharp
sharp
vassa
sharp.pl/def
espinhos
thorn.pl.m

thorns
thorn.pl
taggarna
sharp.pl.def
afiados
sharp.pl.m

(English)
(Swedish)
(Portuguese)

While similar in terms of both basic semantic content and information
packaging, the three examples in (5) contrast with respect to their form,
i.e., their morphosyntax. Morphologically, properties such as definiteness,
number and gender are marked differently (English lacking grammatical
gender altogether). Syntactically, the languages differ in word order, with
the modifier preceding the head in English and Swedish but following it in
Portuguese; whereas all three languages converge on the use of a definite
determiner – both in employing one and in placing it phrase-initially.11
Another central component in Croft’s model is that of strategies. Strategies are a kind of construction, in the sense of form-function combination,
and serve as intermediaries between (universally applicable) CC constructions and language-particular constructions. The difference may be illustrated by comparing the English predication example in (4c) with Swedish,
Brazilian Portuguese and Russian, as in (6):12

11	Without the modifier, however, Swedish would not use a determiner, as opposed to
English and Portuguese, cf. taggarna – the thorns – os espinhos (see also example
(6) below).
12 Thanks to Elena Volodina for a native speaker verification of the Russian example
in (6d).
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(6) a. the
det.def
b. taggarna
thorn.pl.def
c. os
det.def.pl.m
d. шипы

thorns
thorn.pl

are
be.prs.pl
är
be.prs
espinhos
são
thorn.pl.m be.prs.3p.pl

shipy
thorn.pl

sharp
sharp
vassa
sharp.pl
afiados
sharp.pl.m
острые

(English)
(Swedish)
(Portuguese)
(Russian)

ostryye
sharp

The examples in (6) all express their respective language-particular counterparts of property predication, which is a CC construction in Croft’s
model. While the English, Swedish and Brazilian Portuguese examples display some minor morphosyntactic differences, such as English marking
number on the verb, Swedish on the adjective and Portuguese on both, and
Swedish using a definite suffix instead of a determiner, they all make use
of the same strategy, namely a verbal copula. Russian, on the other hand,
lacks copular verbs, instead using a zero strategy. While this may of course
be treated as a mainly formal difference, a copula is not just a form; it is a
form with a particular function, i.e., a construction.
Still, strategies are distinguished from (CC) constructions in Croft’s
model, since the strategies are not universally applicable the way CC
constructions are (intended to be). Nonetheless, strategies are cross-linguistically valid CCs in that they represent properties displayed across
(groups of) languages and provide additional information about the
relations between CC constructions and language-particular constructions. Roughly, one may say that a language-particular construction
combines a CC construction with one or more strategies, as illustrated
in figure 2.
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Construction_A

Strategy_1

Strategy_2

lang–spec_cxn_x

lang–spec_cxn_y

FIGURE 2. CC constructions, strategies, and language-particular constructions.

In summary, Croft’s model contains four types of comparative concepts
(CCs):
- Constructions (cxn)
- Strategies (str)
- Semantic content (sem)
- Information packaging (inf)
Both Constructions (cxn) and Strategies (str) are form-function combinations, i.e., they correspond to (language-particular) constructions in the
basic CxG sense, whereas Semantic content (sem) and Information packaging (inf) are functional notions. Thus, the model is asymmetrical in that
there are no CCs pertaining exclusively to the formal side of constructions.
This is intentional, as forms only become linguistically relevant when associated with a function (as mentioned above with regard to the copula strategy). Functions, on the other hand, may very well be relevant even without
reference to particular formal patterns associated with them. In fact, it is
quite common for both contrastive and typological investigations to take
purely functional notions as their point of departure.
In addition to cxn, str, sem and inf, we will also adopt a fifth type of
comparative concept, namely FrameNet frames (fr, e.g., Fillmore & Baker
2010), which will be treated in the next section. While frames are not primarily designed as CCs, that is how we will use them.

4.2. FrameNet frames
In the context of Frame Semantics (e.g., Fillmore 1982), frames are semantic units based on the idea that words are not understood in isolation but
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in relation to the scenes – called frames – they refer to, and also in relation to the participants – frame elements – in the same frame. The same
frame may be evoked by different expressions, as long as they involve
the same frame elements. For example, the Removing frame (Frame
Net, www) represents a scene where an Agent removes a Theme from a
Source/Location; and it may be evoked by verbs like eliminate, empty,
shave and nouns like removal, as well as by syntactic constructions such
as Verb_away_NP.
Framenets are lexicographic resources organized by frames. The original Berkeley English FrameNet was designed in the 1990s (cf. Fillmore
& Atkins 1992; Fillmore & Baker 2010; Ruppenhofer et al. 2016) and
has since inspired the development of corresponding framenets for other
languages, usually with the Berkeley FrameNet as a base. Although primarily designed for English, FrameNet frames have been successfully
employed in multilingual computational lexicography (e.g., Boas 2009;
Torrent et al. 2018; Diniz da Costa et al. 2018; Czulo et al. 2019).
The same frames are then applied to all the languages in question, and
cross-linguistic differences are attributed to the lexical units instantiating the frames. We intend to apply frames to grammatical constructions
in a similar manner.
Charles Fillmore and his team in Berkeley created both FrameNet and
the first constructiCon, and the two resources are closely related. Most
other constructiCons are also developed in more or less close relation to
a framenet of the same language (exceptions include the Russian constructiCon and two English constructiCons). The Swedish ConstructiCon
(SweCcn) is less integrated with the Swedish Framenet than the majority of constructiCons, but nonetheless two thirds of the current entries in
SweCcn are linked to frames (Lyngfelt et al. 2018a). For a detailed discussion on how constructiCons may be related to framenets in various ways,
see Boas, Lyngfelt & Torrent (2019).
Given the successful application of frames to multilingual lexicography
and the close relation between framenets and constructiCons, using frames
is an obvious possibility for multilingual constructicography. To the extent
that semantically related constructions can be linked to the same frames,
they can thereby be linked to each other. Connecting constructions via
frames requires i) a meaning similarity that may be characterized in terms
of a frame, ii) a frame entry capturing this meaning, and iii) that the same
frame definition is employed for the languages in question (Boas, Lyngfelt
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& Torrent 2019). To the extent that these three requirements hold, frames
may be used to connect constructions by their meaning.
It should be noted, however, that applying (English) FrameNet across
languages is not entirely unproblematic even in lexicography, partially due
to limited coverage, partially to a small but inevitable English bias. Especially given the rich, detailed definitions of the frames, there are bound to
be at least minor mismatches when applying FrameNet to other languages.
In the Global FrameNet Shared Annotation Task, where an (originally
English) text and its translations into several participating languages are
lexically annotated for frames (cf. Torrent et al. 2018), such minor mismatches are handled by the notion of best-fit frame (BFF). When a lexical
unit fits all the specifications of a frame, the relation is a BFF mapping. Non
BFF mappings are still allowed, but only regarding certain minor types of
deviations, as specified in Torrent et al. (2018).
In relation to constructions, FrameNet is also somewhat lexically biased,
since it is primarily developed for lexicography. This is yet another source
for potential mismatch, and cases of non BFF mappings will certainly arise
in our constructional linking system as well. As in the Global FrameNet
enterprise, we will allow for minor mismatches under certain restrictions,
yet to be specified. A similarly restricted allowance for minor mismatches
may also be needed in relation to Croft’s typology-based CCs.
FrameNet frames provide semantic connections between constructions.
In this regard they resemble semantic CCs in Croft’s model, so why use
both? First, the overlap is only partial (regarding both descriptive coverage and analytical perspective). FrameNet frames are primarily designed
to account for the meanings of lexical units, whereas Croft’s CCs pertain
to morphosyntax. It has been noted before that some constructions have
a frame-like meaning but others do not, and the latter tend to have grammatical or interactional functions (Ehrlemark 2014; Lyngfelt et al. 2018a;
Ohara 2018; Czulo et al. 2020). ConstructiCons are based on the CxG
insight that lexicon and morphosyntax are highly integrated and, hence,
that constructions may combine “lexical” and “grammatical” meaning.
Consequently, multilingual constructicography has use for both kinds of
semantic notions, and we expect frames and typology-based semantic CCs
to complement each other as tools to connect constructions across languages via their semantic/functional properties.
There is also a second, more practical reason for using both frames and
Croftian CCs, namely different needs and preferences of different users.
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In some constructiCons, typically those integrated with a framenet, constructions are already linked to frames where applicable, and it would be
a waste not to make use of such already existing connections. Whatever
devices we include in the linking system, they are only useful to the extent
that constructiCons and construction entries are connected to them. Making those connections will be up to the developers of particular constructi
Cons and applications, and therefore we should make the linking system
as versatile as realistically possible. Frames are useful for some purposes,
morphosyntactically oriented CCs for others, and we may also consider
inclusion of additional tools in the future.

5. A linking system for multilingual constructicography
The enterprise of aligning constructiCons across languages crucially
depends on reliable, cross-linguistically applicable mediating structures.
As noted in section 3 above, establishing pairwise mappings between particular constructions in even a few languages is not realistically feasible on
a larger scale. Instead, some kind of mediating linking device is required;
or, rather, several kinds.
In the absence of a universally applicable metalanguage of sufficient
sophistication, constructions may be connected in terms of shared properties. Which properties are relevant differs between different kinds of
constructions, on the one hand, and between different purposes of the
user or application, on the other. Hence, an infrastructure for connecting
constructions across languages should include different kinds of linking
devices and be flexible enough to be adapted to the relevant situation. In
some cases, one may wish to connect whole groups of constructions that
share a certain feature; in others, the purpose may be to establish more
specific mappings between single constructions sharing a combination of
features.
We propose to accomplish this through a linking system based on comparative concepts (CCs). Using the existing set of CCs in Croft (to appear),
and incorporating the set of frames in FrameNet as additional CCs, the system includes five types of CCs: constructions (cxn), strategies (str), semantic content (sem), information packaging (inf) and frames (fr). Other types
of CCs may be added at a later stage.
The basic idea of a CC-based linking system is illustrated in figure 3,
where the cylinders represent different language-particular constructi-
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Cons, each containing a set of construction entries. Each construction
entry is linked to one or more CCs representing properties associated with
the construction in question. Highlighted in the illustration are the English
be_present-participle construction (be + V-ing, as in I’m working
on it) and its closest counterparts in Brazilian Portuguese and Swedish.

FIGURE 3. The linking system.13

As shown in figure 3, the English be_present-participle construction (be + V-ing) is linked to durative (sem) and activity ongoing (fr), since
it is used to express activity in progress. It does so by means of a copula and
a participial nominalization construction and is therefore also linked to the
verbal copula (str) and the deranked (str) predicate strategies (etc.; for ease

13	The illustration in figure 3 has been adapted from an original picture by Peter Ljung
löf, with permission.
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of exposition we currently disregard other CCs at play).14 These properties
are shared with gerunds in Brazilian Portuguese (estar + V-ndo), which
use the same combination of strategies to perform a similar function, and
thus the two constructions are connected through both semantic content,
frame, and strategies. Swedish, on the other hand, lacks a similar progressive construction, but may express progressivity through other means, e.g.,
pseudo-coordinations (e.g., sitta och äta, lit. ‘sit and eat’; cf. Blensenius 2015). Consequently, Swedish pseudo-coordinations are also
linked to durative (sem) and activity ongoing (fr), but to a different strategy, namely coordinate personal strategy (str). The CCs employed here are
explicated in table 1 below.
Thus, different kinds of CCs, in this example semantics, frames and
strategies, are used to capture different kinds of differences and similarities between constructions. In combination with other CCs, they provide
a versatile linking system for a multilingual constructiCon infrastructure.
For some purposes, meaning/function correspondences (fr, sem, inf) are
more relevant, for others, morphosyntactic properties (cxn, str, inf). As
shown in figure 3, CC connections may be combined, so that constructions
that match in terms of several CCs are more closely connected than pairings based on only one connection. Thus, be_present-participle in
English and gerund in Brazilian Portuguese correspond more closely to
each other than either of them to pseudo-coordination in Swedish.

14	Following notational conventions in Croft (to appear), names of CCs are written
in boldface, with the CC type in italics within parentheses. Note that we apply this
practice to all CCs, including frames, although frame names traditionally tend to
be marked by a regular typewriter font, following Berkeley practice. Regarding (non-CC) construction names, however, we adhere to the traditional Berkeley
convention of using an italic typewriter font, as mentioned in footnote 3
above.
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TABLE 1. The CCs employed in figure 3.15
CC

Type

Definition

Source

Activity ongoing

FR

An agent is performing the portion of an activity
where there is dynamic stability

BFN 1.7

durative

SEM

an event that is construed as taking place over a
period of time

Croft,
to appear

deranked

STR

a strategy in which the predicate in a complex
Croft,
sentence or a complex predicate construction does to appear
not recruit the predicate construction in a simple
predication, [...]. Instead, the deranked predicate
either (i) lacks the inflections of the predicate, (ii)
uses different inflections from the predicate, (iii)
has an affix that overtly codes its relation to the
other predicate; or some combination of these
three possibilities.

verbal copula

STR

a strategy used for nonprototypical predication,
that uses a morpheme different from the object
concept word, the copula, which is inflected for
at least some of the categories that prototypical
predication constructions in the language—that
is, predication constructions headed by a verb—
also inflect for.

Croft,
to appear

coordinate personal
strategy

STR

a strategy used in the stative complex predicate
construction in which the manner (more
generally, stative) component is packaged as a
separate primary predication coordinated with
the event predication using a balanced complex
sentence strategy (str)

Croft,
to appear

This kind of linking system should be able to answer queries such as the
following:
-	
Which construction(s) in target language T correspond to construction X in source language S and in what ways?

15	The definitions in table 1 are simplified with respect to typographic notation. In
Croft’s (to appear) CC definitions, all (other) CCs referred to in a CC definition are
marked in boldface. In FrameNet definitions, different frame elements mentioned in
the definition are indicated with different color marking. In both cases, the reader is
thereby referred to explicit definitions of the CCs and frame elements mentioned. As
these additional definitions are not supplied in this paper, we have chosen to simply
render the CC definitions in plain text.
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-	
Which construction(s) in target language T express the same function
(in terms of fr, sem and/or inf) as construction X in source language
S?
-	
Given a particular CC construction, which language-particular construction(s) in language L correspond to it?
-	
Given a particular strategy (e.g., inflected copula (str)), which construction(s) in language L are associated with it?
-	
If there are several constructions in target language T associated with
the same frame as construction X in source language S, which of them
is most similar to it in terms of other properties?
The applicability of the system is restricted by the coverage of the CCs
included. Thus, we are currently unable to capture constructional properties not covered by the typological research summarized in Croft’s model
or the semantic frames featured in FrameNet. To achieve extended coverage it would be necessary to include additional CCs. A natural demand for
such CCs follows from the desire to account for salient properties of constructions featured in existing constructiCons. Therefore, any initiatives in
this direction will have to be wary of the ever-present risk of language bias.
Furthermore, the linking system is a mediating device, nothing more. It
can only connect constructions to the extent that construction entries are
explicitly associated with CCs, through direct links or otherwise. Thus, it
is essentially up to individual constructiCon projects if, and in what manner, they wish to employ the linking system and annotate their construction entries accordingly. Likewise, it is then up to the users – humans or
machines – how they wish to exploit this information for multilingual
purposes.
Therefore, there is no need for any elaborate standards for the linking system in terms of its technological implementation, nor for a unified software for creating and/or annotating constructions to be used by
every constructiCon project. Provided that the tagset used is the same, how
the possible links will be extracted is up to each research initiative interested in comparing constructions across languages. In this regard, the linking system being presented here is, to some extent, similar to the idea of
shared tagsets present in multilingual initiatives such as Universal Dependencies (Marneffe et al. 2021) and Grammatical Framework (Ranta 2011).
Although these initiatives may provide annotation tools based on their tagsets, it is the set of tags that supports the comparisons across languages.
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Given this scenario, to the extent that each constructiCon initiative indicates the CCs that (partially) represent the formal and functional properties
of the constructions being described, future analyses and computational
applications will be able to extract relevant contrastive information from
those resources. Importantly, in the proposal outlined in this chapter, multilingual constructicography analyses and applications can be supported
even if none of the practitioners associated with each constructiCon project engage in contrastive analysis. Differently from the work in Lyngfelt et
al. (2018c), the linking system we devise does not require a group of people to look at each set of constructions in different languages at a time and
compare them, a task that would be unfeasible for large constructiCons.
On the contrary, it builds the infrastructure for multiple possible analyses in a bottom-up approach by associating CCs to construction entries in
each language.
Such an approach considerably reduces the requisites for engaging in
any multilingual constructicography effort, since the bases for comparison
will already be provided along with the database of each constructiCon.
Also, because the »interlingual« tagset provided is that of CCs, the linking
system proposed here naturally allows for the identification of partial correspondences and overlaps between constructions in different languages.
Finally, it also suits the nature of constructiCon development. As is the case
for any language resource, constructiCon building is a constantly ongoing
process. New construction entries can be added, and existing ones can be
refined, deleted, fused or split into others. Such revisions can be triggered
by specific research projects, incoming funding, user feedback and, over
time, language change.
One must bear in mind, however, that constructiCons, FrameNet and
Croft’s set of CCs are developed for somewhat different purposes. There
are benefits with this, in particular that the combination of frames and
typology-oriented CCs provides a more versatile linking system, but there
are also limitations to their applicability. Neither FrameNet frames, nor
Croftian CCs, nor any combination thereof, may capture all the fine
nuances and intricacies of language-particular constructions. After all, one
of the driving reasons behind the development of Construction Grammar
was the ambition to handle linguistic structures that other frameworks and
traditions considered peripheral.
Consequently, the linking system cannot account for all aspects of the
construction entries it connects; neither is it designed or meant to do so.
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What it can and should do is to capture partial correspondences between
constructions in terms of shared properties, thus providing a means to connect them across different resources and languages. Thus, the enterprise is
based on one of the fundamental insights behind the development of comparative concepts in language typology: “[...] to accept that language comparison is necessarily partial.” (Haspelmath 2016:300).
Nonetheless, this is not to say that such a partial comparison cannot
lead to important advances in both constructicography and language technology applications. As for the former, we expect the linking system to
stimulate structured expansion of existing constructiCons to cover lacking correspondences. It may also facilitate development of new constructiCons for languages yet lacking such a resource. As for the latter, aligned
constructiCons may be deployed in multilingual-oriented tasks, such as
machine translation post-editing, to name but one example. Furthermore,
in addition to such applied uses, the linking system should also benefit
advances in contrastive Construction Grammar in general. Thus, as noted
by Boas, Lyngfelt & Torrent (2019), developments in constructicography
do not only build on CxG theory but may inform it as well.
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Combining two kinds of frame knowledge with
crowdsourcing
Kyoko Ohara
This paper discusses the usefulness of crowdsourcing in linking two language resources,
namely Japanese FrameNet (JFN) and Kyoto University Case Frame (KCF), which differ in three aspects: type of frame knowledge (semantic frames vs. case frames); methodology of building (manually constructed vs. automatically constructed using natural
language processing techniques); and size (small vs. large). It proposes a method to
crowdsource the assignment of a JFN semantic frame to KCF case frames. The method
matches a KCF example sentence with a JFN annotated sentence, where both share the
same meaning of a lemma. The paper argues that crowdsourcing frame disambiguation is effective in detecting multiword expressions (MWEs), missing frames and LUs,
as well as frame assignment errors in JFN. This paper also proposes how to alleviate
the burden of the linguistic task of evaluating crowdsourced results. Specifically, it
suggests on what kinds of lemmas to focus, where to find them, and what to do with
them, when evaluating crowdsourced results. The study may furthermore stimulate
discussion of employing crowdsourcing as a means of eliciting judgments within the
usage-based view on language.

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the usefulness of crowdsourcing in linking two language resources, namely Japanese FrameNet (JFN) and Kyoto University
Case Frame (KCF), which differ strikingly in at least three aspects: type of
frame knowledge (semantic frames vs. case frames); methodology of building (manually constructed vs. automatically constructed via natural language processing (NLP) techniques); and size (small vs. large).1
Two types of so-called frame knowledge exist. The first concerns
dividing what speakers know about the world into “semantic frames”.
Semantic frames are script-like conceptual structures that describe a particular type of situation, object, or event along, with their participants
and props, in a top-down manner (Fillmore 2008; Ruppenhofer et al.
1	This paper is based on Ohara et al. (2018), with additional experimental data and
analyses. I gratefully acknowledge comments by Daisuke Kawahara and Satoshi
Sekine. I also thank Miriam R. L. Petruck, the volume editor, and an anonymous
reviewer for their helpful comments and suggestions. All errors remain mine.
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2016; cf. Minsky 1975, 1988; Schank & Abelson 1977).2 The second
type involves predicate-argument structures, which describes, in a bottom-up fashion, the kinds of arguments that individual words take. This
second type of frame knowledge has been referred to as “case frames”.
Fillmore, who proposed Case Grammar (Fillmore 1968), defined case
frames as “the configurations of semantic cases that could constitute
the argument structures of particular classes of lexical items” (Fillmore
2008:5).
Both kinds of frame knowledge have been captured in language resources
and are fundamental to automatic text understanding (Chambers & Jurafsky 2009). An example of the former is JFN, a Japanese language resource
that relates semantic frames to individual senses of Japanese words (mostly
verbs, nouns, and adjectives) based on the theory of Frame Semantics
(Ohara 2013; Fillmore 1982). The JFN database also contains annotated
sentences and valence patterns of each lemma. However, since JFN is being
constructed manually, the number of lemmas, valence patterns, and annotated sentences still remains small. The JFN database currently holds 655
semantic frames, 8,725 annotated sentences and 4,918 lexical units (LUs),
with annotated LUs covering 1,113 verbs, 126 adjectives, 146 adjectival
nouns, and 3,364 nouns.
KCF is an example of an argument-structure type of language resource.
It contains a large number of case frames for many Japanese words, which
have been automatically acquired from a large raw corpus (Kawahara et
al. 2014). Although KCF has wide coverage and statistical information, it
does not contain semantic information for each case frame of each lemma.
KCF currently has approximately 110,000 lemmas and on average 5.4
case frames for each lemma.
This paper proposes a method to link JFN and KCF to exploit the advantages of both resources. Although to date, no work has tried to combine
top-down frame knowledge such as JFN with bottom-up frame knowledge such as KCF, integrating the different kinds of frame knowledge in

2	
In the Frame Semantics literature, terms such as cognitive frames (Fillmore
1982:117, 2008:1–3, 10; Fillmore & Baker 2015:791–794), semantic frames (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:7), linguistic frames (Fillmore & Baker 2015:815), and frames
(Fillmore & Baker 2015:791) are used. These terms, however, basically refer to the
same notion (Fillmore 2008:10–11). To distinguish the notion from that of case
frames, this paper will use “semantic frames”.
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these language resources is significant for both linguistics and NLP. First,
integrating semantic frames and case frames is linguistically worthwhile,
since doing so would lead to testing the hypothesis of Frame Semantics
and Construction Grammar (Gras et al. 2020; Ohara 2018). In Frame
Semantics, the basis of JFN, word meanings are described in terms of
the background knowledge that words evoke in the speaker’s mind. Such
background knowledge is characterized in terms of semantic frames. In
addition, Frame Semantics and Construction Grammar assume that the
speakers’ knowledge of their language, or the grammar that speakers of a
language community share, consists of the semantic frames that the words
of the language evoke and the valence patterns of said words.3 As Section 2.2 will show, valence patterns and case frames are structurally similar, and they do not contain incompatible information. Therefore, linking
JFN semantic frames and KCF case frames constitutes implementing the
hypothesis of Frame Semantics and Construction Grammar. Secondly NLP
considers combining top-down and bottom-up frame knowledge essential
for advanced natural language understanding (e.g., Chambers & Jurafsky
2009), but it has not quite been realized yet.
Increasing the size of JFN and adding semantic-frame information to
each case frame in KCF constitute the ultimate goals of this project. The
first step towards accomplishing these goals involves matching a JFN annotated sentence and a KCF example sentence that share the same meaning of
a word. Since associating a JFN annotated sentence with a KCF sentence
would result in assigning a JFN semantic frame to the KCF sentence, hence
the decision to do this step first. This paper reports preliminary results of
this step.
To complete the task of linking a KCF example sentence with a JFN annotated sentence, this study employed crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing facilitates eliciting speaker judgments quickly and on a large scale. It also has
a theoretical implication for cognitive linguistics, including Frame Semantics and Construction Grammar. Cognitive linguistics advocates the usagebased model of language, which claims that speakers’ actual language use
shapes the grammar of a language (Barlow & Kemmer 2000). Therefore,
3	Case frames played a major role in Fillmore’s Case Grammar, whereas semantic
frames are central in his later theory of Frame Semantics, as well as in FrameNets.
For details regarding how case frames and semantic frames are theoretically and
historically related in these theories, see Fillmore (2008).
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linguistic analyses and language resources that assume cognitive linguistic approaches must accommodate crowd workers’ linguistic judgments.
Yet, so far cognitive linguistic studies have rarely adopted crowdsourcing.
Thus, this paper discusses lessons for linguists from crowdsourcing, taking
the usage-based view of grammar.
However, disadvantages in using crowdsourcing to collect speakers’ judgments on language use exist: evaluating crowdsourced results is
time-consuming for language analysts; and crowd workers’ judgments
often differ from those of trained language analysts and annotators (Dumitrache et al. 2019). Nevertheless, frame disambiguation via crowdsourcing
is effective in detecting multiword expressions (MWEs) and missing frames
and LU, as well as uncovering errors in frame assignment in the JFN database. The paper will propose a way to alleviate the burden of the linguistic
task of evaluating crowdsourced results. Specifically, the paper will suggest
the following: on what phenomena to focus; where to find these phenomena; and what to do with them.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses background to JFN, KCF, and crowdsourcing. Section 3 describes
the methodology used for this work. Section 4 presents the experimental settings and results. Section 5 argues that the examination of crowdsourced results leads to detecting MWEs, missing semantic frames, and
LUs in the JFN database. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and prospects for future work.
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2. Related work
2.1. Japanese FrameNet (JFN)
JFN is based on the theory of Frame Semantics. JFN is compatible with
English FrameNet (FN), in terms of sharing definitions of semantic frames
and their FEs, database structures, methodologies, and tools. In JFN, each
semantic frame has its own frame elements (FEs), similar to semantic roles
in Case Grammar (Fillmore 1968, 2008), except that FEs are frame specific. For example, the Sending frame is defined as a situation in which
“a Sender plans the Path of a Theme and places it in circumstances such
that it travels along this Path under the power of some entity other than
the Sender.”4 Sender, Path, and Theme are the FEs of that frame.5
A lexical unit (LU) is a pairing of a lemma with a meaning, i.e., with a
semantic frame. For example, the Japanese verb okuru ‘send’ has two
distinct LUs, namely, Sending.okuru.v and Bringing.okuru.v. First,
the verb okuru occurs with the meaning captured in the Sending frame,
as described above. In addition, the same lemma occurs in a situation in
which “an Agent, a person or other sentient entity, controls the shared
Path by directing the motion of the Theme,” i.e., in the meaning that the
Bringing frame characterizes.
The JFN database contains the following: definitions of semantic frames
with their FEs; annotated corpus example sentences of LUs; valence patterns (combinatorial possibilities of complements,6 in terms of FEs, phrase
types (PTs), and grammatical functions (GFs); case markers attached to
each complement) of each LU; and frame-to-frame relations. Valence patterns are extracted automatically from annotated sentences. Example (1)
illustrates annotated sentences and valence patterns of the two Japanese
LUs: Sending.okuru.v (1a) and Bringing.okuru.v (1b) in the JFN database.
4	All frame definitions in the paper come from FrameNet (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/).
5	Throughout the paper the Courier_New typeface will be used to indicate FN/JFN
frame names and small caps will be used to indicate FN/JFN FE names.
6	JFN does not divide the complements of a predicate into arguments and adjuncts
(Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:22). Instead JFN makes a semantic distinction among
complements of a predicate by coreness status. As a consequence, JFN only has a
grammatical function Dep (dependent), rather than distinguishing between the two
types of complements (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:22).
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(1)
a. Sending.okuru.v
Annotated sentence: [kazoku ni] [ehagaki o] okuru[Sending]
		
Family DAT post-card ACC send7
		
‘(I) send postcards to (my) family.’
Valence pattern:
[Recipient.NP.Dep.ni] [Theme.NP.Obj.o]
[Sender.DNI]8
b. Bringing.okuru.v
Annotated sentence: [ore ga] [byôin made] okutta [Bringing]
		
I NOM hospital GOAL send.PAST
		
‘I took (her) to (a) hospital.’
Valence pattern:
[Agent.NP.Ext.ga] [Path_end.NP.Dep.made]
[Theme.DNI]
In JFN, semantic frames form an inter-connected network, with semantic frames connected by nine kinds of frame-to-frame relations, namely,
Inheritance, Using, Perspective_on, Subframe, Precedes, Inchoative_of,
Causative_of, Metaphor, and See_also (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:79–85).
In addition to English and Japanese, FrameNets have been built for German, Spanish, Swedish, Brazilian Portuguese, French, Hebrew, and more
recently for several other languages (e.g., Hahm 2020). These resources
and projects constitute a collaboration called Global FrameNet (https://
www.globalframenet.org).
Another well-known NLP lexical database is WordNet (http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu), a resource based primarily on synsets, i.e., sets
of synonyms. WordNets have been built for more than 200 languages.
WordNets directly link words to words by semantic relations such as
synonyms, hyponyms, and meronyms. This structure contrasts with Fra-

7	The case name abbreviations are NOM: nominative; ACC: accusative; and DAT:
dative.
8	The phrase type and grammatical function abbreviations are NP: Noun Phrase; Ext;
External Argument (i.e., Subject); Obj: Direct Object; Dep: Dependent (i.e., anything other than subject and direct object); and DNI: Definite Null Instantiation
(i.e., cases of zero pronouns in which the missing element must be something that
is already understood in the linguistic or discourse context) (cf. Ruppenhofer et al.
2016:28–30).
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meNets, which link words via semantic frames and frame-to-frame relations.

2.2. Kyoto University Case Frame (KCF)
In KCF, each case frame of a word is a predicate-argument structure, consisting of a set of case markers with actual words. KCF contains verbs, copulas, adjectives and adjectival nouns as lemmas, but not nouns. Table 1 is
a partial list of KCF case frames of the verb okuru ‘send’.
TABLE 1. KCF case frames for the lemma okuru ‘send’.9
KCF Case Frame ID

Case Marker

Words

okuru (1)

ga (NOM)
o (ACC)
ni (DAT)

watashi ‘I’:374, ...
mêru ‘mail’:211755, ...
keitai ‘cell phone’:30944, ...

okuru (2)

ga (NOM)
o (ACC)
ni (DAT)

josei ‘women’:489, ...
êru ‘yell’:70314, ...
senshu ‘athlete’:3478, ...

okuru (3)

ga (NOM)
o (ACC)
ni (DAT)

watashi ‘I’: 125, ...
shinsei ‘application’: 35477, ...
kaisha ‘company’: 1367, ...

...

...

...

Here, the case frame okuru (1) consists of the following: the case marker ga
(nominative) with actual high-frequent words watashi ‘I,’ dare ‘who,’ hito
‘person’...; the case marker o (accusative) with mêru ‘mail,’ messêji ‘message’ ...; and the case marker ni (dative) with keitai ‘cell phone,’ hito ‘person,’
tomodachi ‘friend’. Okuru (1) through okuru (3) in Table 1 contain the same
set of three case markers ga, o, and ni. However, the actual words that appear
in each case frame are different. Indeed, it is often difficult for humans to see
how different KCF case frames of a lemma are from one another, since KCF
case frames were created by clustering, a technique used to group similar
data, and do not contain semantic information, unlike JFN valence patterns.
The experiments reported here are based on the latest version of KCF,
which was constructed by applying Chinese Restaurant Process-based

9	The numbers in Table 1 denote frequencies.
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clustering (Kawahara & Kurohashi 2006; Kawahara et al. 2014) to 10
billion Japanese sentences.
Note that the JFN valence patterns exemplified in (1) and KCF case
frames in Table 1 are similar in structure in that both describe predicate-argument structures of words. Both are lists of case makers accompanying
complements. The only difference is that the JFN valence patterns include
information about FEs, PTs, and GFs, the KCF case frames list specific
words. In other words, the two resources do not have incompatible information. Therefore, associating a KCF example sentence with a JFN annotated sentence would amount to assigning a JFN semantic frame to the
KCF case frame. At the same time, doing so would result in increasing the
number of example sentences in JFN.
KCF is much larger in size compared to a manually-built lexical resource
of Japanese, namely the IPA Lexicon of Basic Japanese Verbs, Adjectives
and Nouns (IPAL). While IPAL contains 861 basic verbs, 136 basic adjectives, and 1081 nouns (https://www.gsk.or.jp/en/), KCF covers 110,000
verbs, adjectives, and adjectival nouns, but no nouns. Another difference
between KCF and IPAL is that IPAL has syntactic (collocational) and semantic information for each lemma, including information about MWEs; KCF
does not include MWEs as lemmas (cf. Section 5.1).
Another language resource of case frames for Japanese verbs besides
KCF exists, namely Valences of Japanese Verbs (https://www2.nict.go.jp/
ipp/EDR/ENG/indexTop.html?). Valences of Japanese Verbs is based on the
EDR Electronic Dictionary and a 150,000-word Japanese corpus; it consists of 11,000 lemmas (Ogino et al. 2003). Thus, KCF is thus much larger.
Just like KCF, Valences of Japanese Verbs does not contain semantic frames.

2.3. Frame disambiguation by crowdsourcing
Previous studies have investigated frame disambiguation via crowdsourcing (Hong & Baker 2011; Fossati et al. 2013; Chang et al. 2015). Unlike
previous studies, the present method requires no prior knowledge of Frame
Semantics, because this task involves choosing a JFN annotated sentence
closest in meaning to a given KCF example sentence. Moreover, here the
purpose is both semantic-frame disambiguation and linking two different
language resources, i.e., JFN and KCF that cover different types of frame
knowledge.
Evaluating crowdsourced results, Dumitrache et al. (2018) pointed out
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that crowd workers’ judgments in frame disambiguation involve multiple factors such as the sentence, the semantic frame, and the task itself.
However, to date, little work has articulated and discussed the linguistic insights to draw from crowdsourced results. Building on Ohara et al.
(2018), which discussed crowd workers’ judgments by examining majority
vote, this paper addresses the average number of majority votes and proposes strategies for evaluating those crowdsourced results.

3. Methods
The purpose of crowdsourcing frame disambiguation was to link each
KCF case frame for a lemma with a corresponding JFN semantic frame that
share the same meaning. For each KCF sentence, the task involved sentence
selection in which crowd workers were to choose a JFN sentence closest
in meaning to the given sentence. The crowd workers were to choose from
among three options: a JFN sentence for the first JFN semantic frame;
another for the second JFN semantic frame; and “neither is similar to the
given sentence”. This last option was to indicate that judging was impossible (“OTHER”).
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the crowdsourced sentence selection task
for a KCF case frame of okuru ‘send’.
KCF sentence for
okuru (3)
JFN sentence for
Sending.okuru.v
JFN sentence for
Bringing.okuru.v

FIGURE 1. Crowdsourced sentence selection task for okuru ‘send’.

Here, crowd workers saw an example sentence for a KCF case frame for
okuru ‘send,’ namely, watashi ga shiyôsho o okuru ‘I send a specification”. They had to select the JFN annotated sentence for the same verb
that was the most similar to the presented KCF example sentence. Figure
1 shows annotated sentences from JFN for Sending.okuru.v (Choice
1) and Bringing.okuru.v (Choice 2) respectively. The third choice is
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“OTHER”. All sentences shown to crowd workers were short, to ease the
understanding of their meanings.

4. Experiment
4.1. Data and experimental settings
JFN and KCF have 935 lemmas in common. Among them, we conducted
experiments on 37 lemmas associated with two JFN semantic frames and
each having at least one example sentence in the JFN database.10 The set
of lemmas consisted of 27 verbs, five adjectives and five adjectival nouns.
The experiments used 721 sentences that exemplified KCF case frames for
the 37 lemmas.
The JFN-only lemmas are mostly complex prepositions (e.g., ni_kan
suru ‘with respect to’) and compound nouns that may also be used as verb
stems (e.g., shôkyaku_shori ‘incineration’).
KCF holds a far greater number of lemmas than those in JFN. This
difference exists because KCF distinguishes among lemmas with auxiliary verbs that produce case alternations. For example, in addition to
uru ‘sell,’ a “bare” lemma, KCF has additional separate lemmas with
the same stem and an auxiliary verb beginning with -te, such as ut-teiru
‘sell-TE-exist,’ ut-tekuru ‘sell-TE-come,’ and ut-tekureru ‘sell-TE-give’.
There are 50,000 lemmas with a -te auxiliary verb in KCF. Furthermore,
KCF distinguishes lemmas with passive and causative suffixes from active
lemmas without such suffixes. KCF holds 31,500 lemmas without passive/causative suffixes; 5,300 lemmas have the passive suffix -(r)are; and
1,700 lemmas have the causative suffix -(s)ase. This state of affairs stands
in contrast to that of JFN. In JFN, lexemes with a -te auxiliary verb and
lexemes with the passive/causative suffix are analyzed as constructs of
different constructions headed by the same lemma. Also, JFN records
case alternations as different valence patterns of the same lemma (cf. Section 2). Additionally, KCF contains many infrequently occurring lemmas
that JFN does not include (e.g., nyûzan_suru ‘go into a mountain,’ nikus
hoku_da ‘carnivorous’).

10	There are 40 lemmas that are associated with two JFN semantic frames but had not
been annotated at the time of our experiments. Since then, we have annotated them,
and we plan to conduct experiments on them.
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We used Yahoo! Crowdsourcing11, to crowdsource the frame disambiguation task by sentence selection. The experiment involved 10 crowd
workers for each case frame and we aggregated their answers by majority vote. To diminish the influence of malicious crowd workers, we used
gold-standard questions, i.e., simple questions, to which we knew correct answers in advance of the task. We eliminated crowd workers who
responded incorrectly to the gold-standard questions. A total of 272 crowd
workers participated in the task, which took approximately two hours to
complete. The crowd workers cost approximately 25,000 JPY.

4.2. Results
We examined the crowd workers’ responses for each KCF example sentence of a lemma, by manually checking whether or not their responses
were correct. Specifically, we determined whether or not the JFN semantic frame with the majority vote was correct. Two analysts evaluated the
results of the crowdsourced task, after which the principal analyst compared the two evaluations and produced the final evaluation.12 The majority of the sentences exhibited inter-analyst agreement.
Table 2 shows the result of evaluating the responses of crowd workers
for all nine case frames of the verb okuru ‘send’. The symbols √ (correct)
and × (incorrect) indicate the principal analyst’s final evaluation.

11	https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
12	The principal analyst is formally trained in linguistics and in Frame Semantics; the
other analyst is not.
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TABLE 2. Evaluation of crowdsourced results of JFN semantic frame assignment
to KCF case frames for okuru ‘send’
JFN Semantic Frame
with the majority vote
and its evaluation

KCF Case Frame ID

KCF Example Sentence

okuru (1)

watashi tachi ga îmêru o okutta
(We sent email)

√Sending

okuru (2)

futari ga seien o okuru
(Two people SEND cheers)

√“OTHER”

okuru (3)

watashi ga shiyösho o okuru
(I send a specification)

√Sending

okuru (4)

futari ga setsuyaku seikatsu o okuru
(Two people SEND=live frugal lives)

√“OTHER”

okuru (5)

watashi ga senga o okuru
(I send a line drawing)

√Sending

okuru (6)

watashi ga tôkyô eki made sannin o okuru
(I SEND =take three people to Tokyo Station)

√Bringing

okuru (7)

jibun ga seishun jidai o okutta
(I SENT=spent [my] youth)

√“OTHER”

okuru (8)

watashi ga fakkusu de okuri mashô ka
(Shall I send [it] by fax?)

√Sending

okuru (9)

boku no nô ga kiken shingô o okuru
(My brain sends a danger signal)

×“OTHER”

For example, the majority of 10 crowd workers judged the KCF example sentence for the case frame okuru (1), namely, watashi tachi wa îmêru
o okutta ‘We sent email,’ as having the same meaning as the JFN annotated sentence for the Sending frame; and analysts evaluated it as correct. The KCF example sentences for the case frames okuru (2), (4) and
(7) “OTHER” received the majority vote and the analysts judged these as
correct. This situation obtained because these sentences involved MWEs,
where each MWE evokes a semantic frame other than Sending or Bringing (cf. Section 5.1): seien o okuru ‘cheer (somebody)’ in okuru (2) evokes
Stimulate_emotion; and seikatsu o okuru ‘live a life’ in okuru (4) and
seishun jidai o okuru ‘spend (one’s) youth’ in okuru (7) evoke Dead_or_
alive. In contrast, although “OTHER” received the majority vote in
okuru (9), linguists judged it as incorrect. This situation obtained because
while shingô o okuru ‘send/transmit signal(s)’ is indeed a MWE, the whole
phrase evokes Sending.
The results showed that the crowd workers’ responses matched the language analysts’ judgments to varying degrees. The responses depended on
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several factors, including the semantic properties of each lemma, the quality of the content of the JFN database, and the structure of each KCF sentence that the crowd workers saw.
First, semantic properties of each lemma and whether they are appropriately reflected in the JFN database affected the results. After evaluating all
of the responses, we classified the 37 lemmas into three categories based
on two factors: the semantic closeness of the two JFN semantic frames that
each lemma evoked, and whether the two JFN semantic frames characterized the meanings of the lemma in question. As a result, the following three
categories of lemmas emerged:
Category I: The two JFN semantic frames are semantically distinct, and
none of the criteria for the other two categories (presented below) applies.
okuru ‘send’: Sending, in which a Sender does not travel with a
Theme, is semantically distinct from the Bringing frame, in which an
Agent travels together with a Theme.

Category II: The two relevant JFN semantic frames are close in meaning,
for which two cases exist: (i) the two JFN semantic frames are related via
JFN frame-to-frame relations; and (ii) the two JFN semantic frames are not
currently related via JFN frame-to-frame relations but are close in meaning.
An example of Category II (i) is iku ‘go’.
iku ‘go’: Motion and Self_motion differ only in whether the entity
that moves is a living being or not. These two JFN semantic frames are
linked via the Inheritance frame-to-frame relation in JFN.

An example of Category II (ii) follows.
kaku ‘write’: Text_creation, which involves creating a Text that
contains meaningful linguistic tokens, and Spelling_and_pronouncing, where realizing a Sign in some Formal_realization, are
semantically close, but they are not currently related by any frame-toframe relation in JFN.

Category III: The semantic frames currently assigned to the lemma in JFN
do not correctly characterize its meanings, for which two cases exist: (i)
annotators incorrectly assigned a semantic frame to the lemma in JFN;
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and (ii) the lemma by itself (i.e., not as a part of a MWE) evokes another
semantic frame.
An example of Category III (i) follows.
tekisetsu-da ‘appropriate’: Suitability and Desirability are
currently assigned to this lemma in JFN. However, as Desirability
involves an Evaluee being judged for its quality, i.e., how much it would
be probably liked, that frame does not correctly characterize the meaning
of the lemma and thus should not have been assigned to the lemma in JFN.

An example of Category III (ii) follows.
ataeru ‘give’: In addition to Giving and Supply, the Objective_
influence and Subjective_influence frames should also be
assigned to the lemma.

Table 3 summarizes the average accuracy of the responses for the three categories of lemmas, based on the average accuracy for each lemma.
TABLE 3. Micro-average of accuracy.
Predicate Category

# of Predicates

Accuracy

I

9

83.9%

II

11

55.0%

III

17

39.9%

The results suggest that crowd workers experience difficulty correctly distinguishing among semantic frames in three situations:
1)	The two JFN semantic frames assigned to a lemma are semantically
close (Category II);
2)	The assignment of a semantic frame in the JFN database is incorrect
(Categories III (i));13
3) The lemma involves more than two meanings (Category III (ii)).
13	We have yet to investigate whether correcting the assignment of JFN semantic
frames for these lemmas would indeed improve the accuracy of crowd workers’
responses.
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Therefore, when evaluating crowdsourced results of similar tasks in the
future, adhering to the following strategy constitutes a best practice: first,
identify the lemmas that belong to Categories II and III; and then pay close
attention to the results for those lemmas, since they are likely to have low
accuracy. Section 5.2 returns to this issue.
The structure of each presented KCF sentence is another factor that
affected crowd workers’ judgments. Some of the KCF example sentences
did not include all of the syntactic arguments of the target lemma. That
is, some sentences involved zero pronouns or null instantiation (cf. Ruppenhofer et al. 2016:28–30), as is often the case in Japanese sentences.
Consequently, such sentences were vague and crowd workers could not
interpret them. Future experiments should use sentences without any null
instantiation.

5. Discussion
This section argues that the examination of crowdsourced results leads to
detecting constructions and semantic frames not (yet) in the JFN database.
Section 5.1 will discuss the detection of MWEs in crowdsourced results;
and Section 5.2 will discuss how evaluation of crowdsourced results will
facilitate finding semantic frames not yet in JFN. Section 5.2 also proposes
ways to alleviate the linguistic task of evaluating crowdsourced results, in
terms of determining which lemmas warrant a close examination, where
in the results to find such lemmas, and what the results of the analyzed
lemmas show.

5.1. Detection of MWEs
Examining the results carefully yielded instances of MWEs. MWEs are
made up of a verb, adjective, or adjectival noun, together with at least one
case-marked complement. Table 2 in Section 4.2 includes three KCF case
frames of okuru ‘send’ that are MWEs. In case frame (2), seien o okuru
literally means ‘send cheers’ but as a MWE it means ‘cheer’ (v.); in case
frame (4), seikatsu o okuru, literally ‘send a life,’ is a MWE meaning ‘live a
life’ (v.); and in case frame (7) seishun jidai o okuru, literally ‘send youth,’
means ‘spend (one’s) youth’ (v.) as a MWE.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, KCF does not include MWEs as lemmas.
That is, lemmas in KCF are exclusively verbs, adjectives, and adjecti-
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val nouns without any complements. Often a MWE evokes a different
semantic frame from that of the verb, adjective, or adjectival noun without its complements. Thus, in this crowdsourcing task, when crowd workers encountered a KCF sentence that involved such a MWE, the correct
answer was “OTHER”.
Table 4 below lists KCF case frame ID numbers of lemmas identified
as MWEs. Expressions (2) through (5) that follow Table 4 are actual
instances of the MWEs.
TABLE 4. KCF case frames identified as MWEs.

Lemma
Category

Lemma

I

okuru ‘send’

KCF
Case
Frame
ID

Lemma’s
Accuracy
Rate
88.9

8.11
OTHER

5

(4)

OTHER

9

(7)

OTHER

10

(2)

III

shiboru
‘squeeze’

78.6

7.64
Place_
weight_on

4

(1)

OTHER

6

(3)

OTHER

7

(4)

OTHER

8

(7)

Means

5

(13)

Means

5

(5)
III

III

Majority
Vote

Lemma’s
Number of Average
Majority
Number of
Votes
Majority Votes

tôsu ‘pass’

47.1

noboru
‘ascend’

6.35

66.7

7.83
OTHER

(3)

(2) shiboru (5)
	 [chie o shiboru] [Cogitation]
wisdom ACC squeeze
‘think hard’
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(3) tôsu (1)
	 [me o toosu] [Reading_perception]
eye ACC pass
‘skim through’
(4) tôsu (3)
	 [sode o toosu]
sleeve ACC pass
‘put on a shirt’

[Dressing]

(5) tôsu (4)
	 [hanashi o toosu] [Successfully_communicate_message]
talk ACC pass
‘run it by (somebody)’
Table 4 shows that for most of the KCF case frames that exemplify MWEs,
“OTHER” received the majority vote but not always. Also, occurrences
of MWEs seem not to be restricted to any specific lemma category. Even
among the three Category III lemmas (i.e., shiboru ‘squeeze,’ tôsu ‘pass,’
and noboru ‘ascend’), the average accuracy rates varied. However, as the
last two columns and the underlined figures suggest, a reasonable hypothesis is that if “OTHER” gets the majority votes in a KCF case frame and
the number of its votes is higher than the lemma’s average number of
majority votes in all KCF case frames, then the case frame may involve a
MWE.

5.2. Identification of missing semantic frames
As Table 3 shows (Section 4.2), crowd workers’ judgments of Categories
II and III lemmas have a low accuracy. Thus, when evaluating crowdsourced results of future experiments, linguists must first determine which
lemmas belong to Categories II and III and then concentrate on the examination of crowd workers’ judgments of them. Doing so would alleviate
the burden of the linguistic task of evaluating all crowdsourced results. In
particular, identifying Category III lemmas is important. This is because
their current semantic frames in JFN do not characterize their meanings
correctly and identifying such lemmas eventually would facilitate revising
some of JFN’s content.
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The next issue involves where and how to find Category II and III lemmas in crowdsourced results, before linguists do the time-consuming work
of examining all the results. This subsection will suggest two hypotheses.
One hypothesis has to do with the likelihood of finding Category II and
III lemmas where the average number of majority vote is relatively low.
Crowd workers’ judgments of Category II and III lemmas have low accuracy, because these lemmas involve two semantically close JFN semantic
frames, incorrect frame assignment in JFN, or more than two JFN semantic frames. If a sentence involves multiple difficult-to-distinguish semantic
frames, then the majority vote would be low, reflecting crowd workers’ low
confidence in their own judgments.
Table 5 shows that the average number of majority vote was indeed
lower for Categories II and III lemmas than for Category I lemmas.
TABLE 5. Average number of majority vote.
Lemma Category

Average Number of Majority Vote
(Max: 10)

I
II
III

8.12
6.65
6.70

Another hypothesis involves crowd workers’ tendency to avoid selecting
“OTHER” as much as possible, unless they are confident in their judgement. That is, the average number of “OTHER” majority votes would
likely be lower than the average number of majority votes in all case frames
of a lemma. Conversely, if the average number of “OTHER” majority votes
is higher than the average number of majority votes in all case frames of a
lemma, then crowd workers must have been fairly confident about choosing
“OTHER” for that particular case frame. Table 6 shows the average number of majority votes and the average number of “OTHER” majority votes
for all 37 lemmas. The underlined figures in Table 6 show that for eight
lemmas the average number of “OTHER” majority votes was larger than
the average number of majority votes in all case frames. Of the eight lemmas, seven (ushinau ‘lose,’ tekisetsuda ‘appropriate,’ tsukiau ‘go out with,’
shiboru ‘squeeze,’ tôsu ‘pass,’ noboru ‘ascend,’ and yowai ‘weak’) belong
to Category III, and one (matomeru ‘gather up’) belongs to Category II.
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TABLE 6. Average number of majority votes and the average number
of “OTHER” majority votes for each lemma

tsureru ‘accompany’

I

Average Number of
Majority Votes
in All Case Frames
9.5

hurumau ‘offer’

I

9.3

N/A

noru ‘ride’

I

8.5

8.29

mamoru ‘protect’

I

8.37

6

okuru ‘send’

I

8.11

7.75

mairu ‘visit’

I

6.68

6.45

Lemma

Lemma
Category

Average Number
of “OTHER”
Majority Votes
N/A

tsukamu ‘grasp’

I

7.6

7.5

nagai ‘long’

I

7.43

5

daijida ‘important’

I

7.56

N/A

mikomu ‘predict’

II

7.2

N/A

iku ‘go’

II

8.13

6.5

hashiru ‘run’

II

8.48

7

hashirimawaru ‘run
around’

II

5.24

5

nokoru ‘remain’

II

6

5.6

kataru ‘tell’

II

5.92

4

sukida ‘like’

II

7.37

N/A

kaku ‘write’

II

5.16

4.8

matomeru ‘gather’

II

5.95

6

atarashii ‘new’

II

7

7

tanoshii ‘enjoyable’

II

6.7

4.4

hansuru ‘go against’

III

7.57

N/A

kenchoda ‘obvious’

III

6.89

5

ushinau ‘lose’

III

5.24

5.25

nakunaru ‘cease to
exist’

III

5.78

5.22

tekisetsuda ‘suitable’

III

6.28

6
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tekiseida
‘appropriate’

III

5.79

6

wakareru ‘part’

III

6.78

5.5

ataeru ‘give’

III

7.5

4

tsukiau ‘go out with’

III

6

6.75

shiboru ‘squeeze’

III

7.64

8

chigau ‘different’

III

6.43

4.67

tôsu ‘pass’

III

6.35

6.38

noboru ‘ascend’

III

7.83

8.56

egaku ‘draw’

III

7.47

6

yasumu ‘rest’

III

6.67

4

kurai ‘dim’

III

7.57

7.54

yowai ‘weak’

III

6.19

6.29

In other words, in this study, all lemmas whose average number of
“OTHER” majority votes was larger than the average number of majority votes in all case frames were categorized as either Category III or Category II. Among the seven Category III lemmas, three (tsukiau ‘go out
with,’ noboru ‘ascend,’ and shiboru ‘squeeze,’) had an average number
of “OTHER” majority votes particularly higher than that of all majority
votes. These three lemmas involve errors in existing semantic frame assignments; moreover, they also must be assigned to other semantic frames in
the JFN database (cf. Table 7 below). Table 7 lists semantic frame assignment errors in the JFN database, along with the semantic frames that must
be assigned to the aforementioned seven Category III lemmas. For example, tsukiau ‘go out with’ should not have been assigned to the Relation
frame and instead should be assigned to the Personal_relationship
and Cotheme frames.
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TABLE 7. Frame assignment errors and to-be-assigned semantic frames.

Category III Lemma

Incorrectly Assigned Semantic
Frames

Semantic Frames that Need to be
Assigned to each Lemma

tsukiau ‘go out with’

Relation

Personal_relationship;
Cotheme

noboru ‘ascend’

Intentional_traversing

Motion_directional;
Amounting_to

shiboru ‘squeeze’

Place_weight_on

Manipulation frame;
Manipulate_into_shape

tekiseida ‘appropriate’ Desirability

yowai ‘weak’

Level_of_force_resistance;
Level_of_force_exertion;
Being_at_risk;
Expertise

tôsu ‘pass’

Deny_or_grant_permission

ushinau ‘lose’

Losing_track_of_theme

To identify Category II and III lemmas in future experiments, it is thus
worth examining the average number of majority votes and the average
number of “OTHER” majority votes for each lemma. If the average number of “OTHER” majority votes is higher than the average number of
majority votes in all case frames of a lemma, then the lemma is likely to be
either Category III or Category II.

6. Summary and concluding remarks
This paper proposed a method to crowdsource the assignment of a JFN
semantic frame to KCF case frames, by matching a KCF example sentence
with a JFN annotated sentence where both share the same meaning of a
lemma. It argued that crowdsourcing frame disambiguation is effective in
detecting MWEs, missing frames and LUs, as well as frame assignment
errors in JFN. As a consequence of examining the majority vote and the
average number of majority vote, it also proposed alleviating the burden
of the linguistic task of evaluating crowdsourced results.
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The hope for this paper is two-fold: (1) that it contributes to the exploration of crowdsourcing as an additional method for the development of
FrameNets in various languages as well as of other semantically annotated
corpora; and (2) that the paper stimulates discussion of crowdsourcing
as a means to elicit speaker judgments about language use, in the context
of the usage-based approach to the description and analysis of language.
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Phraseological theory, evidence in corpora and
lexicographical practice. On collocations in a
monolingual dictionary of Swedish
Emma Sköldberg
In this paper, I examine the treatment of collocations in a comprehensive monolingual
dictionary of Swedish, namely Svensk ordbok utgiven av Svenska Akademien (‘Contemporary Dictionary of the Swedish Academy’). Based on research on phraseology,
studies of the mastery of Swedish collocations among L2 students, and metalexicographic approaches to collocations, I discuss the identification, selection, lemmatisation, and microstructural presentation of collocations in the dictionary. I also examine
and assess corpora findings and the advanced tools provided by the Språkbanken Text
research unit. These corpora and advanced tools play an essential role in lexicological
and phraseological research of Swedish and in the work done on the Swedish Academy’s dictionaries.

1. Introduction
Interest in phraseology has grown considerably over the past few decades.
Research in the field of corpus linguistics has (i) demonstrated the key
role of phraseological expressions in language and (ii) provided researchers with automated methods of extraction and analysis of recurrent word
combinations. For at least the past decade, the identification and classification of multiword units, and their integration into theoretical research
and practical applications, have influenced researchers in many different research areas of linguistics, including language learning, language
acquisition, and natural language processing (see e.g. Granger & Meunier
2008:XI; Gries 2008:3; see also Gantar et al. 2019).
Research on phraseology is also fundamental to lexicography. Atkins
& Rundell (2008:167) and Svensén (2009:169), among others, argue that
information of multiword units (including collocations), is very important in reception dictionaries and production dictionaries and, not least, in
learner dictionaries. However, the treatment of multiword units in practical lexicography can be challenging (see Moon 2008, below).
In this article, I discuss the treatment of collocations in a monolingual
defining dictionary of modern Swedish, namely the current edition (2009)
of the comprehensive Svensk ordbok utgiven av Svenska Akademien
(‘Contemporary Dictionary of the Swedish Academy’, henceforth ‘SO’). I
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also address the treatment of collocations in the upcoming edition of the
same dictionary (which will be published in 2021). Moreover, I shed light
on some of the challenges one faces when one combines phraseological
theory with practical lexicography. For this purpose, I examine the tools
and data provided by the Språkbanken Text research unit for lexicographical practice.
The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 consists of a short
presentation of research on collocations and Section 3 includes a general
description of SO (2009) with focus on the treatment of collocations in the
dictionary. In Section 4, I present the new edition of the dictionary, and in
Section 5, I discuss the corpora and collocational tools provided by Språkbanken Text. Section 6 includes a discussion of how the collocations will be
treated in the next edition of the dictionary regarding their selection, lemmatisation, and microstructural presentation. The paper concludes with
some final remarks in Section 7.

2. Research on collocations
Research on collocations is extensive and, consequently, the term collo
cation is used in widely divergent senses (see, for example, Hausmann
2004 and Moon 2008). The basic characteristics of collocations are determined by using two different approaches, as represented by several different scholars. First, there is the more quantitative, corpus-oriented
approach to word combinations, represented by, for example, Sinclair
(1991), Kjellmer (1994), and Svanlund (2001). Second, there is the qualitative and system-oriented approach, which is advocated by Hausmann
(1985), Malmgren (2003), Heid (2004), and Svensén (2009), for example.
(See Svensén 2009:159ff., Evert 2013:1416–1417, and Rosqvist 2014:8–
12 for a more detailed discussion of these approaches.)

2.1. Salient properties of the collocation
In this article, the interpretation of the term collocation is inspired by
Hausmann (1985), Malmgren (2003), Heid (2004), and Svensén (2009).
The most salient defining properties of collocations are listed in (1)–(4)
below, with examples in Swedish (cf. also Sköldberg & Toporowska Gronostaj 2008).
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1)	A typical collocation is a recurrent combination of two or more words
with an internal semantic and syntactic structure, e.g., brinnande
intresse (‘burning interest’) and ta ett beslut (‘make a decision’).
2)	A typical collocation usually consists of a base and a collocate. The
base is regarded as the semantic head, while the collocate functions as
a support- or modifying word. In the collocation brinnande intresse,
intresse (‘interest’) is the base and brinnande (‘burning’) the collocate.
In ta ett beslut, beslut (‘decision’) is the base and the verb ta (‘take’) is
the collocate. A relation of directionality can be traced in many collocations, particularly when the collocate is a delexicalised verb like ta
(‘take’). However, there are collocations in which the directionality is
less observable (e.g., bryta ett löfte ‘break a promise’; see Section 6.2
below).
3)	A typical collocation is, to some extent, transparent and therefore reasonably easy to understand, but may be more challenging to produce.
Nevertheless, the degree of transparency can vary due to polysemy or
metaphoric use of an element in the word combination. For example,
the adjective tung (‘heavy’) appears in many collocations and with
different meanings (cf. the meaning of the word in phrases like tung
andning (‘heavy breath’), en tung förlust (‘heavy defeat’), en tung post
(‘a heavy post’) and tunga droger (‘heavy drugs’)). Polysemy might
thus impede the comprehension of the word combination as a whole.
Regarding production, challenges are related to the unpredictability
of the collocate (see Section 2.2 below).
4)	A typical collocation captures recurrent semantic relations between
the base and the collocate. The most frequent relations are described
in terms of lexical functions (cf. Melčuk 1998). For instance, the lexical function Magn[itude], which captures a degree relation, is operative in the following collocations höga kostnader (‘high costs’), djup
sorg (‘deep sorrow’), sträng bevakning (‘strict supervision’), and svår
astma (‘severe asthma’).
Furthermore, collocations are usually classified according to their syntactic structure. Some syntactic patterns that are recurrent in Swedish, are
listed below:
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• ADJECTIVE + NOUN: djup sorg (‘deep sorrow’), bittra fiender (‘bitter enemies’)
• VERB + NOUN: dra en slutsats (‘draw a conclusion’), bryta ett löfte
(‘break a promise’)
• VERB + ADVERB: andas djupt (‘breathe deeply’), ångra bittert (‘deeply
regret’)
• ADVERB + ADJECTIVE: djupt medvetslös (‘deeply unconscious’),
starkt begränsad (‘strictly limited’)
• NOUN + VERB: dagen gryr (‘the day is dawning’), temperaturen faller
(‘the temperature falls’) (cf. Svensén 2009:163–164; see also Heid
2004:729).
These syntactic patterns are often taken into account when collocations
are ordered in the dictionary entries (see Section 6.2 below).

2.2. T
 he usage of collocations from a second language
perspective
From a language-production perspective, collocations are often experienced as challenging, due to the unpredictability of the collocate. This is
particularly the case for L2 learners (see e.g. Laufer 2011, Nation 2013).
Svensén (2009:159) argues that collocations are “simply the result of the
way usage has evolved in the language, having become the ‘normal’ way
of expressing a certain content”. Thus, according to Svensén, it is correct
(even if it is not clear why) to say hold a funeral but not *hold a burial and
make an estimate but not *make an estimation.
In the Swedish context, the challenges that face advanced learners in
using collocations have been investigated by Enström (1996). In her study,
she examined approximately 400 essays written by secondary school L2
students and identified and categorised instances of incorrect verb usage
in the essays. Distinct errors involved the usage of verbs with particles,
reflexive verbs, verb collocations, and lexicalised verb phrases. In the case
of verb collocations, “the verb of the combination is replaced by a similar verb, which, however, does not in any idiomatic way fit in with the
rest of the expression although it could be logically imaginable” (Enström
1996:238). Enström showed that L2 students’ deviations from idiomatic
Swedish revealed certain regularities. In many cases, the students used
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verbs with general meanings instead of uncommon verbs with specific
meanings (1996:149). For instance, one L2 student used the word combination ?stänga ögonen (‘close the eyes’) instead of sluta ögonen (‘shut
the eyes’) (1996:151–153). Another student combined the noun åtgärder
(‘measures’) with the verb göra (‘make’). Even if this verb is semantically
compatible with the noun, the word combination ?göra åtgärder (‘make
measure’) is not idiomatic in Swedish; unlike vidtaga åtgärder (‘take measures’). Regarding the terminology introduced in Section 2.1, we note that
in these two cases, the students made an error in finding the correct collocates of the bases ögon and åtgärd.
Another relevant Swedish study is Prentice (2010), who investigated the
mastery of Swedish conventionalised expressions among upper secondary
school students with varying linguistic backgrounds by means of a survey.
The survey consisted of four different tests, which were aimed at testing
both perceptive and productive mastery of different kinds of Swedish conventionalised expressions. One of the tests was about producing idiomatic
collocations (Prentice 2010:50). Prentice’s statistical analysis showed significant differences between the students’ test results. First of all, the L1
(Swedish) students achieved significantly higher results than the L2 students in all of the tests that comprised the survey. Furthermore, there were
several significant differences between the L2 groups with different ages of
onset (i.e. ages of first meaningful second language exposure). The results
confirmed Prentice’s hypothesis: the age of onset is an important factor relevant to the mastery of certain types of expressions.

2.3. L
 exicographical treatment of collocations: Theory and
practice
As indicated above, lexical combinations play an important role in the
complete descriptions of headwords in a dictionary (Heid 2004:730; Evert
2013:1415). At the same time, phraseology presents a significant challenge
for lexicographers because the “very nature of the dictionary […] forces
words to be considered as isolates: a series of individual headwords where
each item becomes, in turn, the most important element within its co-text.”
(Moon 2008:313). However, the evidence that can be found in language
corpora clearly shows that words are not isolates; instead, they are “connected through phraseological patterning and given meaningfulness from
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[their] context of use” (Moon 2008:313).

2.3.1. On collocations in metalexicographic literature
Heid (2004:730, 732) refers to three recurring themes within metalexicographic research on how collocations should be dealt with in dictionaries.
These themes are (1) the selection of items; (2) the headword under which
the collocation is lemmatised; and (3) how collocations are presented in
the microstructure of the dictionary entry.
The selection of items is determined by a large degree by the dictionary’s format. It is a well-known fact that digital dictionaries can include
more word combinations than printed dictionaries. However, even if the
lexicographical work aims to produce a digital dictionary, the lexicographer(s) may prioritise certain items and not include others due to time constraints. As Rosqvist (2014:293) observes, the aim of a general-purpose
defining dictionary is to describe recurrent patterns, not unusual language
use. Given this constraint, the corpora used by lexicographers and the frequency of the word combinations under consideration play a significant
role in the work that lexicographers do.
Concerning the selection of collocations, the lack of clear-cut boundaries between collocations and free combinations, and between collocations
and other types of multiword units may complicate the practical lexicographical work (Sköldberg 2004:35). Ultimately, the lexicographers must
draw a sharp distinction between what should be included (and categorised as collocations) in the dictionary and what should be left out.
Regarding which headword a collocation should be placed with,
Svensén (2009:161–162, 168–169) argues that from the perspective of
language reception, a dictionary user will start from a particular expression (e.g., inbiten ungkarl ‘confirmed bachelor’). The meaning of the base
(in this case ungkarl) does not usually present any problems because it is
used in its ‘normal’ sense, whereas the meaning of the collocate (inbiten
lit. ‘which can hardly cease’) may have to be explained. Consequently, in
tasks related to language reception, the basic lexicographical principle is
that collocational information is given under the entry for the collocate.
However, in production tasks, the dictionary user starts from an
imagined content and searches for a correct expression. In such a situation,
the base (e.g., självmord ‘suicide’) is usually given from the outset. Thus,
one assumes that the user wishes to express something that concerns the
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base. In other words, the dictionary user wants to know which collocate(s)
should be used for the imagined content (in this case begå ‘commit’). In
production, therefore, collocational information should, in principle, be
given in the entry for the base.
In production, the dictionary user might also want to explore variations
of a collocation that they already know. In such cases, it is essential that all
of the relevant collocations are presented together under the base (Svensén
2009:169). As an example of this scenario, Svensén gives the expression
carry out an experiment. If the user is already familiar with the collocation, they may be interested in the synonyms conduct an experiment and
perform an experiment.
According to Svensén (2009:170), L1 dictionaries (which SO is; see Section 3), are, in principle, intended for both the reception and production
of language. Therefore, they should provide information about the meaning of collocates that may be difficult to understand (i.e., an issue relevant
to reception), as well as provide the user with a choice of typical collocates with given bases (i.e., an issue relevant to production) (Rosqvist
2014:293).
Regarding the order and grouping of collocations in the microstructure of a dictionary entry, Bahns (1996:114) proposes that collocations
should be ordered by structure types (cf. Section 2.1). Within every structure type, the word combinations should be ordered alphabetically or by
frequency. Concerning alphabetical vs frequency order, Cowie (1978:137)
favours the latter option, because he believes that the collocations that
are used by many language users should be highlighted. He also recommends “a semantic grouping criterion”, i.e., an onomasiological order
that is based on the semantic content of the collocations (see also Heid
2004:735). Malmgren (2008:152) also advocates a semantic grouping of
collocations. Furthermore, he recommends a (chrono)logical presentation
order which entails a collocation like fatta hopp (‘get?/hold out hope’) is
placed before collocations like ha/hysa hopp (‘have hope’) and förlora
hoppet (‘lose hope’) (see also Rosqvist 2014:25).
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2.3.2. C
 ollocational information in monolingual Swedish
dictionaries
In a study from 2008, Malmgren investigated the coverage of collocations in three kinds of Swedish lexicographical resources: (i) specialised
construction dictionaries, (ii) general defining dictionaries, and (iii) bilingual dictionaries. The study revealed that the dictionaries demonstrate
relatively good coverage, but the older Swedish dictionaries were better
than more recent dictionaries from some perspectives (e.g. concerning the
information on where the collocation parts start and end). According to
Malmgren (2008), it is reasonable to conclude that modern lexicographic
collocation theory has not had sufficient impact on recent Swedish lexicography.
Rosqvist (2014) investigated the treatment of collocations in the historical dictionary Svenska Akademiens ordbok (‘The Swedish Academy
Dictionary, SAOB 1898–). She claimed that the coverage of the 81 collocations that she examined in her thesis was generally good. However, the representation of collocations varied considerably depending on the structure
type of the collocation. For example, the coverage of VERB + NOUN collocations was much better than the coverage of ADVERB + ADJECTIVE
collocations. According to Rosqvist, this was the case because adverbs
are generally neglected in dictionaries. Another reason that was suggested
was that collocations that include adverbs seem to be less typical and less
fixed than collocations that employ other construction types (Rosqvist
2014:102–103).
Another Swedish dictionary that deserves our attention in this context is
Svenskt språkbruk: ordbok över konstruktioner och fraser (‘Swedish language use: A dictionary of constructions and phrases’, 2003). This dictionary possesses several strengths (for example, see the results in Lyngfelt &
Sköldberg 2013 and Malmgren 2008), but it has also several weaknesses
(see the reviews of the book by Larsson 2004 and Malmgren 2004). Unfortunately, this dictionary is only available in printed form and is relatively
unknown among Swedish dictionary users.
Comparing the situation for Swedish dictionary users with the situation
for English dictionary users, the differences are remarkable. In addition
to several comprehensive monolingual English dictionaries, there are various special dictionaries such as the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for
Students of English (2009) that describe a large number of collocations
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in a systematic way (Evert 2013:1416). There are also other lexicographical resources focusing on collocations in English. One example is ColloCaid (2021), a text-editing tool that helps writers with collocations, i.e.,
”words that are conventionally used together”. Although ColloCaid only
covers academic English, the project group that is currently developing the
resource claim that it can be broadened to other languages and usages that
go beyond academic language.

3. The treatment of collocations in SO (2009)
In short, SO (2009) is a two-volume, general language definition dictionary of modern Swedish, consisting of roughly 65,000 headwords. The dictionary is also available online and as an app. (See the dictionary portal:
www.svenska.se.) Professor Sven-Göran Malmgren was the editor-in-chief
of the dictionary.
SO is primarily based on two other dictionaries, Svensk ordbok (‘Swedish dictionary’, SOB, 1986) and Nationalencyklopedins ordbok (‘The Dictionary of the National Encyclopedia’, NEO, 1995–96). (Malmgren &
Sköldberg 2013:125–126 describe these dictionaries in more detail.) SO
is mainly corpus-based and descriptive in its approach. The target user
groups of SO are native speakers of Swedish and advanced L2-learners.
The dictionary is principally intended for reception purposes, but it can
also be used for production (see Malmgren 2009 for production-oriented
information in the dictionary).
SO (2009) is, to some extent, a product of intentional editorial efforts
that focused on phraseology and, not least, idioms (Hult 2010). According to Malmgren (2009:99), there are a significant number of collocations
in SOB and NEO. Unfortunately, in these dictionaries, collocations are
often embedded in more extended, free-standing examples and thus difficult for the user to find (see below). As part of a more detailed and systematic description of collocations, a relatively simple text search tool was
developed. The tool, which complements traditional KWIC concordances,
enabled the lexicographers to search for collocations in smaller amounts
of texts. This work resulted in a large number of new collocations being
incorporated into the database. Guidelines were also set up for the lemmatisation and the placement of collocations within the microstructure of
the dictionary entries. For example, it was almost mandatory to place collocations under the entry of the base word. This work was done with the
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expressed ambition to increase the usability of SO from a language production perspective (Malmgren 2009:99).
In order to illustrate the editorial work that was done with the collocations, the dictionary entries for avtal (‘agreement’) in NEO (1995–96) and
SO (2009) are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

FIGURE 1. T
 he dictionary entry for avtal (‘agreement’) in NEO (1995–96), with
emphasis on the part including information about collocations. The article
version is taken from Ne.se.

FIGURE 2. T
 he dictionary entry for avtal (‘agreement’) in SO (2009), with emphasis
on the part including information about collocations. The article version is
taken from svenska.se.

As can be seen in the figures, both dictionary entries present information
on orthography, word class, inflection, pronunciation, meaning, related
words, valency, and etymology. They also include language examples,
including phraseological units of different types.
Below, I discuss the collocational part of the dictionary entries. The following language examples (here with the author’s translation in English)
are taken from the NEO (1995–96):
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träffa avtal (‘make an agreement’)
ingå avtal (‘enter into an agreement’)
avtalet mellan Sveriges Radio och staten (‘the agreement between the
Swedish public radio service and the state’)
ett internationellt avtal om förbud mot kärnvapenspridning (‘an international agreement/treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons’)
avtalet förnyas varje år (‘the agreement is renewed every year’)
ekonomiska avtal (‘financial agreements’)
hålla sin del av avtalet (‘honour their part of the agreement’)
The following language examples are given in SO (2009):
ett muntligt avtal (‘a verbal agreement’)
ett skriftligt avtal (‘a written agreement’)
ingå avtal (‘enter into an agreement’)
träffa avtal (‘make an agreement’)
hålla ett avtal (‘honour an agreement’)
säga upp ett avtal (‘cancel an agreement’)
avtalet mellan Sveriges Radio och staten (‘the agreement between the
Swedish public radio service and the state’)
det internationella avtalet om förbud mot kärnvapenspridning (‘the
international agreement/treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons’)
avtalet förnyas varje år (‘the agreement is renewed every year’)
We note that several additional collocations (ett muntligt avtal ‘a verbal
agreement’ and ett skriftligt avtal ‘a written agreement’) have been included
in SO (2009). Based on their structure type, the collocations have also been
reordered. ADJECTIVE + NOUN collocations are followed by VERB +
NOUN collocations. (cf. Section 2.1). The SO (2009) editorial team also
grouped the collocations according to semantic principles (Malmgren
2009:99). In this particular case, it is possible to observe a (chrono)logical
order of the verbal actions that are expressed by the collocations including
the word avtal. First you sign an agreement, then you honour an agreement, and finally, you cancel an agreement (cf. Section 2.3.1 above).
In SO (2009), three free-standing language examples, starting with avta
let mellan Sveriges Radio och staten (‘the agreement between the Swedish public radio service and the state’), are placed in the final part of the
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dictionary entry. These examples also include collocations (in this case,
förnya ett avtal ‘renew an agreement’), but they might be unnoticed by the
dictionary user (cf. Malmgren 2009).
In her in-depth review of SO (2009), Nikula (2010) also suggests that
the presentation of collocations has improved a great deal in comparison
to NEO (1995–96), even though she would have preferred a clear separation between collocations and free-standing examples.
Finally, it should be noted that the example entry given in Figure 1–2
is typical regarding the work that was done on supplementing and reordering the collocations included in the dictionary. However, the three-volume NEO includes about 90 000 language examples, and due to time
limitations, SO (2009)-lexicographers focused on a limited number of
entries. Foremost, noun entries like avtal were improved. Many other
entries could have been improved in the same way, from a phraseological perspective.

4. Updating the SO-database: External conditions
In this section, I present the ongoing work that is being done on updating the SO-database. The SO-database forms the basis of the next edition
of the dictionary. The tasks that need to be performed in the SO project
are many, but due to the key role that phraseological expressions play in
language (see Section 1), the present editorial team has decided to further
improve the lexicographical treatment of different kinds of phraseological
units, including collocations.
It should be noted that the conditions of the work to be done on SO have
dramatically changed since the compilation of the first edition (see Sköldberg & Hannesdóttir 2017). This fact is likely to affect the treatment of
phraseological units in the dictionary as well. First of all, the production
of more elaborate dictionaries with well-structured information on Swedish phraseology by publishing companies has been dramatically reduced
(see Sköldberg et al. 2019). Consequently, the phraseological information
provided by SO is more crucial than ever. Furthermore, the second edition of SO, in short ‘SO2’, will be released in digital format only, and thus
the space that is available in the dictionary is almost limitless. Finally, the
range of electronic text materials is now much more extensive – not least
because of the Språkbanken Text research unit’s efforts – which plays a crucial role in compiling the Swedish Academy’s dictionaries. In the follow-
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ing section, I discuss the data that today’s lexicographers can access from
Språkbanken Text when searching for new Swedish collocations.

5. Collocational information in the data and the tools provided
by the Språkbanken Text
Moon (2008:314–315) has stated that corpus data is a great facilitator for
the description of phraseology. According to Evert (2013:1416), the automatic retrieval of lexical combinations from corpora is an essential task
in modern (computational) lexicography. There are, however, different
methods and tools that can be used for the identification of lexicographically-relevant word combinations. As already mentioned, in their work
with SO (2009), the lexicographers had access to KWIC concordances
and a relatively simple tool that was based on the association measure MI
(Mutual Information).1 The MI tool was only used on very small corpora
which, besides, were not satisfactorily annotated from a linguistic perspective. Consequently, both the method and the output of the MI tool left a
lot to wish for. (Cf. Evert 2013:1417 who emphasises the importance of
the size of the corpus one uses, and how the corpus should be annotated
when one wishes to extract collocations.)
The current search interface of Korp, the corpora tool that is used by the
Språkbanken Text research unit, has three independent ways of viewing
the results of a search. These are (i) the KWIC concordance view, (ii) the
statistics view, and (iii) the Word Picture view (Borin et al. 2012). Atkins &
Rundell (2008) state that a KWIC concordance is the basic corpus lexicography tool. According to the authors, right-sorted and left-sorted concordances often give a “powerful, visual representation of a word’s recurrent
patterns – in a way that is impossible to ignore or overlook” (Atkins &
Rundell 2008:105). By using the statistics view, it is relatively easy to compare the frequency of different spelling variants of a word, for example.
Finally, for the treatment of collocations in a dictionary, the Word Picture view is very useful. The Word Picture view in Språkbanken is based
on the association measure ‘Lexicographer’s Mutual Information’2 and
it gives an overview of selected syntactical environments of a word (i.e.,
1	See Evert (2013:1420–1423) for a discussion on association measures, including
the MI measure, t-scores, the log-likelihood ratio (G2), and the Dice coefficient.
2
See https://spraakbanken.gu.se/verktyg/korp/anv%C3%A4ndarhandledning.
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typical verbs, pre-positions, pre-modifier, and post-modifiers) (see Borin
et al. 2012:476).

5.1. T
 he Word Picture view in Språkbanken Text: Some
strengths
A Word Picture view like the one presented in Figure 3 can be used to
update the dictionary entry for avtal (‘agreement’) in SO. The Word Picture is based on a corpus (of 11,53G tokens) that includes different kinds of
texts in Korp. These texts include newspaper texts, novels, academic texts,
text from authorities, and texts taken from social media.3

FIGURE 3. W
 ord Picture view of the noun avtal (‘agreement’) generated from a corpus
of 11,53G tokens that are included in Korp.

By using the Word Picture view, the SO lexicographers are provided with
syntagmatic information related to the noun avtal. Some of the words
in the columns represent free combinations that include the noun, for
example, enligt (ett) avtal (‘according to (an) agreement’) in the column
including pre-positions, and (ett) nytt avtal (‘a new agreement’) in the column with pre-modifiers. This information is useful when inventing corpora-based free-standing examples (like those that appear in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 above).

3	This is a subset (114 of 226) of the total number of corpora publicly available in
the Språkbanken Text system (as of 2020-12-28).
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In contrast, some of the words and phrases that appear in Figure 3 support the lexicographer’s work on providing valency information concerning avtal (see e.g., the pre-positions om ‘about’ and the post-modifiers med
‘with’ and mellan ‘between’).
In the Word Picture view, the lexicographers also find relevant candidates of typical collocations, which could be included in a dictionary. For
example, the columns 3–5 include the verb sluta (‘conclude’) as in the collocation sluta ett avtal (‘conclude an agreement’) and the columns 4–5
include the verb teckna (‘reach’) as in teckna ett avtal (‘reach an agreement’). Both sluta and teckna are common collocates to the base avtal and
they are both polysemous (see below). Furthermore, both sluta ett avtal and
teckna ett avtal have similar meanings with ingå ett avtal and träffa ett avtal
– collocations which are already listed in the dictionary. Consequently,
they can be useful in a language-producing situation (see Section 2.4.1).
Other relevant word combinations which refer to different stages of the
process related to the start, implementation, and conclusion of some kind of
agreement or contract, are also indicated by the Word Picture. See for example
avtalet träder i kraft (‘the agreement comes into force’) and avtalet löper på/ut
(‘the agreement continues/expires’) (even if the pre-position is not provided;
see column 4 in Figure 3.) All of these examples are missing in SO (2009).
In the case of avtal (‘agreement’), which is a common base, we note several collocations that include the word in NEO. In SO (2009), however,
more collocations with this word are listed. By using the Word Picture
view in Språkbanken Text, a tool that was not available when SO (2009)
was compiled, many base entries like avtal can be further complemented
by listing more collocations.
By using Word Pictures, common collocates can also be described more
exhaustively. For instance, the adjective banbrytande (‘pioneering’) was
illustrated by only the following example in SO (2009): Darwins ban
brytande teori om det naturliga urvalet (‘Darwin’s pioneering theory of
natural selection’). The SO2 lexicographers have identified three different word combinations which, although fulfilling the defining properties
described in section 2.1, were not included in SO (2009). The word combinations, ett banbrytande arbete (‘a pioneering work’), en banbrytande
upptäckt (‘a pioneering discovery’), and banbrytande forskning (‘pioneering research’) are now incorporated in the SO database. Consequently,
these inclusions make both the description of the semantics of the word
banbrytande and its phraseological behaviour more comprehensive.
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When we consider sense differentiation, sometimes it becomes clear that
a meaning of a headword is missing in the dictionary (cf. Moon 2008:319
who claims that phraseology has a function in clarifying sense differentiation). By using the Word Picture view, we can identify previously unchartered meaning(s) of headwords that are already included in the dictionary.
One example is the verb bearbeta (‘work up’, ‘cultivate’, ‘process’). In the
top five list of grammatical objects of the verb (in a Word Picture view
that is based on the same corpora as mentioned above), we find the nouns
sorg (‘sorrow’), känsla (‘feeling’), upplevelse (‘experience’) and trauma
(‘trauma’). All of these nouns refer to mental states. The well-established
metaphorical use of the word bearbeta, which is referred to in these cases,
is not included in the SO edition from 2009, but it will be added in SO2.

5.2. T
 he Word Pictures view in Språkbanken Text: Some
shortcomings
As shown above, the Word Picture view is a rich source of relevant information for the lexicographer. However, even if this is the best tool available
for Swedish lexicographers and linguists at the moment, it has some limitations. For example, the Word Picture views reveal different degrees of usability with regards to different words. When the lexicographers examine a
Swedish verb like for instance be (which can mean ‘to ask’, ‘to beg’, and ‘to
pray’), they are provided with a list of grammatical subjects, objects, and
adverbials including mainly English words (like guest, to, like, breaking,
guy, boys and I wanna). This is due to the fact that the corpora in Språkbanken Text include a large number of English titles and English quotes.
However, in the lists generated in the Word Picture view, the lexicographers can also find potential Swedish bases like ursäkt (‘apology’) and bön
(‘pray’). Thus, the two meanings of the Swedish word be are represented
in the Word Picture view.
Whilst it is the word’s base form that is presented in the Word Picture view, many collocations display morphological peculiarities (Heid
2004:731; Evert 2013:1425–1426). For example, many nouns in ADJECTIVE + NOUN collocations show preferences concerning the grammatical category of number. This is the case for the noun konsekvens
(‘consequence’). In the corpora, this noun usually occurs in the indefinite, plural form and in the object position in collocations, e.g., negativa
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konsekvenser (‘negative consequences’), allvarliga konsekvenser (‘serious
consequences’), ödesdigra konsekvenser (‘disastrous consequences’), and
långtgående konsekvenser (‘far-reaching consequences’). Accordingly, it
could be argued that these collocations including konsekvenser should be
presented in this way. Grammatical peculiarities among the collocations
can be noticed if the lexicographers follow the link between an item in the
Word Picture view list and the KWIC concordances. However, this task
is often too time consuming for the lexicographers who examine a large
number of word combinations in search of relevant collocations.
As already hinted, it is somewhat time-consuming to use the Språkbanken
Korp (including the Word Picture view); the user sometimes has to wait several minutes to get a search result. For the lexicographer who typically deals
with a substantial number of dictionary entries, this is deeply problematic.
Using fewer corpora makes the search process a bit faster, but this solution
is undesirable because the lexicographer is interested in obtaining an accurate picture of the word usage in various different texts (cf. Section 5). The
necessity of investigating different texts becomes clear when one studies a
verb like bedriva (‘carry out’, ‘conduct’) in different corpora, for example.
TABLE 1. T
 op five grammatical objects for the verb bedriva (‘carry out’, ‘conduct’) in
Word Picture views of the different subcorpora in Korp.
Frequency
position

Newspaper
GP13; 16M tokens

Modern novels
13M tokens

Academic texts
25M tokens

Social media
Bloggmix 2015;
28M tokens

1

verksamhet
(‘activity’, ‘work’,
‘business’)

verksamhet
(‘activity’, ‘work’,
‘business’)

verksamhet
(‘activity’,
‘work’,
‘business’)

fiske
(‘fishing’)

2

forskning
(‘research’)

forskning
(‘research’)

forskning
(‘research’)

verksamhet
(‘activity’, ‘work’,
‘business’)

3

undervisning
(‘teaching’)

otukt
(‘fornication’)

undervisning
(‘teaching’)

angreppskrig
(‘offensive war’)

4

försäkringsverksamhet
(‘insurance business’)

propaganda
(‘propaganda’)

skolverksamhet
(‘school
business’)

krig
(‘war’)

5

förskoleklass
(‘kindergarten class’)

horeri
(‘whoremongering’)

renskötsel
(‘reindeer
keeping’)

påverkansarbete
(‘lobbying
business’)
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In Table 1, I list the top five grammatical objects (in terms of relative frequency of occurrence) of the verb bedriva (‘carry out’, ‘conduct’) in the
Word Picture view generated from different types of corpora. As can be
seen, the object verksamhet (‘activity’, ‘work’, ‘business’) appears in all of
the sub-corpora (see also the compounds försäkringsverksamhet ‘insurance business’ and skolverksamhet ‘school business’). The nouns forsk
ning and undervisning appear in three of the four sub-corpora in the top
five position. However, there are several nouns in Table 1 that only appear
in one of the lists in the top five position. Examples of these nouns are för
skoleklass (‘kindergarten class’), otukt (‘fornication’), propaganda (‘propaganda’), horeri (‘whore-mongering’), renskötsel (‘reindeer keeping’),
fiske (‘fishing’), krig (‘war’) and påverkansarbete (‘lobbying business’), all
of which represent established collocations with the verb bedriva. In the
case of SO2, bedriva fiske, bedriva krig etc. are missing in the database. In
principle, all these collocations could be registered in the digital dictionary,
partly under the individual bases, and partly under the common collocate.

6. Collocations in SO2
The examples in Section 5–5.2 above indicate that the treatment of collocations in SO2 can be improved in comparison to the treatment of collocations in SO (2009).

6.1. Selection
Collocations can structurally and semantically differ from each other.
Furthermore, there are fuzzy borderlines between different kinds of multiword units (including collocations) and between multiword units and
free expressions. Given this, to present a definition of a collocation that
includes all collocations and excludes other classes of multiword units is a
challenge. Notwithstanding this challenge, the lexicographer needs such a
definition during the selection process.
The Word Picture view in Språkbanken Text’s extensive corpora draws
the lexicographer’s attention to a vast number of word combinations that
could be regarded as collocations. Many of these word combinations are
not documented in SO (2009), and thus they constitute relevant candidates
regarding the development of the lexical database that will be used for the
next edition of SO.
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The SO (2009) lexicographic team focused on collocations in noun
entries and included many ADJECTIVE + NOUN and VERB + NOUN
collocations. Nevertheless, the coverage of VERB + ADVERB, ADVERB
+ ADJECTIVE, and NOUN + VERB collocations is not sufficiently extensive in SO (cf. the results in Rosqvist 2014). As shown in Section 5.1, even
noun entries like avtal (‘agreement’) in SO (2009) can be more exhaustive.
In other words, in future editions of SO, not only noun entries should be
provided with collocations. Collocations with different syntactic structures must to a greater extent also be incorporated in the dictionary.
Furthermore, some of the words that appear in the columns of the Word
Picture view highlight several well-established meanings of Swedish words
that are not documented in SO (2009) (see the example bearbeta ‘work
up’, ‘cultivate’, ‘process’ in Section 5.1). It is essential that these words are
dealt with by the lexicographer in the next edition of SO.

6.2. Lemmatisation
Researchers, including Enström (1996), have shown that language learners experience difficulties in finding the correct collocates to individual
bases. According to Malmgren (2009:99), in SO (2009) the collocations
were almost mandatory, and for language production purposes, they were
included in the entries of the base words.
However, reception is the central function for definition dictionaries like
SO. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, Svensén (2009) has shown that collocations can fulfil essential functions in the entries of the collocate words
as well. Rosqvist (2014:293) also states that, in an ambitious descriptive dictionary, it is recommended that the lexicographer include collocations under the entries of both component parts. Because SO2 will only
be released as an app and online there is a great deal of available space in
the dictionary. Consequently, the same collocation can be included under
both the base word and the collocate entries. However, even if the SO project is undoubtedly a large dictionary project and the Swedish Academy is
a generous funder, there remain a number of challenges in finding financial support for the significant amount of work that needs to be done to
provide collocation information for all of the words. The lexicographical
team will necessarily prioritise between their tasks (cf. Moon 2008:318).
That being said, the components of the collocations may differ regarding their semantic weight (compare the delexicalised verb ta ‘make’ in ta
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ett beslut ‘make a decision’ with bryta ‘break’ in bryta ett löfte ‘break a
promise’, for example). One way forward would be to prioritise collocates
that are more salient and hence more noticeable for e.g. language learners.
Consider the verb vålla (‘cause’, ‘bring about’, ‘give rise to’, ‘provoke’,
‘produce’), which also is a common collocate. In SO (2009), it is defined
as “vara orsak till ngn skadlig utveckling” (‘be the cause of a harmful
development’). The dictionary entry also includes one distinct collocation
vålla problem (‘cause problem’) and two free-standing examples with collocations embedded within the examples; namely, skadan vållades genom
oaktsamhet ‘the damage was caused by negligence’ and sorgen vållade
henne nästan fysisk smärta ‘the grief caused her almost physical pain’.
In this particular case, the SO2 lexicographers would like to account for
a more comprehensive description of the syntagmatic properties of the
word. This can be achieved by adding more collocations like vålla en oly
cka (‘cause an accident’), vålla bekymmer (‘cause trouble’), and vålla stort
lidande (‘cause grave suffering’), thereby strengthening the observation
that the verb is followed by a noun that denotes something negative. Nevertheless, in the corpora that are included in the Språkbanken Text, the
verb is also followed by other, more neutral nouns as well (like uppstån
delse ‘agitation’ and debatt ‘debate’). Thus, thanks to the Word Picture
view, verb entries like e.g. vålla can be improved in various ways.

6.3. Order and placement in the microstructure
Regarding the order of the collocations in the microstructure of an entry,
collocations can be arranged in terms of their internal structure. Furthermore, the following criteria can be considered when ordering the items: (i)
the first letter of the collocation (i.e., alphabetically), and (ii) the frequency
of the collocation in a particular corpus. The SO2 team have concluded
that the guidelines concerning the order and grouping of collocations that
were used during the compilation of SO (2009) were adequate to the task
(see Section 3 above) and the current lexicographers will thus follow the
same principles.
However, we note that in many dictionaries collocations are found in a
dedicated area under a headword entry’s microstructure, in order to highlight collocations under the entry (see Heid 2004:732–734). A more distinct separation between collocations and free-standing examples in SO
(2009) is also desirable, according to Nikula (2010). Consequently, the
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lexicographers working with SO2 have decided to establish a special collocational section with its own heading in SO entries that contain many
collocations (see also Svensén 2009:183–187 for an in-depth discussion
of this choice).
Figure 4 includes the dictionary entry for läkemedel (‘medicine’) in SO
(2009) with the corresponding entry in the database of SO2. As can be
seen, the SO2 entry includes a special section which lists a number of collocations: receptfria läkemedel (‘non-prescription drugs’), receptbelagda
läkemedel (‘prescription medicine’), and smärtstillande läkemedel (‘painkillers’), and so on.

FIGURE 4. The entry for läkemedel (‘medicine’) in SO (2009) and in SO2 database.
The collocational section in the SO2 version is emphasised.

In the SO2 version of the dictionary entry, the collocations are much more
emphasised, and hence easier to recognise than in SO (2009). In light
of research reporting on the frequency of collocations in authentic lan-
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guage and the critical role that collocations play in idiomatic language use
(Enström 1996; Nation 2013:479ff.), this modification to the headword
entry ought to be advantageous from a user’s perspective.
However, since no large-scale user study evaluating the innovations in
SO2 has been conducted as of yet, it is not known how this particular
modification will affect the dictionary’s users and their impression of the
entries. Some possible future problems can be discerned. For example, the
heading “KOLLOKATIONER” (‘collocations’) may seem too technical
for some users. By establishing a collocation section, the collocations also
attain a more independent status. Thus this form of presentation might be
considered misleadingly simple in relation to the complex nature of language, given the overlap between different kinds of multiword units, for
example. In the design of SO2, the difference between collocations and
idioms (which are presented in a special idiom section) seems to be more
fundamental than it actually is.
Furthermore, in the current SO2 database, the collocational section primarily includes typical collocations, like those presented in Section 2.1.
Nevertheless, many of the nouns in the collocations take a pre-positioned
adjectival modifier. A characteristic feature of these modifiers is that they
often build a collocation on their own with the noun (see Heid 2004:732).
For instance, VERB + NOUN collocations like ordinera läkemedel (‘order/
prescribe medicines’) and skriva ut läkemedel (‘prescribe medicines’) and
ADJECTIVE + NOUN collocations like smärtstillande läkemedel (‘painkillers’) are often combined into lexical triples (like ordinera smärtstillande
läkemedel ‘prescribe painkillers’), but this fact is not made clear to the dictionary’s users. These embedded collocations are often placed among the
free-standing examples (see the example avtalet förnyas varje år ‘the agreement is renewed every year’ in Section 3). It may be the case that they also
go unnoticed by users.
Finally, as indicated by Figure 4, the location of information concerning
valency has changed in SO2. In the revised edition of the dictionary, information on valency (which is provided with the heading “KONSTRUKTIONER”, ‘constructions’) is placed before the free-standing examples
(which are provided with the heading “EXEMPEL”, ‘examples’). (See
Blensenius 2019 for an overview of the considerations that were made in
the process of revising verbal constructional patterns in the SO2 database.)
In other words, thanks to the implementation of a special collocational
section, free-standing examples are also more emphasised. For example,
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in the case of the noun läkemedel, it is clear that in SO (2009) there are no
free-standing examples illustrating the given construction läkemedel (mot
ngt) (‘medicine for something’). To improve the syntagmatic description
of the noun and to simplify the understanding of the construction information, a new free corpus-based example, ett läkemedel mot mjältbrand
(‘a medicine for anthrax’), has been included in SO2.

7. Final remarks
The importance of collocational information in dictionaries is widely recognised. In connection with the work done on SO (2009), both quantitative and qualitative improvements were made concerning the description
of different types of word combinations included in the dictionary.
In the SO2 project, the editorial team intends to further deepen and
improve the presentation of collocations. Among other things, fundamental aspects such as selection, lemmatisation, order, and grouping
have been discussed by the team. As already stated in section 2.3.1,
Heid (2004) points out that these topics recur in metalexicographic
research concerning collocations. Nevertheless, Heid’s influential article
was published almost twenty years ago and the author only comments
on the presentation of collocations in printed dictionaries. It is, from a
Swedish perspective, about time to think about and evaluate how different types of word combinations can or should be presented in digital resources.
Because SO2 will only be published as a digital dictionary, there is ample
space for the inclusion of many new collocations. The dictionary is meant
to be descriptive, both for the reception and production of language, and
has native and non-native speakers of Swedish as potential users. To meet
this challenge, the editors of the dictionary should provide a broad spectrum of information, as well as a wide choice of search options. More
collocations should be included in different kind of base entries in SO.
However, there are very good reasons why the collocational descriptions
in collocate entries should be improved as well.
Furthermore, a new collocation section in the microstructure has been
implemented and evaluated. The section highlights collocations (naturally), but it also highlights the status of constructions and (sometimes)
the need for new examples that support the valency information that is
given under the word entry.
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However, the approximately 65,000 headwords in SO are described
from several points of view, and the phraseology of the current words
form only a part of the description of each headword. The corpus-derived
data needs to be transformed into relevant generalisations and communicated to the users in a comprehensible way. Based on new insights and a
more extensive data set, the lexicographers may well have ideas on how
to further improve the dictionary entries, but, unfortunately, there is not
sufficient time for all the tasks that one might wish to see implemented.
Alternatively, as Moon (2008:13) states:
Dictionaries do not have the luxury of looking only at selected items
with salient properties which seem interesting to an observer. It is not
simply a matter of saying that verbs X, Y and Z collocate with A, B
and C, but saying what the collocates are for a thousand or ten thousand verbs. […] In consequence, there is a tension between phraseological theory, the evidence of texts, and the lexicographical description of
phraseological phenomena.

It is evident that lexicographers, who are tasked to describe the collocational behaviour of a vast number of words, work under entirely different
premises than many researchers, who may choose to immerse themselves
in a close description of the syntagmatic properties of a limited number
of lexical items.
During the editorial work on the dictionary, the SO2 lexicographers
have evaluated the corpora and tools (e.g., the Word Picture view) in
Språkbanken Text. The SO2 team would not have managed to do their
work without the research unit and thanks to the Word Picture view, previously unchartered collocations have been identified. However, problems
related to Korp need to be solved; not least, the ones related to the amount
of time it takes to compile a Word Picture view, for example.
Another lexicographic challenge is related to the process of categorisation, and the lack of clear-cut boundaries between collocations and other
multiword expressions and between collocations and free expressions.
However, the microstructure of the dictionary entries indicates the existence of distinct boundaries between these different categories. The different
sections that include typical collocations, typical idioms, and free-standing examples might have a certain pedagogical usefulness, but at the same
time, these sections present an over-simplification of the way language
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is structured. Consequently, borderline cases, unfortunately, receive less
attention and space in the dictionary. This is regrettable, because, from a
linguistic point of view, these examples are of equal interest.
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Comparing Portuguese and Swedish: the use of
comparative concepts as a strategy for computational
alignment of ConstructiCons
Tatiane Silva Tavares1
This paper discusses the use of comparative concepts (Croft 2016; Haspelmath 2010,
2018) as intermediate strategies of comparison between some Portuguese and Swedish
constructions. As the present work is connected to the interlingual constructicography
initiative (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c), it assumes the relevance of comparative concepts as
intermediate tools which may be used to link constructions in a multilingual resource.
Taking a contrastive view of two Brazilian Portuguese constructions (Costa 2015;
Tavares 2018) and three Swedish equivalents (as well as an intermediate construction in English), we analysed their level of correspondence by considering formal and
functional similarities and used comparative concepts as cross-linguistic features to
describe, compare and propose their computational alignment in the Brazilian ConstructiCon multilingual tool.

1. Introduction
The present paper brings to discussion the use of Comparative Concepts
(Croft 2016; Haspelmath 2010, 2018) to compare constructions of different languages, serving as an element to capture formal and functional
properties of constructions in a contrastive point of view and also contribute to aligning them in a ConstructiCon. This strategy is independent from grammatical categories and designed particularly to compare
languages.
A specific set of constructions with proximal relations was selected to
conduct the contrastive study. Two quantitative constructions from Brazilian Portuguese, a suffixal morphic construction (e.g. meninada ‘a lot of
children’) (Costa 2015) and a syntactic construction (e.g. pilha de desem
pregados ‘pile of unemployed people’) (Tavares 2018), were compared to
potential construction equivalents in Swedish (e.g. flyktingvågen ‘wave of
refugees’, berg av betalningar ‘mountain of payments’). These equivalents
were identified indirectly because English was used as an intermediate lan-
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guage. A parallel corpus with translations from English-Swedish was used
to identify equivalent constructions.
As a result of the analysis, we propose the computational modeling of
the constructions investigated in the Brazilian ConstructiCon, which is
able to model constructions from different languages. A final discussion is
the use of Comparative Concepts not only as an additional factor to characterize the structure of constructions but also as a multilingual alignment
strategy.
We have structured this paper as follows. Section 2 presents central
issues regarding interlingual constructicography and exhibits an overview
of Swedish and Brazilian ConstructiCon developments. In section 3, we
present the contrastive analysis of constructions. Section 4 addresses the
goal of the paper, the issues regarding the alignment of Brazilian and Swedish ConstructiCons. Lastly, section 5 summarizes this paper.

2. Interlingual constructicography: alignment of
ConstructiCons
The practical development of a ConstructiCon is called Constructicography, which can be described as a blend between Construction Grammar
and lexicography (Lyngfelt 2018a). Referring more specifically to interlingual constructicography, that is, linking ConstructiCon databases from
different languages, Lyngfelt et al. (2018b) consider this task a natural
step since many languages are developing (related) ConstructiCons on
their own (English, Swedish, Brazilian, German, Russian and Japanese).
According to the authors, to develop an interlingual alignment, it is necessary to conduct a contrastive analysis and develop linking tools as well as
a good way of representation of the linking.
Specific language constructions studies identify particularities that determine the functioning of the structures in this specific language. Such properties are analyzed in terms of the patterns of form and function that are
conventionalized. Some studies are categorical in stating that the morphosyntactic configurations applicable to the constructions of one language
are not valid for the constructions of other languages (cf. Croft 2001).
In any case, there is an extensive field of research on the patterns that
configure linguistic systems, constructions, and this can support comparative research between different languages. As predicted by Lyngfelt et al.
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(2018b), the differences between linguistic structures are, in fact, an excellent reason to carry out comparative studies of constructions.
Contrastive Construction Grammar proposes to establish such comparative analysis, through different levels, being able to take as a starting point
a domain or function which is carried out by different sets of constructions
in different languages (eg. Croft 2001; Fried 2006; Boas 2010). Contrastive Construction Grammar can also adopt frames as a comparison strategy (eg. Hasegawa, Lee-Goldman & Fillmore 2014). Such contrasting
studies are not intended to establish construction equivalents between languages, but comparative relations.
Interlingual Constructicography, in turn, sees the establishment of
equivalence between constructions as a central goal for cross-linguistic
comparison. A few works developed in this scope sought to establish comparisons between English, Swedish and Portuguese constructions. All of
them differ from the purely contrastive analysis, in that they base their analyzes on (approximate) equivalence relations. The first study established
comparative analysis between Berkeley and Swedish ConstructiCon databases (Bäckström, Lyngfelt & Sköldberg 2014), and the second, between
the Berkeley and Brazilian ConstructiCons (Laviola 2015). The third study
(Lyngfelt et al. 2018c) concerns the comparison of English, Swedish and
Brazilian Portuguese constructions and discusses possibilities and problems regarding multilingual constructicography. The operationalization
of this trilingual analysis (see Subsection 3.3) guides the analysis of equivalence between constructions and it can be applied to compare other languages as well.
Another paper proposes using Comparative Concepts for a multilingual
constructicography (cf. Boas et al. 2019) and the present study seeks to follow these steps by using Comparative Concepts as cross-linguistic strategy
to compare and align Brazilian and Swedish ConstructiCons.

2.1. Brazilian and Swedish ConstructiCons
2.1.1. Brazilian ConstructiCon
The Brazilian ConstructiCon started in 2010, at the Federal University
of Juiz de Fora, Brazil, based on the analysis of the family of constructions Para Infinitivo (Torrent 2015). It was initially an attempt to adapt
to the FrameNet version of Berkeley through the creation of a Lexicon
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and a ConstructiCon. The resource was designed in order to expand the
frames of the Berkeley database to the Brazilian Portuguese, taking into
account the morphosyntactic characteristics of the target language and,
thus, adapting the labels of the annotation tool (Torrent et al. 2018).
Brazilian ConstructiCon is integrated with FrameNet Brasil (FN-Br)
through a network of inheritances (Lage 2018). Thus, there are a series of
relationships and constraints mapped between constructions, frames and
LUs, enabling a more complete description of the constructions. For example, the relationship between the constructions in the resource is mapped
through the Inheritance relation: multiple inheritance when constructs
interact so that they inherit from more than one construction, and complete inheritance in which the child construction is a specific type of the
mother construction, inheriting all its properties.
In addition, Torrent et al (2018) propose a continuity between lexicographic and construction computational resources. The “effort is to adequately model the continuity between Brazilian Portuguese grammar and
lexicon by developing a database system in which Lexicon and ConstructiCon interact” (Torrent et al. 2018:116). The practical connection between
frames and constructions is done through the Evokes relation that refers
to the semantic counterpart of the construction for the cases in which constructions evoke frames. Figure 1 illustrates the definition of a Brazilian
Portuguese construction in the resource, quantificação_indefinida (indefinite quantification) (Tavares 2018).

FIGURE 1. Representation of indefinite quantification construction
in the Brazilian ConstructiCon.

The definition of the construction is shown at the top: “A quantifier noun
N1 expresses indefinite quantification of an entity de_N2 placing it on a
quantity scale. This scale may vary from the minimum to the maximum
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quantity, depending on the noun that fills the N1 slot”. In the middle
layer the CEs are defined: “de_N2 is a Prepositional phrase which codes
the entity being quantified by N1”; and “N1 is a quantifier noun which
expresses an indefinite quantification of an entity instantiated by de_N2”.
The last layer indicates that the construction is linked to the frame Massa_
quantificada by Evokes relation and to its children constructions by Inheritance relation.
To model a construction and make it readable for a machine, it is necessary to model its constraints in the Constraint Editor developed by Brazilian Ccn shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Constraint editor from Brazilian ConstructiCon.

Some of the situations that require these constraints are: the child sign is
licensed by another construction in the Ccn (CE_Construction); the lexical
material evokes a frame (CE_Frame) or a family of frames (CE_Frame_
Family); a Construction Element must be occupied by a specific lemma
(CE_Lemma) or lexeme (CE_Lexeme); a Construction Element manifests
a type of syntactic dependency relationship (CE_UDRelation); a Construction Element is linked to a Comparative Concept (CE_evoked_concept).
Finally, the set of relations and constraints presented before can also be
used as a tool for the alignment of different languages. If two constructions
of different languages have similar functions, even with formal differences,
they can be aligned by the Evokes relation (indicating that they evoke
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the same frame). We assume, however, that relations between constructions and their correspondents in other languages cannot be accounted for
only in terms of frames. Some theoretical features designed specifically for
cross-linguistic comparison may be useful for aligning constructions, such
as the ones presented in Section 3.

2.1.2. Swedish ConstructiCon
The Swedish ConstructiCon (SweCcn) is a resource developed at the University of Gothenburg and it was inspired by Berkeley English Construction. The resource is a product of three research units at the institution,
namely: Språkbanken (‘the Swedish language bank’), Lexikaliska institutet (’Centre for lexicology and lexicography’) and Institutet för svenska
som andraspråk (’The Institute of Swedish as a Second Language’).
SweCcn was conceived as an integrated part of the resource infrastructure Språkbanken which, in turn, was created as a national center for
research on Swedish language resources, especially lexical and corpora
creation. Researchers have been working on the development of language
resources and language technology tools, as well as the application of these
as research and teaching in various linguistic areas (Lyngfelt et al. 2012).
The main parts of Språkbanken are Korp (Borin et al. 2012) – the corpus
infrastructure – and Karp (Borin et al. 2012) – an infrastructure of predominantly lexical resources, including both Swedish FrameNet and Swedish
Constructicon.
In contrast to Brazilian and Berkeley resources, SweCcn and SweFN
were developed independently. However, both are compatible with each
other, even with other languages, since links are established between the
constructional inputs and the frames on the basis of Swedish FrameNet
(Lyngfelt et al. 2018b). As the resources are independent, many of the construction inputs are not frame related. For example, constructions with an
argument structure, with a verb as head, refer to types of events and may
evoke a frame related to their general meaning. On the other hand, there
are constructions that describe an abstract pattern, with a more grammatical function in terms of syntax.
Still, the relationship between constructions and frames must be based
on future work purposes (such as the connection between resources and
the connection between constructions of different languages). Thus, it is
not the ambition of the project to establish relationships between all con-
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structions and frames. As mentioned by the researchers, one of the advantages for such independence between resources is to obtain an analysis that
is more directed to the Swedish constructions and less biased towards the
ConstructiCon analyzes of English, as well as to the more lexically oriented
considerations of framenets.
The resource accounts for a variety of grammatical patterns, especially
schematic constructions that are situated at the limit between lexicon and
grammar. However, the researchers seek to deal with the largest possible number of constructions located across the whole continuum. Lexical constructions, in turn, are treated by lexical resources such as SALDO
and SweFN ++. Figure 3 illustrates the general basic description of the i_
adjektivaste_laget construction in SweCcn in terms of syntactic structure,
semantic, pragmatic and language distribution.

FIGURE 3. The SweCcn entry i_adjektivaste_laget (Lyngfelt et al. 2018b:50).

This is a computational representation of a partially schematic construction of Swedish which has two lexically specified elements, i ‘in’ and laget
‘the measure’, and a schematic element (a superlative adjective). The first
line contains the name of the construction i_adjektivaste_laget and the second line, the prose definition with the two elements of the construction, the
CE Theme and the CE Property. The structure sketch is a linear representation of the grammatical structure of the construction defined by the Part of
speech SUV (superlative), meaning that the construction element may be
instantiated only by superlative adjectives. For specific word forms, such
as laget, italic is employed. The last layer contains examples of authentic
uses of the construction usually collected through the corpus tool Korp2
(Lyngfelt et al. 2018b).
2	Infrastructure which allows access to the Swedish corpora, currently with 13,43
billion words.
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2.2. Comparative concepts
In his study on how to compare languages, Haspelmath (2010) argues that
typological studies should not be based on descriptive categories because
they are language specific. Although many typologists assume a universal
set of grammatical categories such as adjectives, passive voice, future tense
(among others), Haspelmath (2010:664) points out that: “these categories are often similar across languages, but the similarities and differences
between languages cannot be captured by equating categories across languages”. Thus, for the challenge of comparing languages, it would be efficient using concepts – Comparative Concepts – which are independent of
descriptive categories and designed for this specific task.
Croft (2016) also argues that comparison between languages must be
done by using theoretical concepts which are independent of particular
systems and he presents two broad types of Comparative Concepts, which
can be purely semantic concepts – functional aspects of the concepts (information packaging) – and hybrid comparative concepts – combination of
functional and formal concepts.
Grammatical Comparative Concepts are defined as the information
which describes what the speaker intends to convey – the function – related
to the way it is conveyed – grammatical form. Yet it can be split in two
types, constructions and strategies.
Constructions are “any pairing of form and function in a language used
to express a particular combination of semantic content and information
packaging” (Croft 2016). Thus, a construction can be used to describe a
particular combination of semantic structure and information packaging
function such as of an adjective construction. Thus, it can be described
according to its semantics (property concepts) and information packaging (modification), since defining it only in terms of semantics is not useful
for comparison between languages. Strategies are also related to particular combinations of semantic structures and information packaging, but
they convey the way (the morphosyntactic strategies) those functions are
expressed across languages.
Specific Constructions and Strategies will be discussed in more detail in
next sections when we present the comparative concepts which can be used
to compare the phenomena investigated here.
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2.2.1. I nformation packaging and the semantic of modifiers:
subcategorizing, selecting, situating
In this section we focus on Modification-informational packaging and
attributive-phrase constructions, useful categories for describing the constructions investigated here (meninada ‘a lot of children’, pilha de desem
pregados ‘pile of unemployed people’, flyktingvågen ‘wave of refugees’).
Croft (in preparation) identifies the types and the strategies encoded in
modifying-referent relations. The term modification can be understood
“as an information packaging function in which a speaker adds further
information about the referent” (Croft in preparation:91).
Modifiers can do more than narrowing their referents and Croft presents them in a group of three different subfunctions. Subcategorizing (or
sorting) refers to categorization of common nouns (square window, good
teacher). Selecting expresses a characterization of the referent by selecting
the instance or set of instances of the type that the speaker intends to refer
to through numerals, quantifiers and related concepts (five eggs, much
food, flock of birds). And situating is responsible for situating the referent
in physical space or mental space of the interlocutor, also implying semantic relations such as ownership (Masha’s dasha), body part (my arm), partwhole (corner of the house), kinship (her mother) and figure-ground (vase
on the shelf).

2.2.1.1. The construction types of Selecting
The way an instance of a type is selected depends on many factors, since
the type being selected may be instantiated in different ways. According
to Croft (in preparation), the prototypical selecting modifiers are cardinal
numerals (cxn), responsible for selecting the number of a set of units (one
tree, two boys, three books).
The modifier quantifier (cxn) expresses an imprecise quantity of the
referent. Two specific types of quantifiers are described: vague numerals (cxn), selecting countable entities and not specifying their precise cardinality (many cows, several ravens), and amount terms (cxn), selecting
uncountable entities (some wine, much wine).
The next two modifiers are also specific types of Comparative Concepts
quantifier (cxn) but they don’t indicate the absolute quantity of the types
being selected. Proportional quantifier (cxn) selects a proportional set of
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individuals (all cats, most dogs, few children). Meanwhile, Distributive
quantifiers (cxn) selects individual members of the set by referring to the
whole set (every dog, each girl, both parakeets).
Set-member term (cxn) requires a set previously presented or inferable
from the discourse, implying some type of order and it includes two specific
modifiers: ordinal numerals (cxn) (the first problem, the second house on
the left) and set-member modifiers which are not ordinal (the next exam
ple, the last tree, the other/another car).
An important distinction is made by Croft with the CC mensural (cxn).
All the modification employed by the modifiers presented before (with the
exception of amount terms) implies that the noun being modified is a discrete entity that exists in the world, such as a book. So a book is a countable entity which can be selected individually or as a set (one book, a set
of five books).
Non discrete entities, such as wine, can be quantified by modifiers that
require individuation, such as measure terms (cxn) (six gallons of wine),
container terms (cxn) (a bottle of wine) and form terms (cxn) (two piles
of sand). However, discrete entities can also be quantified by the terms
above (fifty pounds of books, three boxes of books, two bundles of sticks).
In addition, we have concepts selecting discrete entities such as group
terms (cxn) that selects the referent by setting it in a group (group of stu
dents). The last two subcategories of mensural (cxn) are piece term (cxn),
described as a quantitative partition (a piece of meat), and species term
(cxn), a qualitative partition (many flavors of icecream).
This last type of modifier (mensural) is used to compare the constructions investigated in the present paper, as well as the more specific concepts (measure term: pitada de amor lit.‘pinch of love’; container term: pá
de pessoas lit. ‘shovel of people’; form term: floresta de ideias lit. ‘forest of
ideas’; group term: bando de sentimentos lit. ‘flock of feelings’; piece term:
fiapo de esperança lit. ‘lint of hope’).

2.2.2. Simple and relational encoding strategies
Encoding strategies are cross-linguistic terms and their basic function
would be “encoding the relation of a modifier and the referent it modifies,
and the relation between a predicate and the arguments it is predicated
of” (Croft in preparation:100). Simple encoding strategies are the ones
that do not involve a third morpheme, while relational encoding strategies
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employ an additional morpheme that encodes a semantic relation between
two concepts.
There are two types of simple encoding strategies. The first, juxtaposition (str), corresponds to the relation between two morphological free
words, and the second concerns the combinations of two concepts in a
single word, being defined as compounding (str) when the two words are
roots and affixation (str) when only one of the words is a root. In Swedish, a compound construction (e.g. flyktingvågen) expresses a modifier-referent relation between two root words, combined to form a single word
and being described by the strategy compounding (str). In Brazilian Portuguese, in turn, a suffix construction (e.g. meninada) merges a non-root
(suffix) to a root word (Noun-base) to form a single word, being an example of the strategy affixation (str).
Concerning the relational encoding strategies, two types are described
and differentiated by the criteria of whether the morpheme is bound to the
modifier (case affix) or it’s free (adposition). For free morphemes, they are
called preposition when they precede the modifier word or argument head,
and postposition when the morpheme is postposed. A common relational
strategy encoded by Brazilian Portuguese constructions is preposition (str):
(1) chuva de verão

		lit. rain of summer
		‘summer rain’
The relational morpheme de precedes the modifying word and encodes a
qualitative relation between chuva and verão (a specific type of rain). We
will return to this subject in the next section.

3. Comparing Brazilian Portuguese and Swedish constructions
3.1. I ndefinite quantitative constructions in Brazilian
Portuguese
Two levels of constructions were chosen to represent the broad phenomenon of Quantification in Brazilian Portuguese, the syntactic level – represented by a syntactic construction (caminhão de gente ‘a lot of people’)
– and a morphological level – represented by a morphologic construction
(cachaçada ‘a lot of cachaça’).
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3.1.1. B
 inominal quantitative constructions of Brazilian
Portuguese
On the syntactic level there is a conceptually rich and metaphorical construction expressing indefinite quantification and formally expressed by
[N1 [de N2]] structure. The CE designated as N1 corresponds to a headnoun (expressing indefinite quantification) and the CE N2 is a prepositional phrase (encoding the entity being quantified by the head) (Tavares
2018). The construction denotes an indefinite quantity which can be
placed by the speaker on a very high or very low point on a quantity
scale.
Regarding the frame analysis presented by Tavares (2018), the construction of indefinite quantification was related to the frame Quantified_mass, defined in Berkeley FrameNet as follows: “This frame
contains transparent nouns (and some adjectives) denoting quantities of
a Mass or of Individuals. As opposed to aggregate words such as group,
set, these Quantities do not have a status as Wholes on their own.” The
words in bold correspond to nuclear FEs which are related to construction CEs – CE N1 is associated with the FE Quantity and CE N2 is related
to the FEs Individuals or Mass.
By investigating this metaphorical quantitative structure of BP, Tavares
(2018) showed the relevance of considering the relation between this construction and its literal counterpart construction. The expression pilha de
livros (lit. ‘a pile of books’) has a close relation to pilha de desempregados
(lit. ‘a pile of unemployed’), even though the elements of the literal construction must match (books must be able to be stacked) and the figurative one is much less strict in terms of entities selected (we may have a pile
of people, feelings and events). Despite these differences, the semantics of
literal N1 seems to contribute with nuances of meaning to the metaphorical construction. Also, some studies (cf. Brodbeck 2010; Tavares 2014)
demonstrated that figurative constructs of this type involve the notion of
quantity associated to a particular conceptualization referring to image
schemas (cf. Lakoff 1987; Johnson 1987).
In view of the connection between literal and metaphorical constructions, as well as the assumption of the persistence of conceptual image of
N1 over the construction, eight constructional subpatterns were identified,
defined according to the specific frame evoked by N1:
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TABLE 1. Constructional subpatterns of indefinite quantification in BP.
Indefinite quantification subpatterns in Brazilian Portuguese
Frame evoked by N1

Examples

aggregates

enxame de Ovnis (lit. ‘swarm of UFOs’)

natural locale

floresta de ideias (lit. ‘forest of ideas’)

weather

tempestade de Pelés (lit. ‘storm of Pelés’)

vehicle

caminhão de filhos (lit. ‘truck of children’)

container

poço de angústia (lit. ‘well of anguish’)

measure by action

pitada de amor (lit. ‘pinch of love’)

impact

porrada de gente (lit. ‘stroke of people’)

part-whole

fiapo de esperança (lit. ‘lint of hope’)

For the purpose of the study we will consider the general construction [N1
[of N2]] as the best level of comparison between Brazilian Portuguese and
Swedish, although in some points of the study we demonstrate contrastive
analysis regarding specific subtypes.

3.1.2. Suffixal morphic quantitative constructions
Investigating the suffixal morphic constructions of BP, Costa (2015)
described three constructional subpatterns, the ones with the suffixes
-ADA, -AIADA, -ARADA. These consist of a Noun-base, an Xn (variable
noun) which can be a count noun or a mass noun, merged with a quantifier suffix with specific forms. Examples 2–4 show some constructs of each
type of the construction:
(2) [Xn-ADA]
			
			
(3) [Xn-AIADA]
			
			
(4) [Xn-ARADA]
			
			

arroizada
rice - ada.suffix
‘a lot of rice’
coisaiada
stuff - aiada.suffix
‘a lot of things’
gatarada
cats - arada.suffix
‘lot of cats’
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garotada
kids - ada.suffix
‘a lot of kids’
escadaiada
ladder - aiada.suffix
‘a lot of stairs’
homarada
men - arada.suffix
‘a lot of man’
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In (2) a Noun-base such as arroz ‘rice’ is quantified when it merges with
the suffix -ADA which expresses a large quantity of arroz through the
construct arroizada ‘a lot of rice’. The way these suffixes express quantity is by bringing the referent together in a group, denoting an indeterminate quantity related to the conceptual schema of collection (Johnson
2005).
One of the frames related to this construction is Quantity, defined
in Berkeley FrameNet as follows: “This frame contains nouns denoting
Quantities of a specified Entity and their numerical Values. The nouns in
this frame DO NOT convey a gradable amount on their own”. Because
the construction is morphological, it is not possible to correlate single
words to each Frame Element, but it’s possible to see the correlation
between the suffix to the Evoking Element Frame, since it is responsible
for characterizing the construction. The FEs Quantity and Value would
also correspond to the suffix while Entity is related to quantifiable nouns
(Xn).
While the syntactic constructions (Subsection 3.1.1) admit a gradable quantity – it is possible to notice a gradable scale between some
pairs of quantifiers (chuva ‘rain’ and tempestade ‘storm’, mar ‘sea’ and
oceano ‘ocean’), the morphological constructions seem to denote a whole
on their own or at least there is no inferable scale within the quantity
they express. This explains why the morphic construction is related to
the frame Quantity which, as defined above, does not convey gradable
amounts.

3.2. Indefinite quantitative constructions in Swedish
3.2.1. The investigation process
In this section we investigate the Swedish counterparts of Brazilian Portuguese constructions. This is not an exhaustive study of Swedish quantifiers, so it addresses constructions which, similarly to BP structures,
select a referent entity and denote a large or small indefinite quantification.
The contrastive investigation is based on an indirect comparison
between Portuguese and Swedish by taking English as interlingua. We used
a corpus-based research from which it was possible to look up equivalent
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expressions by using Europarl3 (Koehn 2005), a parallel corpus containing
translations from English to Swedish.
The starting point was taking the set of Brazilian Portuguese quantifiers — not including the suffixal morphic construction since we could not
find equivalent morphological structure for it in English — and searching
for equivalents in English by looking at every possible combination of a
potential quantifier noun and the preposition of. Table 2 presents all the
quantifiers identified in English and their equivalents in Swedish from the
Europarl corpus:
TABLE 2. Noun quantifiers in English and Swedish.
English quantifiers

Swedish equivalents

avalanche, bunch, deluge, flood, handful,
lot, mountain, multitude, pile, pinch

berg ‘mountain’, floder ‘rivers’, flodvåg ‘tsunami’,
Himalaya ‘Himalayas’, hög ‘pile’, kaskader
‘cascades’, lavinen ‘avalanche’, massa ‘lot’, nypa
‘pinch’, överflödet ‘overflow’, rad ‘row’, samling
‘collection’, stormar ‘storms’, ström ‘stream’,
vågen ‘wave’.

English and Swedish quantifiers have similar functions to BP quantifiers,
expressing large or small amounts of a referent.

3.2.2. The results
In relation to the patterns identified, one syntactic pattern was related to
English quantifiers [N1 of N2] and three different patterns were related to
Swedish quantifiers as shown in Table 3:

3	The Europarl parallel corpus is extracted from the proceedings of the European Parliament. It includes versions in 21 European languages and is available on https://
www.statmt.org/europarl/.
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TABLE 3. Indefinite quantification patterns of English and Swedish.

Swedish

[N1 prep N2]

[N1 N2]

[N2-N1]

berg av arbete
‘mountain of work’
kaskader av skratt
‘cascades of laughter’
hög med pengar
‘pile of money’
Himalaya med utgifter
‘Himalaya of expenses’

handfull profitjägare
‘handful of profiteers’
samling faktureringar
‘collection of invoices’
rad åtgärder
‘row of actions’
nypa goda avsikter
‘pinch of good intentions’

flyktingvågen
‘wave of refugees’
transportlavinen
‘avalanche of transport’
flyktingström
‘stream of refugees’
informationsöverflöd
‘overflow of information’

[N1 of N2]
English

pile of work
mountain of payments
flood of people
handful of citizens

Swedish patterns are differentiated by formal differences. We identified
two syntactic structures: the [N1 prep N2] is a prepositional pattern which
has no preposition lexically specified since there are two candidates for
that position (av and med); the [N1 N2], in turn, constitutes a pattern with
no preposition. The third pattern [N2-N1] is a compound which presents
the inversion of position of modifier and referent being modified, that is,
N2 must come before N1.
In terms of semantics, all of these constructions assign the selected referents an indefinite quantity. The quantity assigned might be large (flyk
tingvågen lit. ‘wave of refugees’), even exaggerated if we consider the use
of the highest mountain range in the world as a quantifier (Himalaya med
utgifter lit. ‘Himalaya of expenses’), or very small (nypa goda avsikter lit.
‘pinch of good intentions’).
Unlike the BP constructions, Swedish patterns are treated as general
structures, no subdivision was made at this point since a more detailed
corpus analysis would be required to do so.

3.3. A
 nalysing formal and functional correspondence between
constructions
Brazilian Portuguese and Swedish quantitative constructions are partially
equivalent, since we have a syntactic [N1 de N2] and a morphological pattern [N-suffix] – where N corresponds to N2 and the suffix corresponds to
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N1– from BP being linked to three different patterns of Swedish [N1_P_
N2], [N1 N2] and [N2-N1]. Some of them are formally different but they
share functional properties that make those constructions comparable. We
considered a more refined criteria to compare source and target construction (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c:267):
1. Is there a corresponding construction, or set of constructions, in the target language?
2. Is there one construction in the target language that covers the full functional range of the source construction and is not a superordinate construction?4
3. Are the source construction and the closest target construction formally
similar, except for lexical differences?
4. Do all formal differences follow from other constructions not of the
same type as the source-target constructional pair?
These questions have yes or no answers and follow an ordered sequence
in which the first question blocks the next ones in case of a negative
answer, and the last question is answered only if the third has a negative answer. Positive answers lead to score 1, negative answers to score
0 and the last question is given 0,5 for a positive answer. A high score
(3) shows that there is a high level of correspondence between constructions, both in form and function. The answers to these questions are
shown in the Table 4, comparing the syntactic pattern of Brazilian Portuguese [N1 de N2] to the three patterns of Swedish [N1 prep N2], [N1
N2] and [N2-N1].

4	Note that answering yes to this question means that there is functional equivalence
in the target language, but it does not necessarily mean that the answer would be
yes in the opposite direction, since the comparison is unidirectional.
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TABLE 4. Comparison between BP phrasal construction and Swedish constructions.
Brazilian Portuguese pattern [N1 de N2]
2. functional
equivalence

3. formal similarity

4. all differences
external

[N1 prep N2] 1

1

1

-

[N1 N2]

1

1

0

0,5

[N2-N1]

1

1

0

0,5

Swedish
patterns

1. correspondence

For the first question, all Swedish patterns are given a score 1, so they
were identified as corresponding to the pattern of BP (similar enough to be
related). The second question regards whether there is a target construction which covers the full functional range of the source construction, but
only in a unidirectional sense (BP being the source), and it received a score
1 because the Swedish constructions are functionally equivalent to the BP
construction (indefinite quantification function). Question three, concerning morphosyntactic structure, receives score 1 for the Swedish syntactic
pattern, which shares the same structure with the source construction,
and 0 for the others since they are formally different. The existence of
these two formally non corresponding patterns leads to the last question
which serves to indicate whether the differences follow from other constructions. The syntactic pattern [N1 N2] shows that the use of a preposition to encode this type of relation between modifier and entity being
modified is not mandatory in Swedish as it is in BP. The pattern [N2-N1]
can be associated with very general constructions, since compounding is a
widely recurring structure in Swedish and it’s given a score 0,5.
The high level of correspondence between the source construction [N1
de N2] and target construction [N1 prep N2] indicates that we are dealing
with cognate structures, similar in both form and function. This is a very
good reason to link these constructions. But it is even more interesting for
a cross-linguistic alignment enterprise, in general, when the structures are
not completely equivalent, maybe functionally similar, but formally different, so that linking strategies must be proposed to align them – what
might be relevant for the alignment of other structures and languages as
well. Table 5 compares the suffixal morphic construction of BP to the same
three Swedish constructions:
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TABLE 5. Comparison between BP morphological construction
and Swedish constructions.
Brazilian Portuguese pattern [N-suffix]
Swedish
patterns

1. correspondence

2. functional
equivalence

3. formal similarity

4. all differences
external

[N1 prep
N2]

1

1

0

0

[N1 N2]

1

1

0

0

[N2-N1]

1

1

0

0

First and second questions have received a score 1 for all Swedish patterns since they are comparable structures and they share similar functions. Question 3, however, has a score of 0 once none of them are formally
equivalent. Even though the morphological [N-suffix] and the compound
[N2-N1] are left-headed structures (N-suffix: mulher-ada ‘lots of women’,
N2-N1: flykting-vågen ‘wave of refugees’), they are considered to be formally different since the first merges a noun-base to a suffix and the second merges two nouns, receiving a 0 score. Finally, the score for the fourth
question is still 0 because the difference between source and target constructions does not follow from other constructions, in fact, the difference is particular to the BP suffix construction rather than following from
more general patterns. This suggests a medium level of correspondence
between the Swedish constructions and the morphic construction, since
they are functionally equivalent but have construction-particular differences (Lyngfelt et al. 2018c).
Note that this method of comparison does not imply that the constructions considered functionally equivalent may not show functional differences. The questions above may serve as a basic prerequisite for aligning
constructions. Hence, we argue that using Comparative Concepts may
function as an additional strategy of addressing the comparison between
constructions. CC’s might contribute to a more accurate analysis of the
function that involves the constructions in contrast. We could add the
information that the target constructions are equivalent to source constructions because they function as modifiers, and we might still compare
those constructions through more specific CC’s since they have specific
modification functions (such as the function of selecting). We present this
analysis in more detail in the next section.
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3.4. C
 omparative concepts as a strategy of cross-linguistic
comparison
We turn now to the analysis of grammatical Comparative Concepts. They
are the ones whose information packaging function is selecting and the
construction (words) expressing it is mensural (cxn). This superordinate
CC is subdivided in six concepts, defined by Croft’s Glossary of Terms (in
preparation:490–549) as follows:
a. measure term (cxn): a mensural term that selects a measured amount
of an uncountable referent. Example: in six gallons of wine, gallon(s) is a
measure term.
b. container term (cxn): a mensural term that selects an amount of a referent according to the container it is found in. Example: in a bottle of wine,
bottle functions as a container term for wine.
c. form term (cxn): a mensural term that selects an amount of a referent
according to the shape defined by the amount. Example: in two piles of
sand, pile(s) is a form term.
d. group term (cxn): a mensural term that selects an amount of a set of referents according to some delimiting function. Example: in a herd of cattle,
herd is a group term.
e. piece term (cxn): a mensural term that selects an amount of a referent
which is a usually separated, arbitrary part of the object. Example: in a
slice of meat, slice is a piece term.
f. species term (cxn): a mensural term that selects a subtype or variety of
the referent category. Example: in many flavors of ice cream, flavor(s) is
a species term.
The definition of mensural terms (cxn) is supported by examples with literal interpretation and the use of some words which best represent the category (e.g. gallon, bottle, slice). We assume that these concepts can also
be applied to terms with a figurative meaning – the ones investigated by
Tavares (2018) – as the source domain still matters for the interpretation
of the metaphor. The following are examples of mensural terms applied to
describe terms both in the literal and in the figurative construction [N1 de
N2] of Brazilian Portuguese:
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(5) measure term (cxn): pitada ‘pinch’
		a. pitada de sal (lit. ‘pinch of salt’)
		b. pitada de amor (lit. ‘pinch of love’)
(6) container term (cxn): pá ‘shovel’
		a. pá de areia (lit. ‘shovel of sand’)
		b. pá de pessoas (lit. ‘shovel of people’)
(7) form term (cxn): floresta ‘forest’
		a. floresta de pinheiros (lit. ‘forest of pine trees’)
		b. floresta de ideias (lit. ‘forest of ideas’)
(8) group term (cxn): bando ‘flock’
		a. bando de pássaros (lit. ‘flock of birds’)
		b. bando de sentimentos (lit. ‘flock of feelings’)
(9) piece term (quantitative partition) (cxn): fiapo ‘lint’
		a. fiapo de roupa (lit. ‘lint of cloth’)
		b. fiapo de esperança (lit. ‘lint of hope’)
In (5a) pitada ‘pinch’ functions literally as a unit of measurement which
selects a certain amount (conventionally defined) of sal ‘salt’. In (5b), pitada
is not a literal unit of measurement but it still selects an amount of its referent
(in a more subjective way) and denotes a very small amount of amor ‘love’.
Considering the CC’s shown in the examples below, we have the following relationship between 7 constructional subtypes of BP and the Comparative Concepts applied to them:
TABLE 6. Comparative Concepts applied to BP subtypes.
Brazilian Portuguese Subtypes

Comparative Concepts

Examples

[N1 de N2] aggregates

group term (cxn)

penca de gente
‘bunch of people’

[N1 de N2] measure by action

measure term (cxn)

punhado de tempo
‘handful of time’

[N1 de N2] part-whole

piece term (cxn):

ponta de decepção
‘tip of disappointment’
enxurrada de críticas
‘flood of criticism’

[N1 de N2] weather
[N1 de N2] natural locale

form term (cxn)

pá de problemas
‘shovel of problems’

[N1 de N2] container
[N1 de N2] vehicle

montanha de problemas
‘mountain of problems’

container term (cxn)
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‘truck of news’
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Concerning the suffixal morphic construction of indefinite quantification, it might be described by the mensural term (cxn) and its subpatterns,
the ones with the specified suffixes (ADA, AIADA and ARADA), are best
described by group term (cxn). Costa (2015) argued that these constructions select their referent and place them in a group, since they are conceptualized by the schema of collection, as we can observe in Table 7:
TABLE 7. Comparative Concepts applied to suffixal morphic construction.
Suffixal morphic construction
Xn-suffix

Comparative Concept

Examples

mensural term
cachaçada
‘a lot of cachaça’

Xn-ADA

Xn-AIADA

group term

escadaiada
‘a lot of stairs’
homarada
‘a lot of men’

Xn-ARADA

We turn now to the analysis of how comparative concepts are applied
to Swedish patterns identified in this study. We noticed that many nouns
functioning as quantifiers are quite similar to BP nouns, as are the Comparative Concepts applied to describe them. So the superordinate mensural term (cxn) can be used to describe the three general constructions, and
this can be evidenced by application of the specific mensural terms to particular nouns:
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TABLE 8. Comparative Concepts applied to each Swedish constructional pattern.
Swedish constructions

Comparative Concepts

Examples

[N1 prep N2]

form term (cxn):

vågen av flyktingar
‘the wave of refugees’

measure term (cxn):

handfull av kommissioner
‘handful of commissions’

group term (cxn):

svärm av specialrapporter
‘swarm of special reports’

form term (cxn):

rad åtgärder
‘row of actions’

measure term (cxn):

nypa goda avsikter
‘pinch of good intentions’

group term (cxn):

samling faktureringar
‘collection of invoices’

form term (cxn):

transportlavinen
‘the avalanche of transports’

[N1 N2]

[N2-N1]

Some of those groups of Comparative Concepts are related to the groups
identified for BP constructions. Note that we are not assuming the existence of subpatterns for Swedish as we assumed for BP constructions
because this would require a more detailed corpus analysis. Furthermore,
the research is biased since the search for quantifiers in Swedish was based
on existing quantifier names in Portuguese. However, by applying CC’s to
this contrastive study, it is possible to verify some resemblance between
both languages in terms of types of features which take part in the constructions.
Although we cannot propose a cross-linguistic alignment of specific subtypes, we still can look at the instances of Swedish indefinite quantification patterns and suggest a subdivision of them according to comparative
concepts that could describe each group. Thus, now we have an analysis
regarding Swedish subtypes which are correspondent to BP ones, by taking
cross linguistic features, the CC’s. Table 9 shows the hypothetical subtypes
of Swedish indefinite quantification constructions.
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TABLE 9. Hypothetical Swedish subtypes of indefinite quantification.
Indefinite quantification (general patterns)

Indefinite quantification (subtypes)

[N1 prep N2]

[N1 prep N2] form term
[N1 prep N2] group term
[N1 prep N2] measure term

[N1 N2]

[N1 N2] form term
N1 N2] group term
[N1 N2] measure term

[N2-N1]

[N2-N1] form term

This group might be expanded by future corpus-based research once it
returns as result piece terms and container terms quantifiers filling the
syntactic or even the morphic patterns. As an example, a simple search
on Korp showed candidates for Swedish piece terms (10) and container
term (11):
(10) Piece term: smula ‘crumb’
a. en smula hopp (lit. ‘a crumb of hope’)
b. en smula ångest (lit. ‘a crumb of anxiety’)
c. en smula tur (lit. ‘a crumb of luck’)
(11) Container term: säck ‘sack’
a. en hel säck med tårar (lit. ‘a whole sack of tears’)
b. en hel säck med inspiration (lit. ‘a whole sack of inspiration’)
c. en hel säck med uppmuntran (lit. ‘a whole sack of encouragement’)
More detailed research may be able to identify other possible quantifiers
that fit the previously identified morphosyntactic patterns.
Having compared the abstract constructions successfully by intermediate features, in the next section we propose their alignment in a multilingual resource.

4. Alignment of Portuguese and Swedish constructions
It has been shown that Constructions of Swedish and Brazilian Portuguese
here presented are roughly equivalent. We also addressed how the Comparative Concepts can be applied to describe those constructions and com-
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pare them in a cross-linguistic way. Now we turn to the discussion about
how those constructions could be aligned and to the proposition of intermediate representations towards multilingual ConstructiCon, since Brazilian and Swedish resources work with different methodologies.
Alignment between constructions can be done by using the CC mensural terms (cxn), thus, its superordinate category modifier (cxn) might be
employed as well. So both abstract constructions of Brazilian Portuguese
will be aligned to the Swedish constructions counterparts by applying these
CCs, despite the fact they might be formally different or even not evoking
the same frame. In addition, the relational encoding strategy preposition
(str) will be responsible for aligning the cognates structures [N1 de N2]
from Brazilian Portuguese to [N1 prep N2] from Swedish. On the other
hand, distinct simple encoding strategies were applied to the morphological constructions – the compounding (str) was applied to the Swedish
compound construction and affixation (str) to the BP suffixal morphic construction –, not conceiving the alignment at this level.
In order to do it, we need to model them in the multilingual tool located
in Brazilian ConstructiCon. Figure 4 address the computational modeling
of the syntactic construction of BP:

FIGURE 4. Constraints applied to BP indefinite quantification construction.

This construction has two CEs, de_N2 is a Prepositional Phrase and N1 is a
Noun Phrase. Three constraints are related to the alignment proposal: the
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cpt_preposition_str applied to the CE de_N2 indicates the encoding relation between N2 and N1 through the preposition; the evk_cpt_mensural_
cxn concerns the comparative concept mensural term which can describe
all constructions here investigated; and the modifier (cxn) is related to the
attributive phrases – mensural terms (cxn) can be understood as a more
specific type of modifier (cxn). The representation also shows that the construction evokes the frame Quantified_mass.
Figure 5 presents the modeling proposal for quantificação_indefinida_
mórfica_sufixal (the indefinite quantification suffixal morphic construction of BP).

FIGURE 5: Constraints applied to BP suffixal morphic quantitative construction.

The construction has one CE licenced by a Noun and another licenced
by the construction Suffix. The Noun_base must come before the Suffix
and no adjacent material is allowed. The comparative concept mensural
term (cxn) was applied to CE Suffix since it has the modifier function and
carries the notion of quantity. The strategy affixation (str) was applied to
the suffix to model the relation between it (non-root morpheme) and the
Noun_base (root morpheme). Unlike the other constructions presented,
the frame evoked by this construction is Quantity, but it is still possible to
relate them by Comparative Concepts.
Next, Figure 6 illustrates the constraints applied to the Swedish construction indefinit_kvantifiering.compound (indefinite quantification
compound) construction:
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FIGURE 6. Constraints applied to Swedish indefinite quantification compound.

The construction has the CEs N1 and N2, both licenced by a Substantiv
(Noun) construction. CE N1 is constrained by mensural term (cxn) and
modifier (cxn) and by the strategy compounding (str). Meets constraint
in CE N2 indicates that it comes before N1 and there is no adjacent
material between them. At last, the frame evoked by the construction
is Quantified_mass. Note that the compounding (str) is relevant to represent computationally the relation between the modifier (N1) and the
referent (N2), which are combined to form a single word, but it does not
serve as a linking property to align this construction to the BP suffixal
morphic construction since they are described by distinct morphological strategies.
Figure 7 shows the constraints applied to the indefinit_kvantifiering_
NP_NP construction (indefinite quantification NP_NP).

FIGURE 7. Constraints applied to Swedish indefinite quantification NP_NP.

Unlike the previous one, the CEs of this construction are licenced by
nominalfras (Nominal Phrase) and now N1 must come before N2. However, the same constraints regarding the Comparative Concepts (mensural
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terms and modifier) were applied to this construction as well as the frame
evoked (Quantified_mass).
Figure 8 shows the third construction identified, the indefinit_kvantifier
ing_NP_PP (indefinite quantification NP_NP), and the constraints applied
to it:

FIGURE 8. Constraints applied to Swedish indefinite quantification NP PP.

As a cognate structure of the syntactic BP construction, it has a nominal
fras (Noun Phrase) and a prepositionfras (Prepositional Phrase) as CEs.
Once there is a relational strategy encoding the CEs, the comparative concept preposition (str) was applied to CE prep_N2. The mensural term (cxn)
and modifier (cxn) concepts were applied to N1 and the whole construction is related to the frame Quantified_mass.
In summary, these constructions have a certain degree of correspondence with each other and all of them were aligned through the comparative
concepts modifier (cxn) and mensural terms (cxn). Other constructions
show a complementary possibility of alignment, since they have a high
level of correspondence. That is the case of phrasal patterns that involve
a relational encoding strategy, being aligned by the CC preposition (str).
One important issue regarding the alignment by using comparative concepts is that the suffixal morphic construction of BP does not evoke the
same frame of all the other constructions and it is even formally different in
some aspects, but some properties of its function are covered by the comparative concept applied to it. Thus, the alignment becomes possible. This
aspect is relevant to a frame-based multilingual resource since this strategy allows linking constructions which are not frame-related but somehow
equivalent. In addition, because Comparative Concepts do not correspond
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to specific grammatical categories (such as nouns) they allow the CE suffix to be described in a similar way to nominal CEs, that is, as a modifier.

5. Concluding remarks
The present paper has presented a comparative study between constructions of indefinite quantification of Brazilian Portuguese and equivalent
constructions in Swedish. First, it was necessary to carry out a survey of
possible candidates for Swedish equivalent constructions, through research
based on a parallel corpus that had English as an intermediate language.
The constructions were analyzed in terms of formal and functional correspondence and some of them presented higher levels of correspondence in
relation to the others.
To conduct the comparative analysis, intermediate strategies were
employed. The contrastive analysis showed that Comparative Concepts
can be used as more abstract features of informational packaging and
semantics that manage to successfully describe languages and connect
them, even if their constructions do not have complete formal and functional equivalence. On the other hand, such intermediate comparison
structures are also able to offer a more subtle comparison through more
specific concepts that trigger more specific constructions and functions of
the languages being compared.
Finally, we proposed the computational modeling of equivalent constructions identified for Swedish in the Brazilian ConstructiCon. To do so,
the constraints from the multilingual constraint editor were mapped to
Swedish constructions. Therefore, the constraints related to the Comparative Concepts support the multilingual alignment of these constructions.
They might also become a linking strategy for future alignment of other
languages, even if the constructions being compared show a less degree of
correspondence.
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